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ABSTRACT

This dissertation describes a software system and related hardware architecture in

which high level language programs are compiled into gate level logic circuitry that is

configured specifically to execute the compiled program. A system whose processor can

be dynamically reconfigured to suit different applications is known as a custom

computing machine (CCM). We have designed a new class of CCMs based on the

concept of functional memory (FM), which we construct by connecting field

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) in parallel with conventional random access memory

(RAM). FM is used by the processor for computing the (possibly multi-operand)

expressions of the high level language program in the combinational logic provided by the

FPGAs. When all program expressions are computed in FM, the necessary processor

instruction set reduces to a minimal number of moves and jumps.

Our functional memory computer (FMC) is a four FPGA FM prototype with a fifth

FPGA programmed as the minimal processor. The language we adopted as the high level

source language for programming the FMC is a decision-table (DT) variation of standard

Pascal. DT programs for a shortest path and two sorting algorithms were translated,

executed, and analyzed on the FMC. The second sorting program demonstrated a

nondeterministic array selection function. An analysis for the shortest path program

showed that memory load/store counts remained comparable for FMC and von Neumann

implementations. However, with the FMC, a 35% reduction in total execution steps

occurred because all computation steps are performed in parallel on the FMC.

The problem of compiling high level DTs to low level FMC object code is more

complex than for conventional machines because each single expression in the source

program can translate into several tens of lines of FPGA circuit definition code. The

v
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Windows based system developed for this purpose includes a compiler that translates

source programs into intermediate assembly language modules, and an operating system

that invokes system routines for assembling, linking, placing and routing, and loading the

FPGA machine level object code into the minimal processor and functional memory.
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PREFACE

In 1986 an engineer friend of mine named Richard Shaffer and I stopped at a local

vendor in Minneapolis to pick up some PALs, when the representative asked us into the

back room to show us something. XILINX had just introduced the first RAM-based

field programmable gate array (FPGA), which was the first very large scale integrated

(VLSI) circuit chip where the circuit is "written into it" not at the factory but after the

power is turned on. In the back room the rep showed us a XILINX 2018 FPGA

development system. He asked, "Can you think of a good application for these things?"

My reply was, "Only if you had a reason to change the circuit as often as you change

RAM, like if the chip could somehow be reprogrammed from a high-level language

compiler." As my friend and I were driving back, I discussed with him how interesting it

would be to write a compiler which would specify the logic circuitry of the machine that

the program would execute on. In 1991 this became my dissertation topic.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This dissertation began as a challenge to build a machine designed expressly for

decision table (DT) execution. One advantage of representing a program as a DT

[CODASYL, 1982] is that all the program's conditional statements are consolidated as

"condition stubs" in upper left quadrant of the table with the idea that they can all be

evaluated simultaneously. (See Figure 1.1.) Based on the evaluation of all these

condition stubs, a "rule" corresponding to one of the columns is chosen. The rule

contains a list of statements to execute, which are made up of "action stubs" in the lower

left quadrant of the table.

Rules

-Condition Stubs
T

F

Entry Ta

-Action Stubs x
x

ble

Figure 1.1. Decision Table Representation of a Program

A machine designed for DT execution would be one where the amount of time it takes

to select a rule is independent of the number of condition stubs and rules. Such a

machine would also be able to compute arithmetic expressions in constant time (within

practical limits). This means that theoretically, the right sides of assignment statements

would also evaluate in unit time, independent of the number of variables or operands. In

the end, theoretical execution time for a program on such a machine would depend only

1



on (a) the number of iterations of the rules it must execute, plus (b) the number of

variable changes (i.e., assignment statements) each rule contains.

If "constant time" is on the order of tens or hundreds of microseconds, then such a

machine would only have theoretical value. If this time is on the order of tens or

hundreds of nanoseconds, then the machine would have practical value today. Also, the

machine would have only theoretical value if the sizes of implementable programs are too

small to be of any significance, although "practical limits" of today are much different

than what they will be five years from now.

For this dissertation, we have built a machine whose "constant times" are in the tens

to hundreds of nanoseconds, and whose "practical limits" do not impair it from

potentially impacting important applications (e.g., image processing) over the next five

years. This machine utilizes a relatively new technology, that of field programmable gate

array (FPGA [Brown, et aI., 1992]) chips, to extend RAM (memory) to what we call

"functional memory" (PM), which has attached expression computation (function

processing) elements.

1.1 DECISION TABLE PROGRAMMING MODEL

The decision table is used as the high-level programming language to compile because

its structure conveniently separates and consolidates the conditional expressions for

program control into a single expression calculation. Since it has been shown previously

that any computer program can be expressed in a decision table form [Lew, 1982],

decision tables are general purpose. In fact, decision tables support multiway branching,

making it even more expressive and efficient than conventional languages. For

convenience, we will assume limited-entry unambiguous DTs in our treatment here.

2
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As Figure 1.2 illustrates, a decision table consists of four quadrants. The upper left

contains condition stubs, which are expressions that can be evaluated all at once. The

upper right quadrant lists the condition entries, which define columns of possible

expression result combinations. Multiple 'T' entries in a column indicate logically

ANDed condition stubs which must be true for the "rule" (column) to "fire" (i.e., be

selected for execution). The lower right quadrant contains the action entries that indicate

row by row with X's, which action stub statements (in the lower left quadrant) are to be

executed when the rule fires. Note that the right half of the table (the entry table) is

simply an AND-OR array, containing boolean inputs and outputs. The process of

translating any program (i.e., flowchart) into a decision table is mechanical and explained

in [Lew, 1982].

1. CONDITION STUBS
Execution begins by evaluating
the conditional expressions giVing
true/false results

- CONDITION iiiiI.-ilSTUBS _

-ACTION.........~
-STUBS-

4. ACTION STUBS
Assignment statements execute if
an 'X' actionentryappears for the
ruleselected

2. CONDITION ENTRIES
'T'or 'P entries Indicate
whichresults ANDed will
causerulesto fire.

The ENTRY
TABLE is an
AND-OR array.
Columns define
rules. Condition
results causerules
to fire, causing
action statements
to execute.

3. ACTION ENTRIES
'X' entryin a rulecolumn
indicates execution of
statement to the left

Figure 1.2. Decision Table Execution

A decision table program executes by first evaluating all the condition stubs

simultaneously. The results feed the entry table logic which selects a unique rule. The

3



selectionof the rule defines a subprogram entry point address. There, code for all the

action stubs in a selectedentry column is executed. The whole process repeats (starting

with the reevaluation of the conditionstubs) until a selected rule causes the program to

terminate.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the decision tableexecutionmodel. A rule is provided for the

processor by the FPGA chip in the form of a jump address to code to execute for that

rule. The code to execute involves simple fetchingexpression results from FM and

storing them back into FM. When the processor is complete, the address of the next rule

to execute is immediately available to be read and executed.

START
Computed in

FM

Rule
a

Rule
1

Rule
••• n-1

Rule
n

Expressions computed in FM
Processor performs loads & stores

EXIT

Figure 1.3. Decision Table Execution Model

1.2 HARDWARE BACKGROUND

With a $1,000 department grant, the "Hawaii Parallel Computer" was designedand

the parts were ordered. Construction quality was not compromised, but the absolute

4



cheapest most practical integrated circuit components were used, including the $3.95 Intel

MCS-51 8031 microprocessor (i8031). With all these conditions to evaluate

simultaneously, the use of a field programmable gate array (FPGA) seemed like a natural

component to the solution. Evaluating any sort of array of boolean variables, such as the

right half of a decision table, is inherently easier to implement in boolean logic than

sequentially in assembly language on a microprocessor. Therefore the XILINX 3042

4,200 gate FPGA was ordered [XILINX, 1993], which at $125 was by far the most

expensive single component.

The machine evolved over a period of two years. In the original design, the FPGA

would evaluate only the right half of the decision table, with an array of microprocessors

feeding it boolean inputs and reading a boolean vector output. The machine resembled a

cache-only multiprocessor, because local two-port shared memories on each

microprocessor board allowed the memory array as a whole to emulate a concurrent read

exclusive write (CREW) Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) [Kumar, et a!.,

1994]. Our use of FPGAs also made our design significantly different from the only

other "DT computer" [Pawlak 1986] of which we are aware. That system considers only

the entries, and ignores condition and action stubs.

1.2.1 HPC Cache-Only Multiprocessor

The original HPC architecture featured an array of i8031 microprocessors connected

to two-port RAMs implementing a "cache-only" multiprocessor. (See Figure 1.4.) A

unique wire-ORed bus facilitated the cache update by the main microprocessor. The

subordinate i8031 "von Neumann processor" array evaluated the condition stubs of the

decision table. A special Boolean Processor (BP), which was simply the XILlNX 3042

FPGA, "executed" the entry table. Finally, the "system processor" would execute the

action stubs according to the BP output.

5
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The BP produces an action stub vector from the condition stub results, indicating

which action stubs to execute. Output bits (programmed as boolean expressions of input

bits) are computed simultaneously, nondeterministically (asynchronously) and in

dataflow fashion (using combinational logic). Execution time is instantaneous (tens or

hundreds of nanoseconds) and (ideally) independent of number of input bits. The BP

with I/O bits are implemented in the single XILINX FPGA and programmed using the

Programmable Array Logic Assembly Language (PALASM).

- - -':Shared" fJlemory - ,
I.

FPGABoard

0••(m-1) Host
(IBMPe)

Figure 1.4. Hawaii Parallel Computer Block Diagram

When it came time to wire the XILINX board, five more, higher capacity FPGAs

became available as samples from XILINX. With four 9,000 gate XC3090 and one

6,400 XC3064 FPGA, we were able to expand the portion of the program computed in

the FPGA to all the condition expressions as well. (Up to this point, the condition

expressions were to be evaluated using the array of microprocessors with their true/false

results being fed to the FPGA.)
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The HPC was first described publicly where the condition expressions and rule

selection were computed in the FPGA array, and all the rule statements (action stubs)

were executed in the main microprocessor [Halverson and Lew, 1994-1]. Our primary

focus now assumes the case where the expressions on the right sides of the assignment

statements are also computed in the FPGA array [Halverson and Lew, 1994-21.

1.3 LEVELS OF PROGRAMMABILITY

When programming machines, high level language statements are translated down

into the native "ones and zeros" language codes of the machine. These machine codes tell

the hardware what to do. The granularity of the specification detail of these machine

language codes, in effect, define the hardware/software boundary and the level of

programmability of the machine. Few bits per machine cycle (eight or 16) for von

Neumann microprocessors are coarse grained. Microprograms often use less than 100

bits per cycle therefore are medium grained. FPGA specifications can require hundreds

or thousands of bits defining a single cycle computation therefore would be fine grained.

The high level language translation tools become increasingly complex the more fine

grained the hardware/software boundary.

1.3.1 Von Neumann Machines

Digital computers as we know them today were conceived in the late 1940's. They

were unique from computing machines of the past in that their programming involved

setting switches electronically, using the same storing and fetching mechanism as the

program itself uses for data as it is executing (i.e., program memory was the same as data

memory). This meant that programs could now modify themselves, but more

importantly, it meant that a program could create another program and execute it, without

user intervention. Memory now contained either processor instruction codes or data,

depending on the reference point of a particular program. One program's data output can

7
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itself be a program, to be executedat a different time. Figure 1.5 illustrates the most

common program whose output is itself a program: a compiler.

On a von Neumannprocessor, the instruction repertoire is a fixed set of operations

that the processor is "wired" to carry out. The granularityof the program instructions

involve for example (a) moving a word from the memory into a processor register,or (b)

adding two registers together inside the processor. (A register is a one word memory

element inside the processor. Processors usually have 8, 16 or 32 general purpose

registers for storingvalues temporarily for calculations.) These program instructions may

take multiplemachine cycles to complete.

Dl MEMORY

User .... COMPILER ....
Program Program

Data

, ~

PROCESSOR

Figure 1.5. Compiler for a von Neumann Computer

1.3.2 Microprograrnrnable Machines

In the 1970s, semiconductor memory pricesdropped to a level where

microprogrammabIe computersbecamefeasible. At a lower level, microprogram

instructioncodes involve the multiplexing of signals betweenprocessor registers and

through arithmetic and logic units to perform mathematical functions (e.g., addition,

shifting, multiplication). The memorythat contains the microprogram is usuallyseparate
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from the memory that contains the program data, but not necessarily. The

microinstruction codes themselves are generally longer (i.e., consist of more bits) than

von Neumann processor instruction codes, because sets of bits are generally controlling

several finer grained operations at once. Most machines are designed so

microinstructions take exactly one machine cycle to complete. An example of a

microcode crosscompiler like the one shown in Figure 1.6 would be one that would, for

example, translate Pascal code into microcode for a particular microprogrammabIe

processor where the compiler itselfruns on a different computer, such as an IBM or a

Mac.

MEMORY

Data

~

PROCESSOR
~

Digital
"'- MICROCODE Microcode

Designer's .....
Program

COMPILER Program

Figure 1.6. Compiler for a Microprogrammable Processor

A microprogrammable processor can be microprogrammed to emulate a von

Neumann computer that executes a particular instruction set (often called a

"macroinstruction" set at this level). To the microprogram, the von Neumann instruction

codes are simply input data (stored in the data memory) that define a particular sequence

of microinstructions to execute. A microinstruction fetches a von Neumann

(macro)instruction code, and depending on what it is, several more microinstructions

execute to carry out the operation.
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In the early 1970s, Burroughs (now Unisys) built the Small Reconfigurable

Processor which took advantage of microprogramming for loading in different microcode

for different instruction sets before each user (macro) program executed [Burroughs,

1973]. COBOL programs, for example, could be compiled into a different

macroinstruction set than FORTRAN programs. If a program that was compiled by the

FORTRAN compiler were executed immediately following a program compiled by the

COBOL compiler, the FORTRAN macroinstruction set microcode would have to be

loaded before the processor would be able to "understand" (i.e., execute) the FORTRAN

program. Figure 1.7 illustrates this.

COBOLMacroinstruction Set
ORTRAN Macroinstruction Set

COBOL~ COBOL MEMORY
~~ "

~Pr FORTRANFORTRAN
Q "MACRO-

Program
User

CODE"
~

"-- Program '--
COMPILER Data

, 1
PROCESSOR

~

Digital .... MICROCODE I.. de
Designer's Microcode~ I< I--

Program
COMPILER

Program f- F

Figure 1.7. Burroughs Small Reconfigurable Processor

It is possible to build a microprogrammabie computer that is microprogrammed to

emulate an Intel 486 (i486) processor, and then later change the microprogram so it

emulates a Motorola 68030 processor. Such a computer could execute either an IBM or a

Macintosh program depending on the microprogram it is executing.
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In a microprogrammabie computer, the total number of registers, as well as all the

circuits for performing all the operations are still "hardwired" and controlled by a fixed

format microinstruction. At one time, a particular physical register for example may be

used as the EAX register in the i486, whereas another time, that same register may be

used as the DOregister in the 68030. Still, however, the microprogrammable processor

has a fixed set of registers, multipliers, arithmetic and logic units and data paths which are

controlled by a fixed microinstruction format.

1.3.3 Custom Computing Machines

In 1985 the first reprogrammable "field programmable gate array" (FPGA) chip was

introduced [Brown, et aI., 1992]. At this even lower level, FPGA programs specify not

only the gating of data between registers and through functional units, but the connection

of a fixed number of gates that actually make up the registers and functional units. A term

used for this very low level of program instructions is "nanocode." The FPGA (or

connected set of FPGAs) cannot be called a "processor" until it is nanoprogrammed to be

one. FPGA processors that are designed to be reconfigured in some fashion based on the

application are referred to in the integrated circuit technology and design automation

community as custom computing machines (CCMs).

The nanocode of a CCM consists of bytes of ones and zeros, however, these ones

and zeros effectively define the interconnection of a fixed set of gates and flip-flops

within the FPGA(s). These components can be interconnected to implement any number

of registers and different types offunctional units within practical limits. It is evident that

a computer designed based on FPGAs would implement the different processor

instruction sets more efficiently than a microprogrammabie based processor. First, in

microprogrammabie processors, bus architectures are often used between registers and

functional units to maintain generality and to allow microoperation encoding. Point to
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point data paths between registers and functional units are much easier to implement at the

gate level when the code allows gate interconnect to be defined specifically. Also, there

would be no wasted gates implementing registers or functions that a particular emulated

macroinstruction set might not require. The exact number of registers are connected the

most direct way, to functional units which implement the exact operations necessary for

the particular processor being emulated.

1.4 SURVEY OF CUSTOM COMPUTING MACHINES

Figure 1.8 illustrates the components and tools of a FPGA based processor.

Employing reprogrammabie FPGAs for custom computing is an area several other

researchers are pursuing. However, these others do not share our design objective of

permitting programming of the FPGAs in a general-purpose high-level programming

language. Others focus on specialized functions to the point of limiting general

applicability in all areas. All, however, are successful in demonstrating the concepts and

potential for fine grained granularity of functions at the hardware/software machine

boundary.

MEMORY

User .... COMPILER .... Program
Program

Data

, i
Digital D

FPGADesigner's FPGA

Processor ~ DESIGN Nanocode
Design TOOLS

Specification

Figure 1.8. FPGA Rased Reconfigurable Processor
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1.4.1 DEC's Perle-O

Digital Equipment, Paris Research Laboratories introduced their concept of a

"programmable active memory" (PAM) which in their implementation of Perle-O

connected 25 XILINX 3020s (totaling 50,000 equivalent gates) to a 5l2K byte RAM on

a single VME Sun 3 board [Bertin, et aI., 1989]. Since the FPGAs connect directly to the

bus, it may be configurable as functional memory. Their focus, however, was oriented

towards implementing specialized hardware coprocessors which are loaded with data and

execute specialized functions for specialized applications. Early projects using PAM

investigated massively parallel processors designed to operate on large operands (e.g.,

150 decimal digit modular multiplication, data compression and image processing) with

the goal of augmenting the CPU for a particular application. Operands are written into the

PAM by the Sun and the results read back out upon completion.

1.4.2 PRISM-II

Another example is the PRISM-II platform, which contains an Am29050 main

processor with slots for several triple XILINX 4010 boards (totaling 30,000 equivalent

gates each) for custom coprocessing. So far from [Wazlowski, et al., 1993/, they have

reported quite good results on "single-pass" functions without loops. Single pass

functions pose a problem because the main processor must transfer the operands and

results back and forth from memory which may increase memory transactions overall. A

goal of PRISM-II is to implement all the loop constructs of C which will increase the

grain size and surely reduce overall the number of memory transactions.

1.4.3 Reconfigurable Processor Unit

A Reconfigurable Processor Unit (RPU) described in [Guccione and Gonzalez, 19931

is an array of reprogrammabIe FPGAs attached to a memory. Their overall goal of
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compiling a subset of C into FPGA code appears similar to PRISM's but Guccione and

Gonzalez instead seem to have focused on implementing specific parallel models with

limited and specialized constructs for looping. Unlike PRISM, it appears that a RPU is

capable of fetching its own data from memory and writing results back which eliminates

any extra load-store transactions by the main processor. The RPU as described appears it

too may be configurable as FM.

1.4.4 MoM-4 Xputer

The MoM-4 Xputer architecture is one result of the work by Hartenstein described in

[Ast, et al., 1993]. Their data-procedural paradigm emphasizes "data sequencing" as

opposed to control flow sequencing as in a von Neumann computer. Implementable as a

reprogrammable FPGA attached to the main memory, multi-operand computations are

performed in combinational logic connected to an internal cache. Functional memory

appears to be equivalent to the f- and h-functors along with the programmable

interconnect within the rALU of the MoM-4. When functional memory is combined with

a "minimal" (ALU-Iess) processor and cache in the same FPGA, it is quite similar to an

Xputer. It is the goal of our project, however, to implement high-level languages

directly, therefore our control flow mechanism, which is based on a decision table, is

more general purpose.

1.4.5 Splash 2

Splash 2 contains one or more boards each with an array of 16 well connected

XILINX 4010 chips [Gokhale and Minnich, 1993]. The architecture does an excellent

job supporting pipelined and SIMD processor configurations. Splash 2, for example, can

be programmed in dbC, which is a superset of C used on other SIMD computers. The

dbC preprocessor produces C that runs on the Sun and VHDL which define SIMD

processors with an instruction set tailored to the application, one or more of which fit into
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each XILINX chip. When the actual program executes, looping is still handledin the

Sun, which transmits SIMD instructions to the Splash 2 board(s).

1.4.6 AnyBoard

An Anyboard [Vanden Bout, 1993] is a six XILINX chip highly configurable board

which plugs into an IBM PC. Since Anyboard is for prototyping hardware, their

SOLDER language(similarto C) does provide if-thenconstructs but other program

control constructs of C would have limited value. This is because when programming in

the Anyboardenvironment, the user thinks in terms of designinghardware whereas in the

other compile-to-FPGA projects (including ours), the goal is to translate high level

language programs (wherethe user is thinking about writing software). Anyboard's

design mapping tool for partitioning a design across many chips, however, would be

useful in any compile-to-FPGA projectwherea compiledfunction may consumemore

than one FPGA.

1.4.7 Chameleon

Chameleon is a workstation [Heeband Pfister, 1993] basedon LSI Logic's LR33000

32 bit RISe processor that has a Configurable Array Logic (CAL)array of more than

6,000gates attachedto the system bus. The CAL array can be configured as a

coprocessor with its own memoryand I/O. The Debora language used to program the

logic array is C like, but intended for describing the state transitions of sequential logic.

All statements execute in parallelexcept those"guarded" using the IF construct, Except

for the IF statement,there are no other traditional languageconstructs for defining control

flow.
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1.5 THE FUNCTIONAL MEMORY ApPROACH

The functional memory approach involves implementing all expression computation

in FPGAs connected to the RAM, which together is called functional memory. The

processor is left only with the task of copying expression results into destination memory

variables.

1.5.1 Functional Memory

Functional memory is a simple extension of the "boolean processor" (BP) concept

discussed in Section 1.1. Instead of condition result bits being captured in the FPGA,

variables are captured in registers as they are written to main memory. Mapping the

registers into main memory relieves the system processor of having to explicitly copy

variables into FPGA registers. Instead of only outputting a vector stating which action

stubs to execute or which rule to execute, the FPGA can be programmed to compute

arithmetic expressions that use the registered variables as operands. A "low-tech"

analogy is formula cells in a spreadsheet, as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Like a spreadsheet,

locations can be programmed to be the calculated result of an expression containing other

memory locations as arguments. Similar to a BP, when functional memory is written,

expressions will be recomputed simultaneously using combinational logic. Also similar

to a BP, execution time is instantaneous and independent of the number of input

locations.

When the system processor executes an assignment statement, it stores a value into a

variable location in the memory. If this variable is used in an expression, it will be

automatically captured in a functional memory register. Expression results must also be

given their own memory locations, just as formulas are given their own cell addresses in

a spreadsheet. The analogy extends to the human spreadsheet user being the processor.
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When the user changes a spreadsheet cell, all the formula cells that refer to that changed

cell themselves change instantaneously.
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Figure 1.9. Functional Memory Concept

Functional memory is used in conjunction with the DT programming model to

implement a FM Computer.

1.5.2 A Functional Memory Computer (FMC)

A functional memory computer contains functional memory in addition to (or in place

of) conventional data RAM. The gate array is programmed using the PALASM logic-gate

programming language. Expression computation is performed not in the processor but in

the functional memory. In "pure" functional memory computing, no arithmetic or logic

operations are performed in the processor. The necessary processor instruction set

reduces to move and jump instructions, as illustrated in Figure 1.10.
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1.5.3 High Level Language FMC Programming

Our FM approach to custom computers is quite different from those discussed in the

last section. Since FPGAs still offer minimal reprogrammable gate counts (=10,000), in

many cases, the added parallel processing with the custom coprocessor approach is still

necessarily fine-grained. We observe that several of these projects have made great

progress towards synthesizing logic from C-like blocks within loops of user programs,

however, one problem with these finer-grained systems is that when they don't loop, the

resulting program often requires an increase in the number of transactions across the

system bus because operands still must be passed back and forth every iteration. The

direct use of functional memory would help here.

Minimal ~ Field
RAM ProgrammableProcessor

~ Gate Array

i ,
Functional

Processor Memory
Program Program

Move Instructions
A :=constant
A:= 8
A:= 8 11

Jump Instructions
goto A
goto All

IIA := constant
IIA:= 8
IIA:= 8 11

Figure 1.10. Functional Memory Computer and Instruction Set
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When these coprocessors do implement internal looping, none that we know of are

able to implement all varieties of looping mechanisms found in today's high level

programming languages. Many are specialized constructs for specific parallel processing

applications. Functional memory can also be used to compute jump addresses from the

variable operands of the conditional expressions in a program, by intermediately

representing the program as a decision table. With our technique, we can implement the

looping control for any high level language program in a reprogrammable FPGA.

Figure 1.11 illustrates what tools would be necessary to provide functional memory

computing to high level language programmers. The compiler first would have to

produce the macroinstruction code consisting of move instructions and jumps, which

would be stored in the program memory. Additionally, the compiler would have to

produce additional nanocode for implementing each expression computation found in the

user's source program. Nanocode formats are specific to the particular FPGA chip

manufacturer so the compiler would most likely produce a FPGA specification in a

common circuit design specification language, which would further be compiled using the

manufacturer's design tools.

The most novel part of the FMC compiler is obviously the part which extracts the

specific expression information from the high level language program and produces the

circuit design specification which computes the expressions. Expressions on the right

sides of assignment statements are allocated memory locations and the logic which

computes the expression is generated. Also, logic for evaluating the conditional

expressions which lead to jump addresses must also be generated. The main goal of this

dissertation is to demonstrate the feasibility of a functional memory computer and its

compiler.
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Figure 1.11. Compiling for a FMC

1.6 OTHER RELATED LITERATURE

Prior to the FPGA custom computing machine literature of the 1990s, data flow

computers in the 1980s showed quite a bit of promise for fast, nondeterministic execution

of expressions. Data flow computers [Dennis, 1980] however were usually implemented

using some type of processor that executes machine cycles at its most granular level,

whereas custom computing machines execute combinational logic at the most granular

level.

1.6.1 Hybrid Data Flow Computers

Hybrid data flow architectures can be categorized using dimensions similar to a model

developed in [Carlson and Fortes, 1987]. As the graph in Figure 1.12 on the left shows,

the vertical dimension reflects the order scheduling scheme of computational steps. Zero

(0) represents a control-sequencing scheme, where computational steps are scheduled in a

"centralized" fashion, having nothing to do with the availability of operands (only that

they areguaranteed), as in von Neumann computers. One (l) on the vertical axis
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represents the data-driven scheme, where operations are scheduled in a "decentralized"

fashion, based purely on the independent availability of operands.

The horizontal axis represents the granularity of computational steps. Smaller values

represent smaller granules of space and time, such as required only for simple binary

(two operand) operations and expressions. Further to the right, parallelism becomes

increasingly coarser grained with clusters of assignment statements, basic blocks, blocks

with loops, and tasks.

Complete Expressions

Basic Blocks

"Scheduling"

~;-;---+-- Piecewise
Data Flow
Computer

Hybrid
""'- ~-+- Data Flow

Computers

Tasks 1
Simple Blocks with loops
Expressions

Most 1 ~--::=I-"""""T""'......~--1
"pure"
Data Flow
Computers

Functional
Memory -+--i~

Computer

o .........--+-t--...

Incr~sing

Granularity
..:

Granularity 1

1J , Increasing
"Decentralization"

J~

Data
Driven

Control- 0
sequenced ..o--~-~~~...

Figure 1.12. Categorizing Hybrid Data Flow Computers

(Adapted from Carlson and Fortes, 1987)

Most "pure" data flow computers (i.e., those that are not hybrids) implement their

most elementary program operations on a set of one or more primitive independent

processors. A "processor" would imply sequencing, at least in the "finite state machine"

sense. For this reason, we show data flow computers in the graph on the right in Figure

1.12 using a "control-sequencing" scheme at the most finest levels of granularity (e.g.,

a+b). Beginning at the simple expression (two-operand) level, operations can become

data-driven (e.g., a+b is computed upon a and b both being available). Some hybrid

computers may maintain von Neumann style computations for expressions but
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assignments within basic blocks are scheduled in data flow fashion. Some hybrids may

consist of von Neumann processors executing tasks with task scheduling itself being

data-driven [Buehrer and Ekanadham, 1987].

Among the goals of the Piecewise Data Flow computer (PDF) [Requa and McGraw,

1983] is to decrease the latency of execution of a single program and to support most

existing applications without reprogramming (only recompiling). These are two of our

goals as well. The PDF is a heterogeneous multiprocessor which can (a) perform parallel

array instructions, (b) overlap independent scalar operations within a basic block, and (c)

overlap basic blocks. The scheduling of these basic operations is data-driven. Loops and

tasks, however are control sequenced which allows programs written in conventional

languages to be mechanically translated for execution on the PDF.

As the graph shows, a FMC is most similar to the Piecewise architecture, hence is not

only a hybrid, but also is able to support easily applications written in conventional

languages while potentially reducing single program execution latency. (This chart

differs from Carlson and Fortes [1987] in that "Simple Expressions" and below are

shown implemented in control sequenced fashion. We have indicated this distinction

because at some level, most (if not all) pre-FPGA era data flow computers implement

expression computations in control-sequenced fashion, one operation at a time.) What

makes a FMC different is the fact that a FMC doesn't use primitive processors to compute

functions, but instead uses functional memory. FMCs exhibit functional parallelism with

true expression level granularity in which expressions are computed in data flow fashion

in combinational logic. Assignment statements, basic blocks, blocks with loops and

coarser granules are sequenced in the von Neumann style on our FMC.
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1.6.2 Functional Programming

Functional programming languages offer an alternative to the von Neumann style of

one word-at-a-time, one statement-at-a-time computing [Backus, 1978], and inspired the

design of data flow languages [Ackerman, 1982]. Since functional memory computers

incorporate data flow concepts, they also represent a new class of functional

programming systems. Functional memory programming shares with

functional/dataflow programming a focus on values (of expressions) instead of memory

addresses (of variables).

At a higher level, associated with function procedures rather than expressions,

functional memory computers can also be characterized as a class of "Applicative State

Transition" systems [Backus, 1978] in which decision tables define 'large'

transformations between 'whole' states. When these transformations can be implemented

not by primitive processors but with combinational logic, an enormous potential for

performance improvement exists.

The practicality of these ideas is limited by the capacities of FPGAs. As FPGA gate

counts increase, we expect functional memory computers will become more and more

suited to functional programming. In the meantime, we will direct our attention to what

can be done with present-day technology.

1.7 OVERVIEW OF THIS DISSERTATION

This dissertation demonstrates the feasibility of the functional memory approach to

custom computing machines by describing the implementation of a system like the one

shown in Figure 1.13. The difference between this and the one shown in Figure 1.11 is

that the processor program is microcode in a microprogram memory different than the

data RAM. This simplifies the design while still fully demonstrating the concept. In fact,
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a microinstruction operation code register of just one byte emphasizes the minimal

necessary functionality of the processor.

Chapter 2 of this dissertation describes the hardware implementation of our functional

memory computer. It begins with how to implement a functional memory and how to

program functional memory to compute expressions. Chapter 2 ends with a description

of the minimal processor and the system processor interface. Chapter 3 describes the

translation of decision table bubble sort and shortest path programs into minimal

processor microcode and FPGA assembly language source code. Chapter 4 discusses the

implementation of nondeterministic language constructs using a nondeterministic bubble

sort example. Chapter 5 analyzes the shortest path and bubble sort examples shown so

far by comparing their execution with von Neumann equivalent programs executing on an

Intel 486 (i486) processor. Comparisons are made of execution times, cycle counts and

load/store counts.

FUNCTIONAL MEMORY
FPGA

DESIGN FPGA RAM
TOOLS ""-

(off the shelf)

t
j~

PROCESSOR
D

User .... FMC .... Microcode
Program COMPILER Program

Figure 1.13. System for Demonstrating the Functional Memory Approach

Chapter 6 describes the implementation of our FMC compiler, which automatically

generates the FPGA source code and minimal processor microcode from decision table

source programs. The decision table language syntax is very similar to standard Pascal
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with only minor differences. Finally, the applicability of our functional memory

approach towards the implementation of a real world application is investigated in Chapter

7. Image processing was chosen as the application because the processing requirements

of many image processing functions appear to be well suited to very large scale integrated

(VLSI) circuit solutions. FPGA VLSI is especially useful as so many similar but

different functions are used. Chapter 7 describes the implementation of a program to

perform image magnification and another program used to compute histograms for

character recognition. Chapter 8 concludes with a summary and an indication of our

further research plans.
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CHAPTER 2. THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A
FUNCTIONAL MEMORY COMPUTER

This chapter describes the design of our prototype functional memory computer

(FMC). A FMC consists of a von Neumann processor connected to a memory via a

standard address-data bus. Some or all of the memory can be functional memory (FM).

In a FMC, some or all of an executing program's expression computation is performed in

the FM. Section 2.1 describes how to implement FM and how it is programmed. FMs

are constructed using field programmable gate array (FPGA) chips. Programmed inside

the FPGA are input registers, combinational logic and output multiplexers. The input

registers are written when the processor writes to memory. Programmed combinational

logic computes expressions from the input registers and feeds the output multiplexers.

The output multiplexers are read when the processor reads memory. Section 2.2

describes the input and output interface logic. Section 2.3 shows how several basic infix

operators are implemented in combinational logic. Section 2.4 describes how to generate

the combinational logic for computing program jump addresses. In some cases,

substantial performance gains can be achieved when registers are given an automatic

increment or shift capability. Section 2.5 describes how this can be provided. When all

the computations are performed in the functional memory, the necessary processor

instruction set minimizes to a set of moves and an indirect jump. Section 2.6 concludes

this chapter with a description of our minimal processor, and its interface to the system

processor.

2.1 CONSTRUCTING A FUNCTIONAL MEMORY

A functional memory (FM) is a random access memory (RAM) connected in parallel

with one or more reprogrammabie field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). FM allows
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program expressions to be computed in parallel in combinational logic as opposed to

sequentially by the main processor. Reprogrammable FPGAs allow changes or revisions

of hardware at the gate level, in circuit, in a matter of milliseconds, hence, FPGA logic

can be different for different user programs. With FM, the FPGA is programmed to

contain registers which can be written when RAM locations are written. The FPGA is

programmed to output when certain addresses are read. The design of a FM is straight

forward. As Figure 2.1 illustrates, one can be constructed by simply connecting a FPGA

in parallel with a RAM and multiplexing the outputs under control of the FPGA. When

data are stored into the RAM, they may be also be captured simultaneously in FPGA

registers if they are operands used in an expression computation.

r·························

Processor

FPGAs

RAM

Figure 2.1. Implementing Functional Memory - Multiplexer Method

As Figure 2.2 illustrates, functional memory can also be implemented by connecting a

field programmable gate array in parallel with a conventional RAM and logically DRing

the outputs. When data are written into the RAM, they may be captured in registers in the

FPGA if they are to be used in an expression computation. Expression results (e.g., the

right sides of assignment statements) are assigned exclusive addresses with zero values

stored in the respective RAM locations. Since the RAM and FPGA outputs are ORed,

when reading data from the RAM only, the FPGA outputs zero hence only the RAM is

read. When reading expression results, the RAM outputs zero so only the FPGA outputs
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are read. When reading "RAM-only" data, the FPGA outputs zero. Multiple FPGAs can

attach to a single RAM as long as only one FPGA drives its outputs on any given read

(just as withmultiple RAMs). This way the OR function can be nearer (or within) the

processor.

r····--·······················
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Addressj--!l!t~=~
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Figure 2.2. Implementing Functional Memory - Logical OR Method

The programs which configure the FPGAs are produced by compiler from a high

level programming language, therefore it is easiest to use a text based boolean equation

method for defining the FPGA logic. Several hardware description languages exist for

VLSI designs. We chose PALASM because it is a fully functional and flexible yet simple

language, which was developed nearly 20 years ago for designing field programmable

medium scale integrated circuit chips. In order to provide a standard PALASM program

format for different chip sizes and pin configurations, a FPGA interface circuit "shell" is

used as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This interface circuit contains all the specific pin

assignment details for a particular FPGA part number (and circuit). Within it is defined a

PALASM module which contains the program for computing the expressions.

2.1.1 Programming the FPGA

As Figure 2.3 suggests, each supported FPGA chip type (and pin assignment) has its

own Viewlogic [XILINX, 1993] logic schematic which specifies the in-circuit pin
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configuration (i.e., the interface circuit shell). All incoming and outgoing signals are

buffered with assigned specific pin numbers. When the processor reads a memory

location in which no FPGA output becomes active, then the FPGA outputs must read

zero (for the logical-OR with RAM function to work properly). This is accomplished by

using active low data outputs and using a resistor network to pull the outputs high (to

zero) when no FPGA output is addressed. Since the resistor pull-ups are necessary, the

FPGA data output buffers can be wired to switch to a high impedance state when the

output is driven high. As Figure 2.3 shows, this is implemented by connecting the data

output driver inputs to its high impedance control. This allows the option of more than

one FPGA to drive different bits of the same address (e.g., one FPGA can drive the

lower byte of a 16 bit word while another drives the upper byte).

Within the Viewlogic interface circuit shell is defined a standardized PALASM macro

with pins defined as shown using the PALASM ".PDS" file format on the top. Address,

control, data in and data out pins are defined, in order, using the same names. Following

the EQUATIONS statement appear the compiler generated boolean equations which

define the address select logic, input registers, rule address generation logic, expression

logic, and output multiplexers for the particular user program. As we shall see later in

this chapter, the PALASM language syntax is similar to conventional high level

languages. Combinational gates are defined using the "=" assignment symbol whereas

flip-flop contents use the ":=" assignment. Bit expression operators include "*,, for

logical AND, "+" for logical OR and ":+:" for exclusive-OR. Unary inversion is

indicated by preceding the signal name or expression with a "I" character.

The optional daisy-chain signal shown in Figure 2.3 can be used to implement large

expressions which span several chips. In Chapter 4, the daisy-chain is used in the

nondeterministic sorting program to implement a function to provide the indexes of out-
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of-order array element pairs. In the following sections we will describe what the

combinational logic consists of forimplementing expressions in FPGAs of the functional

memory.

XXXXXXX
HPC PROGRAMMER
MMMMM YY. 19ZZ

PALASM File TITLE
AUTHOR
DATE

CHIP XXXXX LCA

;AOORESS/CONTROL INPUT (18 PINS)
Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7
A8 A9 AID All A12 A13 A14 A15
ROC WRLC WRHC ;REAO, WRITE LOW, HIGH BYE

;OATA INPUT (18 PINS)
DID 011 012 013 014 DIS 016 017
018 019 0110 0111 0112 0113 0114 0115
GCLK ZERO ;GLOBAL CLOCK, LOGICAL ZERO

;DATA OUTPUT (16 PINS)
; (active low)
DOD 001 D02 003 004 DOS 006 007
008 009 0010 0011 0012 0013 D014 DOl5

;INTER-FPGA DAISY-CHAIN (2 PINS)
DOEIN ;OATA IN FROM PREVIOUS CHI!'
DOE ;OATA OUT TO NEXT CHIP

EQUATIONS

•
.~•

END

Address select logic
Input registers
Rule address generation logic
Expression logic
Output multiplexers

FPGA Viewlogic File

Data
Out

Daisy-Chain

I

PALASM
.PDSFile

Addr

Read

Write

Data
In

Daisy-Chain

I(e.g., XC3090PG175)

Figure 2.3. Functional Memory FPGA Interface Circuit Shell
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2.2 INTERFACE

The interface logic implemented inside the FPGA consistsof registers for capturing

input and output multiplexers for gatingout the results. There is a register for each

operand of an expression. Also, for each expression implemented, there is a set of inputs

to the output multiplexer. Each operandcorresponds to a program variable which has a

designatedmemoryaddress. Each differentexpression is also allocatedits own memory

address. Therefore, addressselection logic must be generatedfor each input register and

expression output address.

Our FMC was implemented using XILINX 3090 [XILINX, 1993]parts. Each

configurablelogic block (CLB) is limited to, at most, five inputs in its combinational

expression. Our design assumes a 64K byte memory space. The data bus is 16 bits and

address lines AI5 to Al are used to decode byte address pairs for reading or writing.

Note that address line AO is not needed because odd bytes are not addressed separately,

but are read and written simultaneously with the even addressjust below as 16-bit words.

The following three sectionsdescribe how the address select logic, input register

logic, and output multiplexerlogic are generated, making up the processor interface.

Expression logic and rule address generation will be discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2.1 Address Select

The address select logicmust producea select line for each inputregister and each

output expression. Each will correspond to a unique (compilerallocated) address.

Becauseof the nature of the CLBs, it is convenient to group the address lines by

hexadecimal digit and decodeonly thosedigits that are used. The address selectscan then

be constructed by logicallyANDing the decoded digits.
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For example, suppose our program contained input registers at locations 0000 and

0028, and expressions to be output when locations 0002 and 006A are read. As depicted

in Figure 2.4, we use an intermediate signal naming convention for each hex digit value

where the address selects begin with'AS', followed by an X, H, M, or L corresponding

to address lines AI5-AI2, AII-A8, A7-A4, and A3-AO respectively (although recall that

AOis not decoded). The remaining hex digit identifies what hex value the signal can be

used to select. Therefore, for each group of four address lines, we can first generate the

actual input register and output multiplexer select lines, keeping track of which hex digits

we need decoded. We see that the select line for address 0028, for example, requires

A15-A12 to equal °(ASXO), AII-A8 to equal 0 (ASHO), A7-A4 to equal 2 (ASM2) and

A3-AO to equal 8 (ASL8). Once all the select equations have been generated, we know

which specific hex digits also must decoded. In this example, we see only hex digit 0

must be decoded for lines A15-A12 (ASXO), as well as for lines A II-A8 (ASHO). For

lines A7-A4, digits 0, 2 and 6 need to be decoded (ASMO, ASM2, ASM6). Finally, for

lines A3-AO, hex digits 0,2,8 and A are used (ASLO, ASL2, ASL8, ASLA).

2.2.2 Input Registers

Each memory location that is involved in an expression computation must be captured

in an input register whenever the processor initializes or updates the value. Figure 2.5

lists the PALASM equations for implementing a I6-bit register which captures anything

written to location 0028. "re~028_0" is the name of the input flip-flop, into which data

is clocked directly from the data input bus bit O. The lower byte flip-flops are clocked

with the "wrlc" (WRite Lower Clock) line while the high order byte is clocked using the

"wrhc" signal. Clocks areenabled by the "see028" select line shown generated in Figure

2.4.
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When the total number of different input signals into a pair of equations or flip-flops

is four or less, they can be combined into one CLB. Therefore, the 16-bit register

capturing writes to address 0028 (and 0029) require only eight CLBs.

sel 00 = ASXO*ASHO*ASMO*ASLO
sel-02 = ASXO*ASHO*ASMO*ASL2
sel 028 ASXO*ASHO*ASM2*ASL8
sel 06A = ASXO*ASHO*ASM6*ASLA

iSelect for lambda input
iSelect for @Rule output
iSelect for j input
iSelect for @char[j] output

ASXO
ASHO
ASMO
ASLO
ASL2
ASM2
ASL8
ASM6
ASLA

/A12*/A13*/A14*/A15
/A8*/A9*/A10*/A11
/A4*/A5*/A6*/A7
/A1*/A2*/A3
A1*/A2*/A3
/A4*A5*/A6*/A7
/A1*/A2*A3
/A4*A5*A6*/A7
A1*/A2*A3

A15-A12 hex digit 0
A11-A8 hex digit 0
A7-A4 hex digit 0
A3-A1 hex digit 0
A3-A1 hex digit 2
A7-A4 hex digit 2
A3-A1 hex digit 8
A7-A4 hex digit 6
A3-A1 hex digit A

j input bit 0
iWrite Lower Byte Clock
iClock Enable

Figure 2.4. Address Select PALASM

ij input register at address 028
reg 028 0 := diO
reg=028=0.clkf wrlc
reg_028_0.ce sel_028

reg_028_7 := di7 j input bit 7
reg_028_7.clkf wrlc iWrite Lower Byte Clock
reg_028 7.CE sel 028 ;Clock Enable- -
reg_028 8 := di8 j input bit 8
reg_028_8.clkf wrhc ;Write Upper Byte Clock
reg_028- 8.ce sel 028 ;Clock Enable

reg_028_15
reg_028_15. clkf
reg_028_15. ce

:= di15
wrhc
sel 028

j input bit 15
;Write Upper Byte Clock
;Clock Enable

Figure 2.5. Input Register PALASM
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2.2.3 Output Multiplexers

Every output from the FPGA is the result of some expression computation. We have

chosen a naming convention which indicates the type of expression for each set of signals

which will be multiplexed out of the chip when a particular location is read by the

processor. Figure 2.6 shows a multiplexer example for three expressions. The

microprogram address for a rule to be executed (@rule), an array element address

(char[J1) and the result of an expression which appeared on the right side of an

assignment statement 0+1). For data output bit 0 (doO), either rule_O is selected when

address 0002 is read, adc06A_0 is selected when address 006A is read, or exp_06E_0 is

read when address 006E is read. By using three intermediate gate levels by convention,

we can accommodate up to 2-5-4 =40 expressions in one chip. Notice that the read

signal (lRDC) should be ANDed last to minimize chip access time.

doOtl = rule O*sel 02 + adr OGA O*sel OGA
doOt3 = exp_OGE_O*sel_OGE - - -
doOal = doOtl + doOt3
doO = /(/RDC*(doOal»

dolStl = rule lS*sel 02 + adr 06A lS*sel 06A- - --
dolSt3 = exp_06E_lS*sel_06E
dolSal = dolStl + dolSt3
dolS = /(/RDC*(dolSa1»

@Rule, @char[j]
j+1

Output bit 0

@Rule, @char[j]
j+1

Output bit 15

Figure 2.6. Output Multiplexer PALASM

In many cases, not all the bits of an input register or output to the multiplexer need be

implemented. Variables used for index variables only need to be the size of the largest

index value. With array address computations, for example, the lowest order bit (AO)is

always zero hence need not exist. (As indicated earlier, this is because the data path to

memory for our FMC is 16 bits but we use the byte addressing convention.) It is
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worthwhile implementingonly those bits that are necessary because it conserves

configurable logic blocks whichare the scarcest resourcein a FMC.

2.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF EXPRESSION OPERATORS

Combinational logic to compute expressions from input registers is built up from

PALASM modules that implementeach operator. Conditional operators we wish to

implement are A:;eB and A<B, where A and B are numbers ranging from one to 16 bits

wide. By simple input operand reversal and/or output inversion, we easily derive A=B

by inverting the output of A:;eB. A~B is obtained by inverting A<B, and A>B is derived

by reversing the A and B operands. Finally,A~B is obtained by reversing A and Band

inverting the output.

With an Add (with carry in) function, subtraction can be implemented by invertingthe

operand to be subtractedand setting the carry (assuming a 2's complement notation).

When comparingor adding a constant, it is best to build the constant into the

expression so expensiveconstant registers need not be used. Zero bit values can be

implementedusinga (B AND NOT B) = 0 identityand one valuescan use

(B OR NOT B) = 1.

2.3.1 A ¢ B Test

Figure 2.7 shows how the A:;t:B test can be implemented. Intermediate signals

exclusive-ORing bits from A and B in each position are ORed all togetherat a second

level. If any pair of bits were different in any bit position, a one value will prevail. The

A¢B test consumes 11 CLBs. Two 16-bit integers are tested in three gate delays.
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;compute bit C where if A <> B then C=l else C=O

;first level of not equal to comparator

= AO:+:BO + Al:+:Bl
= A2:+:B2 + A3:+:B3
= A4:+:B4 + AS:+:B5
= A6:+:B6 + A7:+:B7

Aa:+:Ba + A9:+:B9
AIO:+:BIO + All:+:Bll

= A12:+:B12 + A13:+:B13
= A14:+:B14 + A15:+:B15

C_eqO_l
C_eq2_3
C_eq4_S
C_eq6_7
C_eqa_9
C_eqlO_ll
C_eq12_13
C_eq14_15

;second level of comparator

C eqO 7 = C eqO 1 + C eq2 3 + C eq4 5 + C eq6 7
C=eqa=15 = C_eq8_9 + C_eql0_11 +C_eq12_13 + C_eq14_15

;third level of comparator

Figure 2.7. A -:f. B Test PALASM

Figure 2.8 shows how basically the same circuit can be used to test, in this example,

if A is equal to five. Five is equal to 0000 0000 0000 0101, so for each bit i, the AND of

Ai and not Ai will provide a zero value, and the OR of Ai with not Ai will give a one.

Each Bi term in Figure 2.7 is replaced with either (Ai + /Ai) for a one and (Ai*/Ai) for a

zero. The final "C =" equation is the OR of all the intermediate exclusive-OR sums, and

is inverted because here we are implementing the '=' function instead of ':;t'.

Minimization is possible for the equations in Figure 2.8 in terms of CLB count

without algebraic manipulation. Five Ai terms will fit in one equation, which would

reduce the number of logic levels by one and cut the number of CLBs by more than one

half to five.
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;compute bit C where if A = 5 then C=1 else C=O

;first level of comparator

C_eqO_1 = AO:+: (AO + /AO) + A1:+: (A1*/A1)
C_eq2_3 = A2:+: (A2 + /A2) + A3:+: (A3*/A3)
C eq4 5 = A4:+: (A4*/A4) + A5:+: (A5*/A5)
C=eq6=7 = A6:+:(A6*/A6) + A7:+:(A7*/A7)
C eqa 9 = A8:+: (Aa*/A8) + A9:+: (A9*/A9)
C-eq10 11 = A10:+: (A10*/A10) + A11:+: (A11*/A11)
C-eq12-13 = A12:+: (A12*/A12) + A13:+: (A13*/A13)
C=eq14=15 = A14:+: (A14*/A14) + A15:+: (A15*/A15)

;second level of comparator

C eqO 7 = C eqO 1 + C eq2 3 + C eq4 5 + C eq6 7
C=eqa=15 = C_eq8_9 + c_eql0_11 + C_eq12_13 + C_eq14_15

;third level of comparator

Figure 2.8. A = 5 Test FPGA Equations

2.3.2 Magnitude Comparison Tests

In order to be able to compare two values, a magnitudecomparison test function must

be provided. Ours is implemented usinga basic A-B subtract circuit, where the borrow

out of the highestorder bit indicates if A is less than B. This comparison-only operation

is somewhatsimplerto implement than the full subtractfunction because the difference

result bits themselves need not be generated.

Figure 2.9 shows a basic A<Bcombinational logic function for comparingtwo 16-bit

operands. As with the not-equal operation, only three gate delays are needed to complete

the comparison. By reversing A and B, the A>B can be compared. By inverting the C

output, whetherA~B can be determined. By both reversing the inputs and invertingthe

output,A~ can be computed. The intermediate carry notation is that C_It'-.Lk =carry
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into bit i if the carry into bitj (j < i) is k. (k =°or 1). For example, C_1t1O_6_0 =carry

intobit 10if carry into bit6 is 0. TheA<B PALASM equations consume 13CLBs.

;compute bit C where if A < B then C

;lst level of 16 bit comparator:

C_lt2 = IA1*B1 + (/A1 + B1)*/AO*BO

1 else C=O

C_lt4_2_0
C_lt4_2_1

C_lt6_4_0
C_lt6_4_1

C_lt8_6_0
C_lt8_6_1

C_lt 1 0_8_0
C lt10 8 1

C_lt12_10_0
C lt12 10 1

C lt14_12_0
C lt14_12_1

C lt16 14 °
C lt16 14 1

IA3*B3 + (/A3 + B3)*(/A2*B2)
IA3*B3 + (/A3 + B3)*(/A2 + 82)

IAS*BS + (lAS + BS)*(/A4*B4)
IAS*BS + (lAS + BS)*(/A4 + B4)

IA7*B7 + (/A7 + B7)*(/A6*B6)
IA7*B7 + (/A7 + B7)*(/A6 + B6)

IA9*B9 + (/A9 + B9)*(/A8*B8)
IA9*B9 + (/A9 + B9)*(/A8 + B8)

IA11*B11 + (/A11 + B11)*(/A10*BIO)
IAll*Bll + (/All + Bll) * (/A10 + B10)

IA13*B13 + (/A13 + B13) * (/A12*B12)
IA13*B13 + (/A13 + B13) * (/A12 + B12)

IA1S*B1S + (/A1S + B1S) * (/A14*B14)
IA1S*B1S + (/A15 + B15)*(/A14 + 814)

;2nd level of 16 bit comparator:

C lt12 10 O+C lt12 10 I*C lt10 8 O+C It12 10 r-c .:::0 B - -;- l~_B 6 ,;

C lt12 6 1 C 1t12 10 ° + C It12 10 1-C Itl0 8 0 '
- -- - - - -

C_lt12 10 1*C_lt10_8_1*C_ItB_6_1

C lt16 12 °- --
C_lt16_12_1

C It16 14 ° + C It16 14 I*C 1t14 12 °- -- - -- - --
C_It16_14_0 + C_ItI6 14 l*C It14 12 1

;3rd level of 16 bit comparator:

C = C It16 12 ° + C It16 12 l*C It12 6 0 + C It16 12 I*C It12 6 :-C 1~6- - - - - -

Figure 2.9. A < B PALASM
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2.3.3 Adding and Subtracting

Figure 2.10 shows the basic A+B combinational logic function. By inverting each B

bit and setting the carry in (CO) equal to 1, two's complement subtraction can easily be

implemented. The intermediate carry notation is the same as in the A<B function,

Dci_Lk =carry into bit i if the carry into bitj (j < i) is k. (k =0 or I). For the

intermediate sum bits, DsiJ_k =sum bit i if carry into bitj (j < i) is k. (k =0 or 1.) For

example, Ds9_8_1 =sum bit 9 if carry into bit 8 is 1.

;D = A+B+CO, D, A, Bare 16 bits, CO is carry bit in

DO = AO:+:BO:+:CO
;---

D1 = A1:+:Bl:+:(AO*BO+(AO+BO)KCOl

Dc2 = A1*B1+(A1+Bl)*(AO*BO+(AO+BOl*COl
D2 = A2:+:B2:+:Dc2
;---
D3 = A3:+:B3:+:(A2*B2+(A2+B2)*Dc2)
._--,
Dc4_2_0 = A3*B3+(A3+B3l*(A2*B2)
Dc4_2_1 = A3*B3+(A3+B3)*(A2+B2l
D4 = A4:+:B4:+:(Dc4_2_0+0c4_2_1*Oc2)

Ds5_4_0 = A5:+:B5:+:(A4*B4)
Ds5_4_1 = A5:+:B5:+:(A4+B4l
05 = Ds5 4 0*/(Dc4_2_0+Dc4_2_1 KDc2l+Ds5 4 lK(Dc4_2 O+Dc4 2 j*Dc21

Dc6_4_0 = A5*B5+(A5+B5)*(A4*B4)
Oc6_4_1 = A5*B5+(A5+B5l*(A4+B4l
Dc6 = Dc6_4_0+Dc6_4_1*(Dc4_2_0+Dc4 2 1*Oc2l
06 = A6:+:B6:+:Dc6

D7 = A7:+:B7:+:(A6*B6+(A6+B6l*Dc6)

Dc8_6_0 = A7*B7+(A7+B7)*(A6*B6)
Dc8_6_1 = A7*B7+(A7+B7)*(A6+B6l
D8 = A8:+:B8:+:(Dc8_6_0+Dc8 6 1*Dc6l

Ds9_8_0 = A9:+:B9:+: (A8*B8)
Os9_8_1 = A9:+:B9:+:(A8+B8l
D9 = Ds9_8_0*/(Dc8_6_0+0c8 6 1*Dc6)+Os9 8 1*(Oc8_6_0;!)c8 t: :'Dc61

Figure 2.10. D = A + B Equations
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De10 8 ° = A9*B9+(A9+B9l*(A8*B8l
De10_8_1 A9*B9+(A9+B9)*(A8+B8l
De10 6 ° = DelO_8_0+De10_8_1*De8_6_0
De10 6 1 = DelO 8 0+De10 8 1*De8 6 1-- -- -- --
DIO = A10:+:B10:+:(De10_6_0+De10_6_l*De6)

Ds11_10_0 = A1l:+:B11:+: (A10*B10)
Ds11_10_1 = Al1:+:B11:+: (A10+BlOl
D11 = Dsll 10 0*/(De10_6_0+DelO_6_1*De6)-tDsll 10 l*(DelO 6 0+Dc::;_6 :'0C(,)

De12_10_0 = All*B1l+(A11+Bl1)*(A10*B10l
De12_10_1 = A11*B11+(A11+B1ll*(AlO+BlO)
Oe12_6_0 = Oe12_l0_0+De12_l0_l *Oe10_8_0+De12_l 0_1 -nc i 0_ 8_1 *De8 __ 6_ 0
Oe12_6_1 = Oe12_10_0+0e12_10_1*Del0_8_0+DeI2 10 I*Del0 8 I*Oe8_6_1
012 = A12:+:B12:+:(OeI2_6_0+0e12_6_1*Oe6)

Os13_12_0 = A13:+:B13:+:(A12*B12)
Os13_12_1 = A13:+:B13:+: (AI2+BI2l
013 = Ds13 12 0*/CDeI2_6_0+De12_6_1*De6l+Ds13_12_1*CDeI2 6 O·'Dc12_E l~:)eE)

De14 12 ° = AI3*BI3+(AI3+B13l*(AI2*B12)
De14 12 1 AI3*BI3+(AI3+BI3l*(AI2+BI2)
Ds14 12 ° = AI4:+:BI4:+:DcI4 12 0
Ds14 12 1 = AI4:+:BI4:+:DeI4 12 1- - - -
D14 = Ds14 12 0*/ CDcI2_6_0+0eI2_6_1 *Dc6) +l)sl4 12 1* (Oc12 6 O+Dell _" :. :.;cc)

OsI5_14_0 AI5:+:B15:+: (A14*BI4)
OsI5_14_1 AI5:+:BI5:+:(AI4+BI4)
Ds15 12 ° DsI5_14_0*/OcI4_12_0+0s15_14_1*OeI4_l2_0
Os15_12_1 Os15_14_0*/Oe14_12_1+0s15_14_1*Oe14_12_1
015 = OS15_12_0*/(De12_6_0+0c12_6_l*Oe6)+DsI5_l2_1*(De12 6 O+De12 6. ]'DeE)

Figure 2.10 (continued). D = A + B Equations

Notice that theequations in Figure 2.10 are grouped by bit. If the actual bit widths of

theoperands are known, only the PALASM up to the widest operand needs to be

generated, instead of defaulting to somearbitrary large number. Two 16-bit integers can

be added in three levelsof delay, consuming 34 CLBs.

2.4 COMPUTING THE RULE ADDRESS

Themost general form of conditional jumping is a multi-way computed branch where

the addresses can bederived from any conditional expression which depends on any

number of variables and their states. This is the general case used in a decision table,

which we have chosen as our high level language to implement.
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The most complex expression which must be implemented in the FPGAs is often the

expression for computing the starting jump address for each rule. Figure 2.11 shows the

condition entries portion of an example decision table with five rule columns and four

condition stubs rows. The entry at the intersection of a row and column shows the state

that the condition stub must be in for that rule to fire (that is, for the actions associated

with that rule to be selected for execution). When all four condition stub states match in a

particular rule column, then that rule fires. On the FMC, the states of the condition stubs

are first used to generate a signal corresponding to each rule indicating when it fires.

These intermediate signals are then used to generate each address bit of the starting

location of the action code which executes that particular rule.

Condition Stubs:
Rule Rule Rule Rule Rule

1 2 3 4 5

Lambda=(LI, LO) 00 01 01 01 OJ

Condo Expression (C2) - T F F F

Condo Expression (C3) - - T F F

Condo Expression (C4) - - - T F

Action Stubs

Rule Address

Rule 1 0004

Rule 2 003C

Rule 3 0044

Rule4 0074

RuleS OOB4

Figure 2.11. Condition Entries Selecting Rule and Rule Starting Addresses

Figure 2.11 on the right provides hypothetical rule starting addresses for this

example. Rule 1 starts at location 0004. Rule 2 starts at 003C, Rule 3 at 0044, Rule 4 at

0074 and Rule 5 starts at location ooB4. From these addresses, we can see that, for

example, address bits 0 and 1 are always zero, hence they need not be implemented.

Address bit 2 is a one when any rule is selected. Address bit 3 is a one only when Rule 2
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(OO3C) is selected. Address bits 4 and 5 are ones when Rule 2 (003C), Rule 4 (0074)

and Rule 5 (OOB4) are selected. The remaining high-order address bits are determined in

like fashion.

Figure 2.12 shows the PALASM code for implementing this example. First are listed

those signals which are true for each rule when selected (Rule I, ..., Rule5). Note that

they depend on the value of the lambda variable (Ll, LO), as well as the bit states of the

other three condition stubs.

i@Rule bits from LO, Ll, C2, C3, C4

Rulel
Rule2
Rule3
Rule4
RuleS

/Ll*/LO
/Ll*LO*C2
/Ll*LO*/C2*C3
/Ll*LO*/C2*/C3*C4
/Ll*LO*/C2*/C3*/C4

iStarting at Address 004
iStarting at Address 03C
;Starting at Address 044
iStarting at Address 074
;Starting at Address 084

rule 2 = Rulel + Rule2 + Rule3 + Rule4 + RuleS
rule 3 = Rule2
rule 4 = Rule2 + Rule4 + RuleS
rule S = Rule2 + Rule4 + RuleS
rule 6 = Rule3 + Rule4
rule 7 RuleS

Figure 2.12. Rule Jump Address Calculation Example

The second set of signals in Figure 2.12 are the bit output values of the starting

address for the rule to fire. For each output bit rule_i (i =2, ... ,7), then for each rule

Rulej (j = 1, ...,5), if the i-th bit of the starting address for Rulej is a one, then it is

included in the rule_i equation.

In this example, only those non-zero bits of the address output ','Jere implemented,

which is most efficient. We see that the rule address can be computed from the condition

stubs results in less than ten CLBs.
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2.5 AUTO-CLOCKING REGISTERS

There are many instances where adding an internal accumulator or shifting capability

within an expression can help to eliminate processor clock cycles. In this section we give

the PALASM implementations of an automatic bit-summing function and an automatic 8

bit shift register function.

2.5.1 Automatic Bit Summing

In this example, two bits (BI and BO)are added to A when A is written. A is written

with all zeros if C is written. In other words, if both B I and BO contain zeros, nothing is

added to A when written. If either B I or BO, but not both is equal to one, then A is

incremented by one. If both B1 and BOare 1, A is incremented by two. This function is

useful for computing diagonal histograms for character recognition. It can be reduced

somewhat if automatic single incrementing is all that is desired.

This example, shown in Figure 2.13, only implements eight bits. The outputs of the

register feed back to the input. The register is clocked when either sel_A or sel_C is

written. When sel_C is selected, zeros are forced into the register inputs clearing them.

When sel_A is selected, A plus B1 plus BOis fed to the register inputs. The trailing write

clock edge (wrlc) clocks the new data into the A register.

2.5.2 Auto-Shifting

An internal shift register is useful in applications where operands are less than 16 bits

and more than one may be packed into a 16-bit word. In these cases, it is useful if an

input register can either bewritten directly, or shifted some number of bits if a different

variable is written.

Figure 2.14 shows the PALASM implementation of a 16-bit register (A) which can be

written directly from D when A is written, or is written by a different value if Cis
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written. As shown, the alternative C value inputs are the lower eight bits of register A

which are stored into the upper eight bits. The upper eight bits of a different register (B)

are stored into the lower eight bits of register A. This function is useful in image

processing applications with byte-wide data stored two pixels per 16-bit word.

iA := A + B1 + BO, A is 8 bits, B1 and BO are each 1 bit
i write to A adds B1 and BO to A
i write to C clears A

AD := /sel_C*(AO :+: (B1:+:BO»
AO.clkf = wrlc
AO.ce = sel A + sel C

A1 := /sel_C*(A1 :+: (B1*80) :+: AO*(B1:+:BO»
A1.clkf = wrlc
A1.ce = sel A + sel C

Ac2 = A1*(B1*BO) + (A1 + (B1*BO»*AO*(B1:+:80)
A2 := /sel C*(A2 :+: B2 :+: Ac2)
A2.clkf = wrlc
A2.ce = sel A + sel C

As3 = A3 :+: (A2*Ac2)
A3 := /sel C*As3
A3. clkf = wrlc
A3.ce = sel A + sel C

As4 = A4 :+: (A3 + A3*A2*Ac2)
A4 := /sel_C*As4
A4.clkf = wrlc
A4.ce = sel A + sel C

AsS = AS*/(A3 + A3*A2*Ac2) + (AS:+:A4)*(A3 + A3*A2*Ac2)
AS := /sel_C*AsS
AS.clkf = wrlc
AS.ce = sel A + sel C

Ac6 = AS + AS*A4*(A3 + A3*A2*Ac2)
A6 := /sel C*(A6 :+: B6 :+: Ac6)
A6.clkf = wrlc
A6.ce = sel A + sel C

As7 = A7:+: (A6*Ac6)
A7 := /sel_C*As7
A7.clkf = wrlc
A7.ce = sel A + sel C

Figure 2.13. Eight Bit A = A + 80 + 81 Accumulator PALASM
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iwhen sel A then A[15:0] := D[15:0]
iwhen sel C then A[15:8] := A[7:0] := B[15:8]

AO := sel A*DO + sel C*88 isel_A gates DO, sel C gates 88
AO.clkf = wrlc
AO.ce = sel_A + sel_C

Al := sel_A*Dl + sel_C*89 isel_A gates Dl, sel C gates 89
AI. clkf = wrlc
Al.ce sel A + sel C

A7 := sel_A*D7 + sel_C*815 isel_A gates D7, sel C gates B15
A7.clkf = wrlc
A7.ce = sel A + sel C

A8 := sel_A*D8 + sel_C*AO isel_A gates D8, sel C gates AD
A8.clkf = wrhc
A8.ce = sel_A + sel_C

A9 := sel A*D9 + sel C*Al isel_A gates D9, sel C gates Al
A9.clkf = wrhc
A9.ce sel A + sel C

A15 := sel A*D15 + sel C*A7 isel_A gates D15, sel C gates A7
A15.clkf = wrhc
A15.ce = sel A + sel C

Figure 2.14. 16 nit Auto Shift Register - Shift Left Eight Hits

These two small examples demonstrate how registers, multiplexers and operators can

be combined to provide other interesting parallel functions and save processor instruction

cycles at the same time. We will see these two PALASM examples (and others) utilized

in Chapter 7.

2.6 MINIMAL PROCESSOR

A block diagram of the 4.5" by 6.5" FMC board that we have implemented is

illustrated in Figure 2.15. The board plugs into the system bus of a parallel computer
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platform we have built which emulates a cache-only memory architecture (see Figure

1.4). Current hardware allows a mixture of Intel MCS-51 8031 (i8031) microcomputer

boards and FMC boards to execute in parallel. Executing single programs on a hybrid

configuration is discussed in [Halverson and Lew, 1994-1]. Here we are concerned only

with programs executing completely on a single FMC.

The FMC board contains a microprogrammable minimal processor (mP) implemented

using a FPGA with three 8,192 byte microprogram RAMs (for a 24-bit microinstruction

format). The mP is connected to 16,384 bytes of data RAM (configured as 8,192 16-bit

words) and four FPGAs which make up the functional memory. Notice that the RAM

FPGA OR function is performed inside the mP.

XC3064
FPGA #4

Functional
Memory
(FM)

Data RAM

r···········································Co . uration

mPIlProgramRAM

BK BK BK
RAM RAM RAM

XC3090-50 FPGA

Minimal Processor
(mP)

PDATA

PADDR

DONE

~ PRO

~START

I'PACCllSS

ConI' uration

System
Bus

Figure 2.15. Functional Memory Computer Hoard mock Diagram

The system processor in our implementation is an 11.059 MHz i8031, which

connects to an IBM PC serially at 19,200 bits per second. The FMC is initialized and
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controlled by the system processor. The FPGA code is loaded first, which includes the

mP specification and the four FM programs. This process is discussed in slightly more

detail below in Section 2.6.5.

After the FPGAs areconfigured, the system processor loads the program microcode.

The system processor can then place the mP in a "transparent" mode with the IJ.PAccess

signal and access the FM directly for initialization or test if necessary. The

-,START/DONE handshake signals begin program execution and notify the system

processor when execution terminates. The use of these signals is also explained further

in Section 2.6.5.

2.6.1 The Architecture of the Minimal Processor

The minimal processor (mP) is designed only to move memory words from location

to location. It is also able to load its program counter with a memory location. As Figure

2.16 illustrates, all that is required is a memory address register (MAR) and a data output

register (DaR) which can be loaded immediately (from the program) or from a memory

location. This allows for indirect addressing necessary for accessing array elements. A

program counter can be incremented by one, or loaded from the program or memory.

This minimal processor contains fewer components than conventional processors as we

see; absent are temporary operand registers and an arithmetic logic unit.

We chose a microprogrammed design in order to be able to parallelize the program

and data fetches and to save having to design in an instruction fetch unit. The

microprogram address on top selects the three byte microinstruction in the microprogram

RAMs, which is clocked into the microinstruction register as shown. The first byte is the

op (operation) code field which initiates FM reads and writes, controls the bus

multiplexers and selects which internal data bus (IBUS) register is clocked. It also

contains the DONE flag used for indicating to the system processor that the microprogram
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has terminated, The microinstruction register also contains a two byte constant field

which can supply an FM address, FM data or a microprogram jump address.

Our mP contains four other registers: (1) the data output register (OOR) for latching

data to bewritten into FM, (2) the memory address register (MAR) for latching a FM

address for reading or writing FM, (3) the jump address register (JAR) which stores a

program jump address and (4) the incrementor register (INC) which stores the current

microprogram counter value plus one for program sequencing. The IBUS can be driven

from either the microinstruction constant field or the logical OR of the RAM output and

the FPGA output when reading FM. IBUS data can be clocked into the DaR, MAR or

JAR.

RAM
DSUS In

XILINX
DSUS In

RAM and
XILINX
DSUS Out

I-I-~~ RAM and
XILINX
ADDR OutADDR Mux

Op Code Register

JlProgram Address
ulnstructlon

Figure 2.16. Architecture of the Minimal Processor

The output of the DBUS multiplexer drives the data bus when writing FM. It can

select either from the DaR or the microinstruction constant field. Similarly, the ADDR

multiplexer drives the FM address lines and can select from either the MAR or the
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microinstruction constant field. The PC multiplexer defines the microprogram counter

which drives the microprogram RAM address selecting the location of the next

microinstruction to execute. The PC multiplexer can gate either the contents of the JAR

for a jump or the INC register for sequencing.

The microinstruction format of our mP is a fixed format and length and is addressed

as a four byte word, with the first word defining the opcode and the second providing the

value in the constant field. (The upper byte of the opcode is unused so only three byte

wide RAMs are necessary for storing the microprogram.) This two-word fixed format

allows us to use any microprocessor assembly language assembler that provides an

"equate" and "define word" pseudo-instruction in its repertoire.

2.6.2 Minimal Processor Instruction Set

Program assignment statements consist of a term on the right side (of the' :=') whose

value must befetched or computed, and a variable on the left side that indicates where the

right side value is to be stored. The right side term may be a constant, a variable, or the

result of a computed expression, which in FM is accessed just like other variables (by

reading a unique address). Array element addresses must also be computed before the

particular element can be accessed. The FM computes the address of the element and the

processor uses that address to access the element. Therefore, the processor must not only

be able to store constants, access FM via a specific address, but it also must be able to

read and write locations indirectly.

For program control, the processor minimally must be able to sequence, jump to a

location computed in FM and halt. Table 2.1 describes how our mP provides a minimal

set of move and control instructions for implementing any program.
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The "DC" instruction is used to store a constant into a scalar variable location. A

scalar variable is distinguished from an array element as a scalar's address is known at

compile-time. First it loads the constant (from the microinstruction constant field) into the

data output register (DaR). Next, with the microinstruction constant field now

specifying the variable address, a write transaction is initiated, storing the contents of the

DOR into the variable location. As the last column of the table indicates, the "DC"

instruction takes two cycles to complete.

The "DD" and "DE" instructions are used to store the contents of a scalar variable or

computed expression (respectively) into another scalar variable. First the DaR is loaded

by specifying the source variable or expression address in the microinstruction constant

field and initiating a FM read. Next, with the destination variable address specified in the

microinstruction constant field, the contents of the DaR are written into FM.

A "DI" instruction is used for storing the contents of an array element into a scalar

variable. First the location containing the array element address is read and stored into the

memory address register (MAR). Next, the contents of the location specified in the MAR

is read and stored in the DOR. DaR now contains the array element value. Finally, the

contents of the DaR are stored into the destination location. This instruction is also used

in cases where an array element is required for an expression calculation, but the array

itself isn't stored in the FPGA. In this case, a separate location is allocated for each array

reference appearing in an expression. If the array element or a variable used in its address

specification changes, it must be updated, which can be accomplished using a "DI"

instruction.

An "IC" instruction is used to load an array element with a constant. First the location

containing the array element address is read and stored into the MAR. Next, the constant
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value (specified in the microinstruction constant field) is written into the address specified

by the MAR.

The "lD" and "IE" instructions store the value of a scalar variable or a computed

expression (respectively) into an array element. First the MAR is loaded with the array

element address from FM. Next, the DaR is loaded with the scalar variable or

expression value from FM. Finally, the value in the DaR is written in the address

specified in the MAR.

The "II" command is used for moving one array element to another. First the MAR is

loaded with the address of the source element read from FM. Second, the source

element, as specified in the MAR, is read from FM and loaded into the DaR. Third the

MAR is loaded with the address of the destination element from FM. Fourth, with the

DaR containing the source value and the MAR containing the address of the destination

element, a FM write is initiated.

For program control, when any of the move instructions are being executed, the next

microinstruction is implied to be the one following the one being executed. For program

branching, a processor must be able to jump to program locations where the address is

computed. The "JI" instruction loads the microprogram counter with the contents of the

FM location whose address is specified in the microinstruction constant field. In our

implementation, a microinstruction pipeline register is used to eliminate the delay

associated with reading the microprogram RAMs which allows the instruction period to

be reduced. This results in a one cycle delay for jumps to be taken. In certain

circumstances, the first microinstruction at the target address can be moved to replace the

Nap following the jump microinstruction.
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Table 2.1. Minimal Processor Instruction Set

Type Example Operand #1 Operand #2
u Code #

Instructions Cycles

DC i:= 1 Direct Address Constant DOR +- 1 2
e.g., i e.g., 1 (i) +- DOR

DO i :=j Direct Address DirectAddress DOR +- (;) 2
e.g., i e.g.,j (i) +- DOR

DE i :=j+k Direct Address Direct Address DOR +- U+k) 2
e.g., i e.g.,j+k (i) +- DOR

DI i:= a(Jl Direct Address IndincctAddress MAR+- (@a(Jl) 3
e.g., i e.g.,@alJ1 DOR +- (MAR)

(i) +- DOR

"aU+ I]" := aU+1) Direct Address Indirect Address MAR+- (@aU+I]) 3
c.g.,"aU+I]" e.g., @aU+I] DOR +- (MAR)

("aU+1]") +- DOR

Ie aW := 1 Indirect Address Constant MAR+- (@a[iJ) 2
e.g.,@a[i] e.g., 1 (MAR) +- 1

ID a[i+l] :=j Indirect Address Direct Address MAR +- (@a[i+lJ) 3
e.g.,@a[i+ I] e.g.,j DOR +- (;)

(MAR) +- DOR

IE a[i+l] :=j+k Indirect Address Direct Address MAR+- (@a[i+l]) 3
e.g.,@a[i+l] e.g., j+k DOR +- U+k)

(MAR)+- DOR

II aft1 := a[i+l] Indirect Address Indirect Address MAR+- (@a[i+l]) 4
e.g.,@a[i] e.g., @a[i+ 1] DOR +- (MAR)

MAR+- (@a[i])
(MAR)+- DOR

11 GOTO(loca/ion) Indirect Address N/A J,LPC +- (location) 2
e.g., location NOP*

EX HALT N/A N/A J,LPC +- J,LPC 2
JlPC +- J,LPC-4'"

'" - necessary becauseof pipclining
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Finally, the "EX" (for "exit") instruction in our implementation causes the processor

to halt by entering an endless loop with the "DONE" signal held active, indicating to the

system processor that the program has terminated.

The last column in Table 2.1 lists the number of cycles each mP instruction takes.

These values can be divided by the FMC oscillator megahertz (MHz) to determine how

long each instruction takes to execute. For example, a "DC" instruction on a 4 MHz

FMC takes 500 nS to execute (whereas on a 40 MHz FMC it would take 50 nS). An "II"

instruction on a 4 MHz FMC would take 1 IlS. In later chapters we use these figures to

compute and verify execution times for sample programs executing on our FMC.

2.6.3 Microinstruction Set Implementation

A microinstruction set can be built up from the operation codes necessary for

performing the "JlCode Instructions" listed in fifth column of Table 2.1. The registers

and data paths in Figure 2.16 are controlled by the "Op Code Register" shown again in

Figure 2.17. There are seven relevant bits which provide signals for gating multiplexer

paths for moving operands between the registers and the functional memory.

As summarized in Figure 2.17, the "Write FM" activates the write signal to the

functional memory. The data to be written originates either from the microinstruction

constant field or the data output register (see Figure 2.16), depending on the state of the

"DBUS Mux" bit. The address to be written originates from either the microinstruction

constant field or the memory address register, depending on the state of the "ADDR Mux"

bit.

The "ffiUS Mux" bit specifies the contents of the minimal processor's internal data

bus, which can contain either the contents of the microinstruction constant field or the

contents of the external RAM/XILINX data bus. The contents of the internal data bus can
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be clocked into either the data output register, which occurs when the Destination Register

Select (DRS) bits are 01. When the DRS bits are 10, the memory address register gets

clocked, and when DRS =11, the program counter gets the contents of the internal data

bus.

Op Code Register

Write DeUS ~DDR IBUS Desti~aton Spare Done
FM Mux Mux Mux Reg Sel

Bit State Operation Accomplished

WriteFM= 1 RAMandpossibly a XILINX register arc written

DBUSMux=O Microinstruction constantfield is written

DBUS Mux = 1 Contents of thedata output registeris written

ADDRMux=O Microinstruction constantfield defines theaddress

ADDR Mux = 1 Mcmory address register defines theaddress

IBUSMux=O Microinstruction constantfielddrives internal data bus

IBUSMux= 1 RAM/XILINX outputdrives internal data bus

Destination Reg Select= 01 Dataoutputregisteris written

Destination Reg Select= 10 Memory address register is written

Destination Reg Select= 11 Program counteris written

Done= 1 System processor can see mP is doneexecuting

Figure 2.17. Microinstruction Control Register

To facilitate the easy translation of action stubs into the ones and zeros of the

microinstruction for gating the operands through the processor, microinstruction

mnemonic codes were defined for each bit pattern used for accomplishing the operations

listed in Figure 2.17. Table 2.2 lists the 10 microinstruction codes used to implement the

minimal processor (macro) instruction set.

The system processor (MCS-51) assembler is used to translate equated

microinstruction op-codes, followed by 16 bit constants into a HEX file of four byte
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microinstructions. This file is downloaded directly into the microprogram memory of the

minimal processor for execution.

2.6.4 Minimal Processor Implementation

Implementing the minimal processor was similar to the approach used for

implementing the functional memory FPGAs. All the registers and multiplexers, as

shown in a detailed block diagram in Figure 2.18, were specified using PALASM

equations. The detail of this figure reveals more than Figures 2.15 and 2.16. When the

board is selected (....,BoardSel=O), the IlPAccess line from the system processor controls

the set of outer multiplexers used to switch the processor into "transparent mode"

allowing the system processor to access directly either the microprogram RAMs

(FMlIlC=O) or the functional memory (FM/IlC= I). This signal is necessary for loading

the microprogram and initializing data values and arrays in functional memory.

Figure 2.18 also shows logically how the opcode register is decoded. The first

(leftmost) opcode register bit controls the write signal to the functional memory. The

second bit controls the multiplexer that selects whether the data bus lines to the functional

memory (RAM and FPGAs) are driven by the data output register (DaR) or the

uinstruction constant register. The third opcode register bit selects whether the address

bus to the functional memory is driven by the memory address register (MAR) or the

constant register. The fourth opcode bit selects which source drives the internal bus,

either the constant register or the external data bus input from the functional memory.

The fifth and sixth bits are decoded to select which register (if any) is clocked with new

data from the internal bus. If the fifth and sixth bits are 01, 10 or 11, the DaR, MAR or

jump address register (JAR) clock is enabled, respectively.

The minimal processor was specified as a generic module using PALASM equations.

This was done for convenience and to allow the same minimal processor design to be
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incorporated into other designs in the future, such as a single chip which contains both a

minimal processor and functional memory. In our current implementation, the minimal

processor PALASM module resides in its own 175-pin XC 3090. It interfaces directly to

the system processor as shown on the left side of the diagram in Figure 2.18 (at the

bottom of the page).

Table 2.2. Microinstructions for Implementing mP Operations

J.LI OpCode Example IlCode ImplementationExample
OpCode Register Usage (see Table 2.1)

LOC 0000 0100 LOC,I DOR~ 1. Load the Data output register with
a constant Used in the DC instruction

LDA 00010100 LDA,j DOR~ 0). Load the Data output register
with the contents of thc Addressspecified.
Uscd in the DO, DE, ID and IE instructions

LDM 0011 0100 LDM,O DOR~ (MAR). Load the Data output
register with the contents of the address
specified in the Memory address register. Used
in the DI and II instructions

LMA 0001 1000 LMA,@a[i] MAR~ (@a[i]). Load the Memoryaddress
register with the contents of the Address
specified. Used in the 01, IC, ID, IE and II
instructions

WMD 11100000 WMD,O (MAR)~ DOR. Write the memory address
specified in the Memory address register, with
the contents of the Data output register. Used
in the ID, IE and II instructions

WAD 1100 0000 WAD,i (t)~ DOR. Write the Addressspecified (in
the constant field) with the contents of the Data
output register. Used in the DC, DD, DE, and
01 instructions

WMC 10100000 WMC, I (MAR)~ 1. Write the memoryaddress
specified in the Memoryaddress register,witha
Constant value. Used in the IC instruction

JPI 0001 1100 JPI,@Rule IlPC f- (@Rule). Jump to the location
specified Indirectly. Used following each rule
to jump to the next rule

HALT 0000 1101 HALT,$ J,1PC f- IlPC. Jump to the specified location
and set the "Done" flag. Used to terminate
execution and to notify the system processor

NOP 0000 0000 NOP, 0 NOP. Do nothing for one cycle. Used
following the JPI for pipelining
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Figure 2.18. Minimal Processor - Detailed Block Diagram



2.6.5 System Processor Interface

The system processor is an 11.059 MHz Intel MCS-51 8031 (i8031) microprocessor.

The minimal processor control bits are connected directly to the system processor's Port 1

register, as indicated in Figure 2.19. All the bits are set to a '1' state when the machine is

reset. Bit 1 connects to the .START signal of the mP. When .START =1, the mP's

J,JProgAddr bus is held at zero. Setting .START =0 allows the mP to execute.

IlPAccess =1 disconnects the mP from the microprogram RAM and FM, allowing the

system processor direct access. If FM/JlC =1, then the system processor can access the

FM directly, and when FM/IlC =0, then the system processor can access the

microprogram RAMs. IlPAccess = 0 disconnects the system processor and allows the

mP normal access to the microprogram RAM and FM. RED/GRN controls the color of

the light emitting diode (LED) on the system processor board. DONE is connected

directly to bit 0 of the microinstruction opcode register and is used to signal the system

processor when the mP has finished executing a program. Since this signal is "open

collector," the processor should always place a '1' in this bit position when writing to the

Port 1 register.

System Processor Port 1 Register

P1.1
......-----P1.4

~------P1.5
L.- P1.6

L.- ~ P1.7

-, START

IlPAccess
FM/IlC
RED/GRN
DONE

mP Run =0, mP Reset =1
8031 Access = 1
Access, FM =1, IlProg RAM =0
LED Lamp, Red = 1, Green = 0
= ulnstrucnon OpCode Reg bit 0

Figure 2.19. System Processor • Minimal Processor Interface

The system processor interfaces to the user's terminal emulation software through a

19.2K bits per second serial port. Figure 2.20 shows the opening screen of the System
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Monitor we have implemented as the operating system for the system processor. A menu

presents a list of 14 user commands for loading and debugging programs. The 'X'

command is used to download a XILINX .MCS file into the FPGAs. The 'L' command

is used to download microcode to the FMC board or download system processor 8031

programs. Both the 'X' and 'L' command must have a two hex digit board identifier

immediately following. (Our system can accommodate up to four parallel FMC boards.)

A 'G' followed by a four digit start address is used to execute system processor "driver"

programs for testing FMC programs. The 'T' command is the same as 'G' except the

start, ending and elapsed execution times from the system clock are also reported.

Tetminat - HPC.TAM , . a
File Edit Settings Phone Transfers Help

+..

•HAW A I I PAR ALL E L con PUT E R PRO J E C T
================== n I KIN I K A U L IKE ================

<nay 1?~ 199
A<ADDR> ASCII st~ing ente~ sta~ting at ADDR
B[IDJ B~oadcast to all boa~ds [access boa~d ID only]
C<ADDR> Change data neno~y sta~ting at ADDR
D<ADDR) Display 128 byte half-block that includes ADDR
P<BLK> <BYTE> Pill BLK with BYTE ualue
G<ADDR) [BYTE] Go execute p~og~an at ADDR [load ACC with BYTE]
I [BYTE] Inte~nal neno~y display [change sta~ting at BYTE
L[ID] Load .HEX p~og~an file [to boa~d ID]
n "enu of connands° Output add~esses of nonito~ sub~outines
P[BYTE] Po~ts and ~egiste~s display [set po~t 1 to BYTE]
S<RDDR> Show ASCII block up to ADDR
T<ADDR> Tined p~og~an execution at ADDR
X<ID> KILINK .ncs file p~og~an load to boa~d ID

<ADDR>- 4 digit add~ess <BLK) - 2 digit 256 byte block add~es
<ID> - 2 digit boa~d ID <BYTE>- 2 digit byte add~ess o~ ualue
[ ••• J - indicates pa~anete~ is optional

=== Type a lette~ followed by B to 2 pa~anete~s and p~ess ENTER =
BCDPGI LnOPSTK> ~ Prompt

•
Figure 2.20. System Monitor - User Interface

After the .MCS FPGA module has been loaded using the 'X' command, and the mP

microcode has been loaded using the 'L' command, the 'P' command can be used to set
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and clear bits in the Port 1 register described in Figure 2.19. The lower 32K of the

system processor RAM maps directly into the FMC's functional memory and therefore

can beaccessed and changed (using the 'D' and 'C' commands) by first entering 'PFF' to

set Port 1 register bits 4 (/lPAccess) and 5 (FM/J.!P-RA1"y1) to '1'. To execute a program,

entering 'PED' sets the mP having access to the microprogram and FM (bit 4 =0) and

starts the mP (bit 1 = 0). Entering 'P' alone reports the value of the Port 1 register

allowing the user to observe when the minimal processor has completed executing the

program (bit 7 = 1).

The system monitor presented here proved quite useful for debugging, executing and

testing the FMC programs described in Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. For each example,

"driver" programs were written in MCS-51 assembly language to initialize the arrays,

execute the FMC program (by directly manipulating the Port 1 register) and verify the

results.
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CHAPTER 3. DECISION TABLE PROGRAMMING ON A
FUNCTIONAL MEMORY COMPUTER

In this chapter we introducedecision table programmingon a FMC by explaining the

process of translating high level languageprograms into the minimal processor microcode

and the FPGA PALASMnanocodefor execution on our FMC. One complicationwhen

writing high level languageprogramsfor a FMC is that array references within

expressionscannot be implemented"as expressed" unless the entire array can be captured

in FPGA input registers. If the array is too large, then temporary scalar variables (which

can be captured in FPGA registers) must be declared for each array reference used in an

expression (includingcondition stubs). In the next chapter on nondeterminism we

explore the advantages of capturing the entire array in FPGA input registers. In this

chapter, however, we will allocate temporaryscalar locations instead.

To illustrate the basicideas, we will translatea bubble sort and a shortest path

program into FMC code. These two examples both contain array references. In the

bubble sort example,we find it is to the programmer's advantage to declare explicitly the

temporaryscalar variables replacing the array references in expressions and to manage

their updating. Normally, the exchange operation (see Figure 3.1) would be performed

by allocating a single temporaryvariable which would be used for exchanging twoout-

of-order array elements. Here, however, the programmer saves execution time by taking

advantageof the fact that temporary variablesalready exist for the two array elements that

need to be exchanged.

In the shortestpath example, we will treat the allocation of temporary variablesas a

"compiler problem." The compiler would be responsible for replacing each array

reference in the expression with a newly allocated scalar. The compiler would also
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determine when the scalarhad to be updated, basedon the possibility that the array

element itselfor its index has changedin value.

3.1 BUBBLE SORT PROGRAM EXAMPLE

Figure 3.1 shows bothan ordinaryPascal and decision table version of a

deterministic bubblesort algorithm. Recognize that the multi-way branch feature with

decision tables allows us to reduce the level complexityfrom four to two [Lew, 1982]

simplifying the implementation by reducingthe levelcomplexity. In effect, the two

nested loop structure in un-nested, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

A. Pascal

var a : array[O .. 50] of byte;
n : byte;

procedure DetBubSort;
{Sort a[l .. n] in ascending order!
var j, k : byte;
begin

for k ;= n downto 2 do
for j ;- I to k-l do

if A[j] > A[j+l] then
exchange(A[j],A[j+l]!

end

B. Decision Table (reduced)
~

lambda
k = 1
j = k
A[j] > A[j+l]

k ;= n
j := I
k := k-l
exchange(A[j],A[j+l]1
j := j+l
exit
lambda :=

12345

011 I 1
- T F F F
- - T F F
- - - T F

x - 
X - X
- - X

- X -
- - - X X
- X -
1 - -

Figure 3.1. Bubble Sort Program

As we see in the decision table,variable k is initialized at n andj is initialized at 1

when lambda=O. This correspondsto the top box of the flow chart in Figure 3.2. The

single test node corresponds to the remaining condition stub and entry portion of the

decision table, from whicheither Rule 2, 3, 4 or 5 will be selected to execute. If either

Rules 3,4 or 5 execute, the node is tested again and a new rule is selected. If Rule 2

executes, the program terminates,
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Rules 3,4 and 5 sort the array by bubbling the largest element to the top of the array.

By each time decrementing the "array-to-be-sorted" index by one, the entire array

becomes completely sorted after n -I bubbling passes (for a size n array). Rule 3 starts a

bubbling pass by initializing j (index of bubbling element) and k (final resting position for

bubbled element for this pass). Rules 4 and 5 perform the bubbling action by exchanging

elements if necessary.

k:= n
j := 1

1

i :=1
k := k-1

k:#:1, j:#:k
A[j]>AU+1]

i4

exchange
j := i+1

Figure 3.2. Bubble Sort Flow Chart

Figure 3.3 shows the bubble sort program modified for execution with functional

memory. Notice variables t and t1 are used to hold the current values of aUI and aU+1]

respectively, because they are needed in the aU]>aU+I] conditional expression.

Normally, the exchange(aljl,aU+l]) operation would be implemented by using a

single temporary variable t by setting t:=aU], aljl:=aU+l] and aU+l]:=t. The fact that t

and t1 exist, however, allows the exchange to be implemented more efficiently in two

array references instead of four.

In the next two sections we describe how the minimal processor microcode and the

FPGA nanocode are produced for the decision table bubble sort program in Figure 3.3.
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B.u.l..e..:.. 1 2 3 4 5
lambda a 1 1 1 1
k 1 - T F F F
j k - - T F F
t > tl - - - T F

k := n

j := 1
k := k-l
a[j] := tl
a[j+l] := t

j := j+l
t := a[j]
tl := a[j+l]
exit
lambda :=

x
X - X
- - X - -
- - - X -
- - - X -
- - - X X
X - X X X
X - X X X
- X
1 -

Figure 3.3. Bubble Sort Program for FM

3.1.1 Bubble Sort Functional Memory Map

The first step in translating the bubble sort program to execute on a FMC is to

generate the Functional Memory Map shown in Table 3.1. Entered are both the left and

right sides of the assignment statements as names of memory locations. Rows I and 2

are the lambda and @rule variables necessary for the execution of the decision table.

lambda is a two bit input register in the FPGA and @rule is an expression output

providing the microprogram address for the code of the next rule to execute. Row 3

contains n, which is not used in any expression therefore a FPGA register does not need

to beallocated for it. Row 4 contains the a array allocation. Its address, 0006, will be

used as a constant value for computing references to elements. Rows 5 through 8 list the

four scalar variables used as operands in expressions, therefore, input registers inside the

FPGA chip will be allocated for each. Note that since our FMC has a 16-bit data path

between the processor and memory, and operandsj, k, t and tl are only 8 bits, each is

actually is stored in the odd byte location immediately following the one listed (e.g.,j
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actually is stored in 0060). Rows 9 through 12 list the four output expressions for the

program. k-I appears at location 0074 and is updated immediately when k at location

006E is written. The addresses of au] and aU+I], denoted with the '@' symbol

preceding them, appear at locations 0076 and 0078 respectively. j+1 appears at location

007A. @aIJ1, @aU+I] andj+1 all update immediately whenj at location 006C is written.

Table 3.1. Bubble Sort Functional Memory Map

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Name Address Dimension Operand Functional
(hex) Width Memory

lambda 0000 - 2 bit input register

@rule 0002 - 7 bit expression output

n 0004 - 8 bit -
a 0006 [0.•50] 8 bit addressconstant

j oo6C - 8 bit input register

k 006E - 8 bit input register

t 0070 - 8 bit input register

tl 0072 - 8 bit input register

k-l 0074 - 8 bit expressionoutput

@a[j] 0076 - 9 bit expression output

@a[j+1] 0078 - 9 bit expressionoutput

j+1 oo7A - 8 bit expressionoutput

3.1.2 Bubble Sort Execution Table

All the information that the compiler must consolidate before code generation is

summarized in the Execution Table shown as Table 3.2. Each row represents one

minimal processor instruction. The first column identifies the starting entry point of the

code for each rule. Column 2 lists the action stub statements collected for each rule. The

minimal processor instruction type code is listed in column 3. Processor instructions

have one or two operands (one identifying the destination address and one specifying the

source operand), which are identified in columns 4 and 5. The minimal processor
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microcode can be generated directly from columns 3, 4 and 5. The number of cycles each

instruction consumes is listed in column 6. From this column the actual execution time

for each rule can be calculated.

Table 3.2. Bubble Sort Execution Table

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

Entry Statement mP Inst Des Addr Source Cyc
Rulel k := n DD 006E 0004 2

j := 1 DC 006C 0001 2
lambda := 1 DC ooסס 0001 2

t := a [j] DI 0070 0076 3

tl := a [j+l] DI 0072 0078 3

goto @rule JI 0002 - 2
Rule2 EXIT EX - - 2

Rule3 j := 1 DC 006C 0001 2

k .= k-l DE 006E 0074 2
t := a [j] DI 0070 0076 3
tl := a[j+l] DI 0072 0078 3
goto @rule ]I 0002 - 2

Rule4 a[j] := tl ID 0076 0072 3

a[j+1] := t ID 0078 0070 3

j := j+1 DE 006C 007A 2

t := a[j] DI 0070 0076 3
tl := a[j+l] DI 0072 0078 3

goto @rule ]I 0002 - 2

RuleS j := j+1 DE 006C 007A 2

t := a[j] DI 0070 0076 3

t1 := a[j+1] DI 0072 0078 3

goto @rule ]I 0002 - 2

Since the FPGA must calculate rule addresses (when computing the @rule), the

microcode starting addresses must be known before the PALASM nanocode can be

generated. Table 3.3 summarizes the rule selection logic for generating the rule address

@rule. The table shows that Rule I starts at ucode hex location 04. This equals 0000

0100 in binary. Rule 1 fires when lambda LILO=OO. Rule 2 starts at hex location 3C,
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which in binary is 0011 1100. Rule 2 fires when L1Lo=01 and condition stub C2 is true.

Rule 3 starts at ucode address 44 when L1Lo=01, C2 is false and C3 is true. Rules 4

and S are also expressed.

Table 3.3. Bubble Sort Rule Selection Logic

Label J,LCode J,l.Code Expression
Entry Hex Address Bits Ll LO C2 C3 C4 Causing Rule To
Point Address R 7, •••,RO Fire

Rulel 04 00000100 0 0 - - - /Ll*/LO

Rule2 3C 0011 1100 0 1 T - - /Ll*LO*C2

Rule3 44 0100 0100 0 1 F T - 1L1*LO*/C2*C3

Rule4 74 01110100 0 1 F F T ILI*LO*/C2*/C3*C4

RuleS B4 10110100 0 1 F F F /Ll*LO*/C2*/C3*/C4

3.1.3 Bubble Sort Expression Graphs

Expression graphs are a useful notation to describe the combinational logic flow for

computing each expression. For computing the address of the next rule to execute (i.e.,

@rule at location 0002), we begin by evaluating the condition stubs as shown in Figure

3.4A. The input registers on top ofeach graph capture and store values when written by

the processor to the addresses indicated. Operators (shown rectangular with rounded

comers) consist of combinational logic and have no storage capability. The output of

each of the '=1', '=' and '>' operators is a boolean value used along with lambda to

calculate the rule address. The equations defining each @rule bit (RO,R1, ... , R7) are

shown. From Table 3.3, we know when each bit should be a one. RO and R I are

always zero and R2 is always one no matter which rule is selected. R3 is one only when

Rule 2 is selected, therefore R3 equals the boolean expression for Rule2 (lambda=OI and

condition stub C2 is true). R4 and RS are one when Rules 2, 4 and S should fire,
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therefore they both equal the logical OR of these three boolean expressions. R6 is one

when Rules 3 or 4 should fire. R7 is one when Rule 5 is to fire.

A. Rule Address Calculation

RO=O
R1..0
R2=1
R3=(/L1*LO*C2)
R4=(/L1*LO*C2)+(/L1*LO*/C2*/CS*C4)+(/L1*LO*/C2"/CS"/C4)
R5=(/L1*LO*C2)+(lL1"LO"/C2"/CS*C4)+(lL1*LO"/C2"/CS"/C4)
R6=(/L1"LO"/C2"CS)+(1L1"LO"/C2"/CS"C4)
R7=(/L1"LO"/C2"/CS*/C4)

C. Assignment ExpressionsB. Array Address Calculation

006C 006C
j j

Figure 3.4. Deterministic Bubble Sort Expression Graphs

Figure 3.4 also shows the expression graphs for the rest of the expression

computations in the bubble sort program. Figure 3.4B shows the computation of @aUJ

(the address of a[JJ) and@aU+I]. Figure 3.4C shows the only two expressions from the

right sides of assignment statements. k-l is computed by connecting a decrement
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operator to a k input register. j+1 is computed using an increment operator connected to a

j input register.

3.1.4 Bubble Sort FPGA Code Generation

The expression graphs in Figure 3.4 are helpful for visualizing the combinational

logic for computing expressions but these must be translated into a language the FPGA

design tools can read. Figure 3.5 shows the "operator macros" used for the five different

operators required in our bubble sort program. Each was derived from the more general

PALASM equations described in Chapter 2 for Add and Not-Equal. Figure 3.5A shows

the equations for testing if an 8-bit value represented by bits K7, ..., KO is equal to one.

If true, then C=l, otherwise C=O. When generating the PALASM file the bit name letter

prefixes are replaced with signal names that are derived from a unique unit number

assigned to each operator.

Figure 3.5D shows the increment by one operator used for implementing thej+l

expression graph in Figure 3.4C. Figure 3.6 shows all the PALASM code that is

generated (i.e., required) when implementing this expression graph. Box 1 on top shows

the address select for writing the j input register as well as the decoding and output enable

for the j+1 multiplexer output gates. Signal sel_06C will be true when a 006C appears on

the address bus from the processor. When seC06C is logically ANOed with the write

signallWRLC, the processor is storing a value into j. Signal sel_O?A is true when OO?A

appears on the address bus. When seC07A is true with the read signal /ROC, the

processor is attempting to read the result ofj+1 from functional memory.

The address bit input lines A15, A14, ..., Al correspond to the pin signal definitions

for the FPGA program shell shown in Figure 2.3. They are logically ANOed in nibbles.

ASXO is true when the highest order address nibble (AI2, A 13, A 14 and A 15) are all
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zero. ASHO is true when A8, A9, AlO and All are all zero. Signal sel_06C also needs

ASM6, indicating A4, A5, A6 and A7 equals hexadecimal 6, and ASLC, indicating AG,

AI, A2 and A3 equals hexadecimal C. sel_07A also needs ASM7 and ASLA to be

decoded.

A. 8 Bit Equal To 1 C. 8 Bit Unsigned Comparison

;C = K=l {2 CLBS} ;C = J>N {6 CLBS}

;if J>N then borrow C=l from N-J

B. 8 Bit Equal To Comparison

;--lst level of K=l
C73 = /K7*/K6*/KS*/K4*/K3
;--2nd level of K=l
C = C73*/K2*/Kl*KO

;C = J=K {S CLBS}

;--lst level of Equal To
C76 = (J7:+:K7) + (J6:+:K6)
CS4 = (JS:+:KS) + (J4:+:K4)
C32 = (J3:+:K3) + (J2:+:K2)
C10 = (J1:+:K1) + (JO:+:KO)
;--2nd level of Equal To
C = /(C76 + CS4 + C32 + C10)

;--lst level of 8 bit comparator
C2 = /Nl*Jl+(/N1+Jl)*/NO*JO

----------------1 C420 = /N3*J3+ (/N3+J3) * (/N2*J2)
C42l = /N3*J3+(/N3+J3)*(/N2+J2)
C640 = /NS*J5+(/NS+J5) *(/N4*J4)
C641 = /NS*J5+(/NS+J5)*(/N4+J4)
C860 = /N7*J7+(/N7+J7)*(/N6*J6)
C861 = /N7*J7+(/N7+J7)*(/N6+J6)
;--2nd level of 8 bit comparator
C6 = C640+C64l*(C420+C421*C2)
;--3rd level of 8 bit comparator
C = C860+C86l*C6

D. Increment by 1 E. Decrement by 1

;B = A+l {6 CLBS} ;B = A-l {6 CLBS}

;--lst level of B=A+1
C4 = A3*A2*A1*AO
BO = /AO
B1 = A1:+:AO
B2 = A2 :+: (A1*AO)
B3 = A3:+:(A2*A1*AO)
;--2nd level of B=A+l
B4 = A4:+:C4
BS = AS: +: (A4 *C4)
B6 = A6:+: (AS*A4*C4)
B7 = A7 :+: (A6*A5*A4*C4)

;--lst level of B=A-l
C4 = /A3*/A2*/Al*/AO
BO = /AO
B1 = /(/A1:+:/AO)
B2 = /(/A2:+:(/A1*/AO»
B3 = /(/A3:+:(/A2*/Al*/AO)
;--2nd level of B=A-l
B4 = /(/A4:+:C4)
BS = /(/AS:+:(/A4*C4»
B6 = /(/A6:+: (/AS*/A4*C4»
B7 = /(/A7:+:(/A6*/AS*/A4*C4»

Figure 3.5. FPGA Operator Macros Used for Deterministic Hubble Sort
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Select for j input
Select for j+l output
High order 0
2nd high order °
2nd low order 6
2nd low order 7
Low order C
Low order A

;Address Select Logic
sel 06C ~ ASXO*ASHO*ASM6*ASLC
5el-07A ~ ASXO*ASHO*ASM7*ASLA
ASXO = IA12*/A13*/A14*/AlS
ASHO - IAB*/A9*/AIO*/All
ASM6 - IA4*AS*A6*/A7
ASM7 - A4*AS*A6*/A7
ASLC ~ IAl*A2*A3
ASLA - Al*/A2*A3 T-------------------------
;j input register at 006C
reg 06C 0 := DIO
reg-06C-0.CLKF = WRLC
reg=06C=0.CE = sel_06C

reg 06C 1 :- DII
reg-06C-l.CLKF = WRLC
reg=06C=1.CE sel_06C

•••
reg 06C 7 :- DI7
reg-06C-7.CLKF - WRLC
reg=06C=7.CE = sel_06C

;INPUT REGISTER BIT FF
;PROCESSOR WRITE CLOCK
;CLOCK ENABLE

;INPUT REGISTER BIT FF
;PROCESSOR WRITE CLOCK
;CLOCK ENABLE

;INPUT REGISTER BIT FF
;PROCESSOR WRITE CLOCK
;CLOCK ENABLE

2

;s 015 = reg 06C + 1
s OlSc4 = reg 06C 3*reg 06C 2'reg 06C l*reg OGe C
5-015 0 = I reg 06e 0 - - - - --
s-OlS-l • reg 06C l:+:reg 06C 0
s-01S-2 = reg-06C-2:+: (reg 06e l*reg 06C 0)
5-015-3 = reg-06C-3:+:(reg-06C-2*reg-06C-l'reg OGe C)
s-01S-4 reg-06C-4:+:s 015c4 - - - _.-
s-OlS-S = reg-06C-S:+:(reg 06C 4*s 01Sc4)
s-01S-6 • reg-06C-6:+:(reg-06C-S*reg 06C 4*5 01;c4)
s=01S=7 = reg=06C=7:+: (reg=06C=6*reg=06C=S*reg_06C__ r,*s_015c:t,)

;Output Multiplexers
DOOtl = s 09 O*sel 074 + a OD O'sel 076
DOOt3 • a-OlJ O*seT 07B + a_01S_O* ••1_07A
DOOal = DOOtl-+ DOOt3
DOO = I (/RDC* (DOOal»

I<-l, ~i] ~ j 1
@€1 : ~. 1 ;, ~'.

DOltl = s 09 l*sel 074 + a OD l*sel 076
DOlt3 = a-OlJ l*seT 07B + a o1s 1*••1 07A
DOlal = DOltl-+ DOlt3 - - -
DOl = 1(/RDC*(DOlal»

•••D07tl - rule 7*sel 02 + s 09 7*sel 074
D07t3 - a OD-7*sel-076 + a 013 7*sel 078
D07tS = s=015_7*seT_07A - -
D07al = D07tl + D07t3 + D07tS
D07 = I (/RDC* (D07al»

k-l, @a!jj
@il ! j"'1 r • j-:

@Rule, x-;
@a ! j I, @a [ j' ] ;
j" 1

4

Figure 3*6* FPGA Code Generation for j+ I

Box 2 in Figure 3.6 shows the code implementing thej input register. Each bit

(relL06C_O through relL06C_7) represents a storage flip-flop, clocked on the trailing

edge of the write clock from the processor, and enabled when the address lines from the

processor select location 006C. Box 4 shows the generic Increment-by-l macro from
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Figure 3.5D expanded to compute j+1. Notice that'A' is replaced by 'reg_06C_', 'C' is

replaced by 's_015c' and the output 'B' is replaced by 's_015_'.

Box 4 in Figure 3.6 shows the output multiplexer for this particular FPGA. The

output signals000 through 007 correspond to those defined in the FPGA programshell

in Figure 2.3. The outputs s_015_0,...,8_015_7 contain the j+1 value to be gated out

when see07A is true (when the processorreads location007A).

3.1.5 Bubble Sort Compilation Statistics

Once the microcode sourcecode and PALASMsourcecode programs have been

built, they can be furthercompiledor assembledinto executable object modules using

their respectiveand appropriate off-the-shelftools. The instruction formatof the minimal

processor was designed so any conventional assembler that supports label-equates and

define-wordpseudo instruction scan be used to translate microinstruction mnemonics into

a microcode load module. We use the same assembler chosen for the system processor

on our FMC platform which is an Intel MCS-51 based processor. As summarized in

Figure 3.7, the minimal processor load module typically is produced in less than 10

seconds.

The PALASM source program is assembled into a XNF file which then must be

merged with the proper XNF circuit interface shell. FPGA chips 1, 2 and 3 are 175-pin

XC3090s and FPGA chip 4 is a 132-pin XC3064. Once merged into a single XNF file,

it is then "placed" and "routed." As shown in Figure 3.7, placement and routing is by far

the longest step in the compilation processusing presentlyavailabledesign tools.

Placement involvesbinding the gates and latches as configurable logic blocks (CLBs) to

physical CLBs in the chip. This step is complex becauseif done poorly, not all the

interconnections may be routable.
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Minimal processor
FPGA specification

led flies I

'" I

~ PALASM
FPGA definition.... Source File
files

ocode .... (.PDS)
urce
(.ASM) ,.1 1, 1 Produce .XNF file, assemble and merge

PDS2XNF (Less than 5
...... PALASM minutes per chip)

ocode '- Assembler
mbler/

Prog132.XNFker I 1 Circuit Shell

MERGE f-- Prog175.XNF I--
'- .XNF Files I~ Circuit Shell

•
-.

code 1\00'.1 1
ad 1\00' 1 Place and Route

dule APR CLBs inside chip
EX) ......

Place and (Less than 15
......

Route FPGA hours per chip)

,.1

mP Bit File
J. I

(RMC7.BIT)
.... FPGA Bit FPGA objec" module

- File (.BIT) One per chip

,r
'" Produce FPGA

Load Module
MAKEPROM

Link Minimal Processor
FPGA Load Module Builder

FPGA bit file with FM
FPGA bit files

"
(Less than 2 minutes)

XILINX Load Functional Memory
Module (.MCS) FPGA load module

Micr
So

File

Micro
Lo

Mo
(.H

Micr
Asse

Lin

Compl

+
Processor
code file

Produce
Microcode
Load
Module

(Less than
10 seconds)

Minimal
processor
load module

Figure 3.7. Completion of the Compilation Process

The bubble sort program is small enough to fit into one FPGA. As Table 3.4 shows,

the expressions consumed 193 gates and 411atches in 75 CLBs, taking 1 hour and 51
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minutes to place using an Intel 48625 MHz PC. Gates here may be 2, 3, 4 or 5 input, of

any type. There were 557 pins with 133 nets taking 6 minutes and 35 seconds to route.

Table 3.4 also shows the program uses a maximum number of 15 levels of combinational

logic.

Table 3.4. FPGA Compilation Statistics - Deterministic Bubble Sort

# # Max # # # Placement Routing
Gates Latches Level CLBs Pins Nets Time Time

FPGA (hh:mm:ss) (hh:mm:ss)

BSCI 193 41 15 75 557 133 1:51:42 0:06:35

As Figure 3.7 shows, once the FPGA has been placed and routed, a ".BIT" file is

produced which is linked with the .BIT file for the minimal processor FPGA specification

into one load module. With the processor FPGA wired for peripheral program load mode

connecting with the four functional memory FPGAs daisy-chained for serial loading, the

system processor can load the single FPGA object module (containing all FPGA

programs), byte by byte similar to loading a program into memory, except all the bytes

are written to the same location (see [XILINX, 1993] for details).

3.2 SHORTEST PATH PROGRAM EXAMPLE

For our second example of the translation and execution of a high level language

program on a FMC, a shortest path program which also appeared in [Lew and Halverson,

1994] will be used. In Figure 3.8, on the left is shown a Pascal version and on the right

is an equivalent DT version of a shortest path program for a topologically sorted graph

with distances stored in a two-dimensional array d. Some transformations, as described

in [Lew, 1982] and shown in [Halverson and Lew, 1994-2], were made to simplify the

DT, but it essentially implements the same underlying dynamic programming algorithm:

starting from the target node (node n), working back node by node towards the starting
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node (node 1), at each stage the shortest path from a node to the target is calculated; see

[Bellman and Dreyfuss, 1962] for details.

Pascal

var d array[1 .. 80, 1 .• 80] of datatype;
f array[1 .. 80] of datatype;
t array[1 .. 80] of integer;
n integer;

procedure findShortestPath;
{find shortest path from node 1 to n}
var i, j, k : integer;

min datatype;
ptr : integer;

begin
fen] := 0;
for i := n - 1 downto 1 do

begin
min := maxint;
ptr := n + 1;
for j := i + 1 to n do

begin
if d[i,j]+f[j] < min then

begin
min := d[i, j] + f[j]
ptr := j

end; {if}
end; {for j}

f[i] := min;
t [i] := ptr;

end; (for i)
end

Decision Table (reduced)

lambda
i > 0
j > n
d[i,j]+f[j] < min

fen] := 0
f[i] := min
t [i] := ptr
min := maxint
min := d[i,j] + f[j]
ptr := n + 1
ptr := j
i := n - 1
i := i - 1
j .= i + 1
j := j + 1
exit
lambda :=

1 234 5

o 1 111
- T T T F

T F F
- T F -

x - 
- x
- x
x x 
- - x
x x - - 
- - x - 
x -
- x - - -
x x - - 
- - x x -
- - - - X
1 -

Figure 3.8. Shortest Path Program

In the program, array references d[ij] andj[j] appear in two expressions, so the two

scalar variables (denoted "d[ij]" and 'JU]" in subsequent tables) must be allocated for

each of these references. The expressions would then refer to these scalars, which must

be updated whenever the referenced array values or their index values i or j change.

Compiling programs with such scalars into efficient code in which updates are only

performed as needed is a problem we will not address here.
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3.2.1 Shortest Path Functional Memory Map

The first step in translating the shortestpath program to execute on a FMC is to

generate the Functional Memory Map shown in Table 3.5. Entered are both the left and

right sides of the assignment statementsas names of memory locations. Rows 1,2 and 3

identify arrays d,f and t. d is a two dimensional array [1..80,1..80] of 16 bit unsigned

integers. Since thesearray addresses are calculated in the functional memory, their offset

addresses will appear as constants in the FPGA program. t (row 3) is an array of 8 bit

unsigned integers. Our functional memory is configured as 16 bit words, so the array

takes up 80 (16 bit) words of address space, with the even (upper) bytes unused (e.g.,

tel] is an eight bit unsignedinteger locatedat byte hexadecimal address32A I).

n, i.], min, lambda, "d[iJl" and 'JIjl" (rows 4, 5,6,8, 10, 12 and 14) are stored in

the RAM but also are operands to expressions therefore must be latchedin registers in

one or more FPGAs. Note that "d[iJ]" and 'JIjl" are names for memory locations 3350

and 3354. These locationsmust be loaded (i.e., updated) with their correct values

whenever they, i, or j change before they are used by any expression. As we see, this is

the case for the first four rules becauseeach of them modifies i or j or both.

@rule (row 11)provides the processor with the address of the code for the rule to be

executed. This function is derived after the mP instructions have been assembledand

mapped into uinstruction RAM so the startingaddresses for each rule are known.

@d[iJ],@.fIj], @tI:n],@j[i] and@t[i] are outputs of the FPGA logic providing the array

element addresses of d[iJ] , fU], j[n],j[i] and tfi]. d[iJ]+Jfj], n+l, n-l, i-I, i+1 andj+1

are also FPGA outputsproviding values basedon thecurrent values of the operands.
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Table 3.5. Shortest Path Functional Memory Map

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Name Address Dimension Operand Functional
(hex) Width Memory

d 0000 [1..80,1..80] 16 bit address constant

f 3200 [1..80] 16 bit address constant

t 32AO [1..80] 8 bit address constant

n 3340 - 8 bit input register

i 3342 - 8 bit input register

j 3344 - 8 bit input register

k 3346 - 8 bit -
min 3348 - 16 bit input register

ptr 334A - 8 bit -
lambda 334C - 2 bit input register

@rule 334E - 3 bit expression output

"d[i,j]" 3350 - 16 bit input register

@d[i, j] 3352 - 16 bit expression output

"f[j]" 3354 - 16 bit input register

@f[j] 3356 - 16 bit expression output

@f[n] 3358 - 16 bit expression output

@f[i] 335A - 16 bit expression output

@t[i] 335C - 16 bit expression output

d[i, j]+f[j] 335E - 16 bit expression output

n+l 3360 - 8 bit expression output

n-l 3362 - 8 bit expression output

i-l 3364 - 8 bit expression output

i+l 3366 - 8 bit expression output

j+1 3368 - 8 bit expression output

3.2.2 Shortest Path Execution Table

After the FM Map has been generated, the mP Execution Table shown in Table 3.6

can be produced. This table is used to generate the mP microcode that performs the move

operations for carrying out the program assignment statements. The entry points for each

of the rules are indicated in the first column of rows I, 10, 19, 25 and 29. For each rule,
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the second column begins with a list of the assignment statements, which are derived

directly from the action stubs.

Table 3.6. Shortest Path Execution Table

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24
25
26
27

28
29

Entry Statement mP Inst Des Addr Source Cyc

Rulel fen] := 0 IC 3358 0 2
min := maxint DC 3348 OFFFF 2

ptr := n+I DE 334A 3360 2
i := n-I DE 3342 3362 2

j := i+1 DE 3344 3366 2
lambda := 1 DC 334C I 2
UPDATE "d[i,j]" DI 3350 3352 3
UPDATE "f[j]" DJ 3354 3356 3
GOTO (@rule) JI 334E - 2

Rule2 f[i] := min ill 335A 3348 3
t[i] := ptr ill 335C 334A 3
min := maxint DC 3348 OFFFF 2
ptr := n+I DE 334A 3360 2
i := i-I DE 3342 3364 2
j := i+I DE 3344 3366 2
UPDATE "d[i,j]" DJ 3350 3352 3
UPDATE "f[j]" DJ 3354 3356 3
GOTO (@rule) ]I 334E - 2

Rule3 min := d[i,j]+f[j] DE 3348 335E 2
ptr := j DD 334A 3344 2
j := j+1 DE 3344 3368 2
UPDATE "d[i,j]" DJ 3350 3352 3
UPDATE "f[j]" DJ 3354 3356 3
GOTO (@rule) JI 334E - 2

Rule4 j := j+I DE 3344 3368 2
UPDATE "d[i,j]" DI 3350 3352 3
UPDATE "f[j]" DI 3354 3356 3
GOTO (@rule) JI 334E - 2

RuleS EXIT EX - - 2
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At the end of the action stub code, we have added the updates for "df iil" and 'JUr

that must be performed before they are used in the expression for computing the address

of next rule to execute. At the end of each rule is the indirect jump instruction which

starts the execution of the next rule, except rule 5 terminates execution with an EXit

instruction.

Columns 3, 4 and 5 of the mP Execution Table are used to generate the mP

microcode. Each mP instruction expands into the microcode instructions shown in Table

2.1. The first and second operands will appear in constant fields in the microinstructions.

As this expansion takes place, the starting addresses for each rule becomes known. This

information is reflected in the Rule Address Map shown in Table 3.7. With the rule

starting addresses known, the boolean expressions for computing the @rule address can

be determined. For the nine binary address bits shown in Table 3.7, there will be nine

boolean equations. For each bit, we know when it should be a '1' value, which depends

on which rule is to fire, which depends on the condition stub values. The expressions for

determining the rule address will be shown in the next section.

Table 3.7. Shortest Path Rule Address Map

Entry Start Address Start Address Execution
Point (Hexadecimal) (Binary) Cycles

Rulel 004 0000 0000 0100 20

Rule2 054 00000101 0100 22

Rule3 OAC 0000 1010 1100 14

Rulc4 OE4 0000 1110 0100 10

RuleS JOC 0001 0000 1100 2

Table 3.7 also shows the number of cycles each rule takes to execute. Each cycle

takes exactly one clock period therefore, if it is known how many times each rule fires,
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then the exact time it takes for the program to execute can be determined. These figures

will be used in Chapter 5 for computing the execution time of the program.

3.2.3 Shortest Path Expression Graphs

The expression graphs serve as an intermediate text when hand-generating the

PALASM equations. The condition stub expressions evaluate to true/false results and are

used to generate the address of the rule to be executed. As Figure 3.9 illustrates, these

expressions require variables lambda, i,j, n, "d[iJl", 'JIjl" and min. The boxes on top

represent these as input registers. The FM address is also indicated above each. At the

bottom of each expression is shown a box which represents a combinational input to the

chip's output multiplexer. Below each box identifies the FM address for reading the

expression result. Also, below the addresses of the output boxes is shown in which

FPGA chip the expression is implemented.

In this example we will also show unit numbers assigned to each operator node. As

indicated in the figure, nodes U2, U3, V9 and UlO calculate the condition stubs. To

store in "d[iJl" and 'JIjl", the array addresses of these elements (which depend on i and

j) must be calculated. Nodes U4 through U8 calculate the address of d[i~il while nodes

VII and UI2 calculate the address ofj[j]. Note thatj-I must be calculated for

computing @jJjl in SPCI, and separately for @d[iJ] in SPC2. The address of the rule

microcode (@rule) is calculated by U1.

The remaining expressions are shown in Figure 3.10. Once "d[iJ]" and 'lfj]"

(locations 3350 and 3354) have valid values, location 335E will contain the d[iJ]+j[j]

sum. Whenever n changes (i.e., location 3340 is written), locations 3360 and 3362 will

contain the results of expressions n+1 and n-l. Whenever i changes, i+ 1 and i-I

immediately and simultaneously become available. Whenever 3344 (j) is written, 3368

(j+1) immediately contains the value stored in 3344 incremented by 1. The expressions
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for the addresses of destination array elements j[1l],j[i] and t[i] are also shown in Figure

3.10.

JJ.J.Q .Q2 sa ~ ....~
00 000000100
01 T T 00101 0100
01 T F T 010101100

U1 01 T F F 011100100
01 F 100001100

RO=O
R1=0
R2=1
R3=(/L1*LO*C2*/C3*C4) + (/L1*LO*/C2)

R4=/L 1*LO*C2*C3
R5=(/L1*LO*C2*/C3*C4) + (/L1*LO*C2*/C3*/C4)
R6=(/L1*LO*C2*C3) + (/L1*LO*C2*/C3*/C4)
R7=(/L1*LO*C2*/C3*C4) + (/L1*LO*C2*/C3*/C4)

R8=(/L1*LO*/C2)

334E
(SPC1)

FSA=3200h'---'U1

Figure 3.9. Shortest Path Rule Address Computation
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Notice in Figure 3.9 that for @d[iJl, i must be decremented and multiplied by the size

of the first dimension (which in our case is 80). This expression is by far the most

complex in our example because it contains an 8 bit by 8 bit input-l 6 bit output

multiplier, US. The expression consumes more than half of one chip in our

implementation (SPC2). This, however, may be where the most improvement for this

example is realized over conventional processor implementations.

3342

i -1
3364

(SPC2)

3342

Figure 3.10. Shortest Path Expression Computation

3.2.4 Shortest Path FPG A Code Generation

The next step in implementing the shortest path program is use the expression graphs

to generate the "EQUATIONS" section of the PALASM source code file for each FM

FPGA chip (see Figure 2.3). As we have seen, the EQUATIONS section of each chip

contains five subsections: (1) the address select logic, (2) the input registers, (3) the rule

address generation logic, (4) the expression logic and (5) the output multiplexer logic.
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The address select logic includes the clock enables for the input registers and the unit

node output enables for those which feed the output multiplexers. Every scalar variable

used in an expression, including condition stubs, must be captured in an input register.

The rule address generation logic begins with the evaluation of the condition stubs,

followed by the generation of the rule address bits. The microcode starting addresses

must be known before these equations can be generated. Figure 3.6 of Section 3.1.4

shows an example of the translation of aj+1 expression graph, denoted by U20 in Figure

3.10, into the appropriate PALASM for computing the expression.

3.2.5 Shortest Path FPGA Compilation Statistics

After each FPGA PALASM source program is built, it must be linked with its circuit

interface shell (see Figure 2.3), then "placed" and "routed" separately. Figure 3.7

illustrates the complete process. Placement and routing is by far the longest step in the

compilation process using presently available design tools. Placement involves binding

the gates and latches as configurable logic blocks (CLBs) to physical CLBs in the chip.

This step is difficult because if done poorly, not all the interconnections may be routable.

As Table 3.8 shows, the expressions assigned to the first FPGA (SPCl) consumed 696

gates and 90 latches in 182 CLBs, taking 10 hours and 44 seconds to place. There were

316 nets taking 1 hour and 22 minutes to route. SPC2 used 953 combinational gates and

40 latches in 196 CLBs taking 11 hours and 54 minutes to place. 353 different signal

nets took 1 hour and 13 minutes to route. SPC3 held 784 gates and 48 latches in 160

CLBs taking 10 hours and 29 minutes to place, with 261 nets taking only 16 minutes to

route.
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Table 3.8 also shows the maximum number of levels of combinational logic in each

chip. Notice that SPC2, which implements the multiplier for calculating @d[iJ] used the

most gates and took the most number of levels.

When all three FPGAs have been placed and routed, a ".BIT" file is produced for

each. The .BIT files are linked with the .BIT file for the mP FPGA specification into one

load module. With the mP FPGA wired for peripheral program load mode on the system

bus and the other four FPGAs daisy-chained off of it, the system processor can load the

FPGA object module (containing the five FPGA programs), byte by byte similar to

loading a conventional program into ordinary memory, except all the bytes are written to

the same location (see [XILINX, 1993] for details).

Table 3.8. Shortest Path FPGA Compilation Statistics

# # Max # # Placement Routing
Gates Latches Level CLOs Nets Time Time

FPGA (hh:mm:ss) (hh:mm:ss)

SPCl 696 90 25 182 316 10:00:44 1:22:47
SPC2 953 40 37 196 353 11:54:46 1:13:06
SPC3 784 48 16 160 261 10:29:03 0:16:44

3.3 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we introduced the process that must take place for translating high level

language programs into the minimal processor microcode and FPGA PALASM

nanocode. The subject of compiling and executing high level language programs for our

FMC will be taken up again in Chapter 6, where we will describe our compiler for

producing the two load modules automatically from a decision table source program.

In this chapter we investigated two approaches for handling the problem of array

elements in functional memory expressions. For the bubble sort example, it was to the
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programmer's advantage to explicitly allocate the temporary scalar variables because

execution cycles were saved by implementing a non-standard exchange operation, which

took advantage of the fact that the elements to be exchanged were already stored in

temporary locations.

In the shortest path example, there was no advantage for the programmer having to

explicitly manipulate the temporary scalars, so we would choose for it to be a "compiler

problem," to be handled automatically and hidden from the user. The compiler would

need to know when to allocate a new temporary scalar, and when to insert code to update

it.

In the next chapter, we investigate the possibilities of actually storing arrays in FPGA

registers. When FPGA expressions can use array elements as operands directly, we no

longer have the problem of allocating and updating temporary scalars. More

interestingly, however, we can actually implement nondeterministic algorithms, and give

a nondeterministic bubble sort program as an example. In Chapter 5, we will compare

the execution profiles of the deterministic bubble sort described in this chapter with the

nondeterministic version to be described in Chapter 4 and find they are much different.
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTING NONDETERMINISTIC PROGRAMS
ON A FUNCTIONAL MEMORY COMPUTER

When the gate level implementations of functions can be determined at compile time

instead of fixed at machine design time, then the amount of logic used to compute the

function can vary according to compile time program parameters. In combinational logic

systems, added logic can increase functionality without adding program execution cycles.

Programs "in the large" conceptually involve "state changes.". Adding combinational

logic to help compute larger functions increase what is accomplished within a state

change.

In functional memory systems, operands are written into registers which in turn feed

combinational logic within the FPGA, which in turn cause outputs to change. It is

important that the propagation delay through the combinational logic is tolerable. The

amount of time after an operand is written, to when an output will need to be read, can be

determined by the compiler. Rarely (if ever) will an expression result be needed in the

cycle immediately following when one of its operands is written. Usually it is several

instructions later. In our 4 MHz system, a cycle is 250 nS and no instruction is less than

500 nS. Combinational logic gate delays for today's technology is on the order of tens of

nanoseconds. While there are other factors which add to the propagation delay of a

combinational logic function, much room exists for adding complexity to single

expression computations.

This chapter begins by proposing some nondeterministic operators that can be

implemented in functional memory and therefore such constructs can be added to the

FMC programming language. Nondeterministic set operators are the most simple

because little logic is consumed when storing and operating on set operands in the
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FPGAs. We show a minimum array element selection operation can be built-up across

several FPGAs if a word-sized daisy-chain connection between chips is available.

In the second section of this chapter we implement a nondeterm inistic bubble son

program that uses a set selection operation which follows a set of less-than comparators.

The less-than comparators connect one to each adjacent array element pair indicating if the

pair of elements is out of order. This example demonstrates the power of functional

memory systems when there is enough capacity to implement entire arrays in FPGA

registers. In our 50 element array sorting example, temporary scalar variables are not

needed so 49 comparisons can be performed simultaneously, along with the selection of

one of the out-of-order pairs for exchange.

4.1 NONDETERMINISTIC CONSTRUCTS

When functions are written to examine all the members of a set or all the elements of

an array simultaneously, we are able to exploit the signal level parallelism of

combinational logic. Parallelism in combinational logic is asynchronous in that no order

is imposed on the completion of intermediate states hence nondeterministic functions are a

natural application. Nondeterministic set selection functions are easily implemented

because the component functions for their solution are already traditional building blocks

in logic design. When these operations are made available to the programmer, the

programmer can implement nondeterministic algorithms. In this section we describe how

set and minimum selection operators can be implemented on a functional memory

computer.

4.1.1 Nondeterministic Set Operators

Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram implementation of three set functions. Set bit

vector inputs may be input registers or outputs from other combinational logic functions
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(as in the case with the nondeterministic bubble sort example used in Section 4.2). With

one bit for each possible set member, selecting a member, testing for membership and

removing or adding an element to the set can be accomplished within one cycle. Note that

in the case of adding or removing an element, the new set must still be copied to a

destination location. Functions for sets of size over 100 can be implemented in a single

FPGA and cascading FPGAs can be accomplished with a single pin daisy-chain.

On conventional computers, sets are implemented either as bits of a vector (which can

be one or more words) or as linked lists. For bits in a vector, selecting an element from a

set would take at most O(n) for an n element set because element positions would have to

beexamined one by one and the last element to be examined may be the only element in

the set. With linked lists, the function would take O( 1). As Figure 4.1A depicts, when

implemented in functional memory, every bit position of the set is fed through a selector

circuit which allows only one' l' value (indicating that member is present in the set) to

pass. That single' 1' is input to an encoder which outputs the encoded index position of

that specific '1 '.

8. Test For Membership

Index

New Set Bit Vector

Set Bit Vector

C. Add or Remove Element

Index

Output

Set Bit Vector
Set Bit Vector

Index

A. Select Element

Figure 4.1. 0(1) Set Operators

When testing for set membership, n bits in a vector representation would take 0(1)

but the linked list method would take O(n) in the worst case. As shown in Figure 4.1 B,
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in functional memory, the set vector is fed into a multiplexer and the positional index of

the possible member in question is placed on the select lines. The multiplexer simply

routes the bit value of that position to the output, which will be a 'I ' if the member is

present and a '0' if not. As we have seen previously, implementations of multiplexers are

very straight forward in gate level logic.

Adding and removing elements can be accomplished in 0(1) in most implementations

on conventional machines. Figure 4.IC shows that in functional memory, an "invert bit"

function must be implemented in which case the set input vector would pass through with

only the selected bit inverted. This could be implemented with each input bit feeding one

input of an exclusive-OR gate, with the other exclusive-OR input being fed by the output

of a decoder/demultiplexer circuit. The index selects which particular decoder output is to

be set to a '1', which causes that respective exclusive-OR gate to invert its set input vector

bit. (If it were unknown whether the element being added or removed was initially in the

set, logical-OR would be used for set addition and logical-AND would be used for

removal.)

Selecting a set element is "nondeterministic" in that if more than one member is

present, which one is selected is not specified. Anyone will do. When sets are so large

that they require a set bit vector that spans more than one FPGA chip, some interchip

communication is necessary. With each chip managing only one subset, the solution

requires circuits to know whether members exist in one or more other subsets. This

particular problem can be solved very easily with a single inter-FPGA daisy-chain signal

and will be shown in the next section. Set operators for testing membership, addition or

removal can be spread across several FPGA chips by the compiler without any processor

initiated interchip communication.
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4.1.2 Minimum Selection

A more difficult nondeterministic function to implement in combinational logic is

selecting a minimum element from an array. In this case, the entire array must be stored

in FPGA registers, and elements must be compared with each other. The result of each

comparison must feed a multiplexer which routes the minimum value of the two to a "next

stage" multiplexer. The results of each comparison must also feed logic which encodes

the minimum ("winning") index. Figure 4.2 in the upper left shows a basic two-input

building block circuit for determining the index of and minimum of two values. This

function can be combined in a binary tree like fashion (shown on the right) to build a

circuit which will determine the index of and minimum of several values.

A B

Min(A,B)

Value In
Daisy-Chain

FoundOut
Daisy-Chain

Value Out

J---l_-L_-U~=::t:=t:=:::t::::'-tt~DaiSY·Chain

Found In
Daisy-Chain

Index Minimum Value

Figure 4.2. 0(1) Minimum Array Element Selection

When the number of values from which a minimum is to be selected will not all fit in

one FPGA, then a more sophisticated interchip communication is necessary than in the set

selection case. As Figure 4.2 illustrates, each chip is able to determine if it contains a
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value smaller than any chip to its left, and if so, it signals all chips to its left as indicated

by the "found out" daisy chain. Each chip passes the minimum value to the right through

the "value out" daisy chain. If a chip to the right contains a smaller value, the "found in"

daisy chain will indicate as such. The "value in" and "value out" daisy chains must be as

wide as elements of the array (e.g., 16 bits). The "found in" and "found out" daisy

chains can be one bit, as in the case for set selection above.

4.2 NONDETERMINISTIC BUBBLE SORT (NBS)

A bubble sort program from [Lew and Halverson, 1994] will be used to demonstrate

the potential advantage of nondeterminism. Bubble sort was chosen because it is

extremely simple yet complex enough to show how looping and arrays are handled. The

single jump address calculation is simple yet nontrivial, because the program requires a

double nested loop. A second nondeterministic bubble sort program is used to

demonstrate the dramatic performance potential of nondeterminism. This example also

illustrates the implementation of a simple inter-FPGA communication interconnect

because every array element must be examined simultaneously and the entire array cannot

be contained in a single FPGA.

The bubble sort algorithm sorts an array by exchanging out-of-order adjacent pairs,

one pair at time, until none remains. Deterministically, the program must examine nin

1)/2 pairs for an n size array regardless of how sorted or unsorted the array is to begin

with. Nondeterministically, the program chooses (i.e., computes in a single step)

indexes of adjacent out-of-order pairs, exchanges their contents, and stops when no out

of-order pair remains. Hence the nondeterministic program "examines" only as many

pairs as need to be exchanged. Therefore, an array which initially is randomly ordered

would take only about half as long to sort as a worst case array. We see a dramatic
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difference when sorting an array which is initially ordered, which the nondeterministic

program would sort in negligible time regardless of n (see Section 5.2.3), compared to

O(n) at best for the deterministic version.

To clarify these ideas, we show in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 a nondeterministic bubble sort

which selects an adjacent out-of-order pair for exchange (if one exists) in one operation

where the order in which adjacent pairs are examined or selected is not specified in the

program (hence is nondeterministic). As long as an out of order adjacent pair exists to be

chosen, the process proceeds and pairs are exchanged. The process continues until no

more out of order pairs exist.

A. "Pseudo Pascal"

const
N = 50;

var A : array [1 .. N] of byte
procedure NonDetBubSort

var j : byte;
begin

while {j in 1 .. N-IIA[j]>A[j+I]J*0 do
exchange(A[j],A[j+I]);

end;

B. Decision Table

B!.l..k.i L2

{j in 1..N-IIA[j]>A[j+l] J*0 F T

exchange(A[j],A[j+I]) - X
exit X -

Figure 4.3. Nondeterministic Bubble Sort Program

any j : AD]>AD+1]?

F T

choose any j
where AU]>AD+1]

exchange(AU],A[j+1])

Figure 4.4. Nondeterministic Bubble Sort Flow Chart
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In our implementation of this, we loop continuously, first finding the set of indices

that are out of order. Then we use the set select function to choose an indexj, if one

exists. Fromj, the array addresses of the element and its neighbor to the right, at index

j+1 can be located. These three operations are all performed in combinational logic, as

shown in Figure 4.5. The array elements at these two computed addresses are then

exchanged by the processor.

OOOOh 0002h

Select

j not found
(in)

Locate

• • •
• • •
• • •
Select 1

• • •

0018h 00lAh

FPGA#3:
0034h - 004Ch

A[27)-A[39

FPGA#4also
indudes @rule
generation logic:

FPGA#4:
004Ch - 0062h

[39)- A[SO)

j not found

0100

Figure 4.5. NBS Exchange Address and Rule Selection

Because of limitations on our design tools, up to 14 array elements fit in each FPGA.

Comparisons for a[l] through a[14] were performed in FPGA #1, af141 through a[27] in

FPGA #2, a[27] through a[39] in FPGA #3 and comparisons for af39] through a[50]

took place in FPGA #4.
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The processor must know if any j exists, and if so, one must be selected. As the

figure shows, a chip can only know if any out of order adjacent array elements exist in its

own portion of the array. The select/encode logic within the first chip can tell if aj exists

within itself. Ifone does not exist, this is passed down through a single signal daisy

chain to the second chip. If aj does not exist in the first or second chips, the second chip

passes this down to the third chip. If none exists in the first three chips, this is passed on

to the fourth. Whether or not aj exists determines which rule to execute, whose address

is generated by the fourth chip.

When the processor wishes to read the addresses of the chosen j and j+1 elements,

each chip also uses the daisy-chain to know if it is the leftmost chip containing an out of

order adjacent pair. This is to ensure that only one chip gates aj or j+1 address on to the

data bus when the processor wants to read either of these locations.

4.2.1 NBS Functional Memory Map

The first step in translating the nondeterministic bubble sort program of Figure 4.3B

to execute on a FMC is to generate the Functional Memory Map shown in Table 4.1.

Entered are both the left and right sides of the assignment statements as names of memory

locations. Following the array a allocation, @rule at 0100 (hex) is the expression output

providing the microprogram address for the code of which rule to execute. (For

convenience, except for the array values themselves which start at 0000 (hex), we chose

to begin assigning functional memory locations at moo hex.) Rows 3 and 4 contain the

array element addresses for aU] and aU+1]. temp and temp@ in rows 5 and 6 are

temporary locations necessary for the exchange operation.
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4.2.2 NBS Execution Table

All the information that must be used to generate the nondeterministic bubble sort

microcode is contained in the Execution Table shown in Table 4.2. As with Table 3.2

(for the deterministic bubble sort), each row represents one minimal processor

instruction. The first column identifies the starting location of the code for each rule.

Column 2 contains the action stubs collected in order for each rule. The minimal

processor instructions are listed in column 3. Operands are listed in columns 4 and 5.

Column 6 lists the number of cycles each instruction takes to execute. These figures will

be used when comparing the execution times between the two bubble sorts in Chapter 5.

Table 4.1. Nondeterministic Hubble Sort Functional Memory Map

1

2

3

4

5

6

Name Address Dimension Operand Functional
(hex) Width Memory

a 0000 [1..50] 8 bit addressconstant

@rule 0100 - 5 bit expressionoutput

@a[j] 0102 - 8 bit expressionoutput

@a[j+1] 0104 - 8 bit expressionoutput

temp 0106 - 8 bit -
temp@ OiD8 - 8 bit -

Table 4.2. Nondeterministic Hubble Sort Execution Table

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Entry Statement mP Inst Des Addr Source eye

RuleO goto @rule ]I ()JOO - 2

Rulel EXIT EX - - 2

Rule2 temp := a[j] DI 0106 0102 2*

temp@ := @a[j+l) DD 0108 0104 2

a [j] := a[j+1] 11 0102 0104 4

(temp@) .= temp ID 0108 0106 3

goto @rule ]I 0100 - 2

* -optimized
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From Table 4.2, we see that the exchange operation is implemented by first moving

aU+l] into au1 and then au] into aU+l]. To implementthis, the processormust use a

temporary location temp, (location0106), for temporarily storing the original contents of

a(j] because it is destroyed when aU+1] is stored into au]. This is just as it would be in a

von Neumannimplementation. An additional temporaryaddress location, temp@,

however, is also needed to store the original @aU+l] becauseas soon as a new value is

written into a(j], thena(j]>aU+1] immediately changes (in fact indicating they are equal),

which immediately changesj, which immediately changes @aU+1] before it can be used

to store in the old valueof aU]' We see in the second to last row in the table, that temp,

which holds the originalaU] value, is stored into the location pointed to by temp@, which

is the address of the original aU+1].

The first and last processor instruction in Table 4.2 is a "goto" to the location

specified in @rule. Normallybecauseof pipelining, it takes one extra cycle on our FMC

for the uprogram counter to be loaded with a new uprogram address when instructed to

do so, therefore, the second uinstruction following the one which actually initiates the

load is alwaysexecutedbefore the jump actually takes place. In most cases (as in the

deterministicversion), since the destination uprogram address is not known at compile

time, then the second uinstruction of the 11 instruction is usually a NOP (no-operation).

In this case, however, since the next uinstrucrion following the JI is always the first

uinstruction of the 01 instructionfor performing temp:=aUl, this uinstruction can be

placed as the second uinstruction of the 11 instruction. This effectively reduces the 11 in

this case to a single uinsrruction operation because the second uinstruction of the JI is

actually that which was the first DI uinstruction. This eliminates it from the cycle count

for the DI instructionon row 3. Since the first uinstruction of the 01 does not actually
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store any data into the RAM, it will not cause any problems on the last iteration when

Rule 1 is executed and the program terminates.

4.2.3 NBS FPGA Compilation Statistics

Table 4.3 shows the FPGA compilation statistics for the nondeterministic bubble sort.

The implementation required a total of 2344 gates (2, 3, 4 or 5 input), 424 latches (to

hold the operands when written to the FPGAs, for a total of 630 CLBs. The table also

shows that the 630 CLBs used 4,064 pins and were connected using 1,002 nets (inside

the four FPGAs) which took over 26 hours to place and nearly 3 hours to route.

Table 4.3. Nondeterministic Bubble Sort FPGA Compilation Statistics

# # Max # # # Placement Routing
Gates Latches Level CLBs Pins Nets Time Time

FPGA (hh:mm:ss) (hh:mm:ss)

NBSCI 607 112 19 161 1052 258 7:14:56 0:50:32

NBSC2 616 112 19 166 1079 262 7:01:11 1:43:26

NBSC3 580 104 20 159 1036 249 6:51:45 0:11:57

NBSC4 541 96 20 144 897 233 5:21:03 0:05:09

Total 2344 424 =30* 630 4064 1002 26:28:55 2:51:04

... estimated with intcrchipdaisy-chain

4.3 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discussed how some basic nondeterministic operations could be

implemented in functional memory with the intent that they eventually be incorporated

into the FMC high level programming language. Nondeterministic set operations appear

straightforward to implement using functional memory. Nondeterministic algorithms

based on sets rather than sequential arrays are especially promising.

To demonstrate the potential of nondeterminism, a nondeterministic bubble sort was

implemented that chose out-of-order array elements to be exchanged in 0(1) with respect
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to n size of the array. We observed that the size of the array was limited to about 50

elements on our machine. In the next chapter we shall see how nondetenninism can

affect the sorting execution times. Future research objectives will include the design of

more complex nondeterministic algorithms, such as a divide-and-conquer set selection

operation and nondeterministic dynamic programming for finding shortest paths.
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CHAPTER 5. ANALYSES OF EXECUTION

In this chapter we will calculate and analyze the shortest path and bubble sort

programs we described in the earlier chapters. In the first section we will compare

measured execution times for both programs executing on a conventional von Neumann

computer (using an Intel 486/SX 25 MHz processor) and our 4 MHz FMC. In the

second section we will derive and measure the cycle counts for the two programs for a

much fairer comparison between the two machines. The last section concludes with a

load/store analysis comparing a shortest path decision table program executing on a FMC

to a Pascal version executing on a von Neumann computer (i486).

Measurements were made varying the array n size. Programs were designed so the

array set-up and verification times were constant regardless of n. Programs were

executed 1000 times at the varying n sizes and their times recorded. The program was

run with n=l, which gave just the load and verification times for 1000 executions. This

value was then subtracted from the subsequent measurements to obtain an accurate

execution time for the program itself, without the array load and verification times.

5.1 TIME COMPARISONS

In this section we measure the execution times of shortest path and bubble sort

programs executing on the i486 and on our prototype FMC. Time measurements were

made on the i486 using the system clock. Measurements on the FMC were made using a

time-of-day circuit (Dallas DS 1216) accurate to one-hundredth of a second.
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5.1.1 Shortest Path Execution Times

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 compare the measured execution times in milliseconds for

the shortest path program implemented on our 4 MHz FMC with the same program

implemented in "C" on the i486.

Table 5.1. Shortest Path Execution Times

(10-3 seconds) n= 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

FMC 4 MHz-Worst Case 0.21 0.78 1.68 2.95 4.56 6.52 8.83 11.50

FMC 4 MHz-Best Case 0.17 0.60 1.28 2.20 3.39 4.81 6.49 8.41

i486 25 MHz-Worst Case O.II 0.44 1.04 1.87 2.96 4.28 5.82 7.63

i486 25 MHz-Best Case O.II 0.44 1.04 1.81 2.85 4.12 5.65 7.41

• FMC-Best

•

~i486-Worst

--0- i486-Best

0.00

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Array Size (N)

12.00

10.00

8.00

mS 6.00

4.00

2.00~~~~~:=:==~=

Figure 5.1. Shortest Path Execution Times

From Table 5.1, we see that with the worst case distance array for 10 nodes (to visit),

the FMC shortest path program took .21 mS whereas it took only .11 mS for the i486.

The best case array of 10 nodes took .17 mS to complete on the FMC and also .11 mS on

the i486. For n=80, the FMC took 11.5 mS while the i486 took only 7.63 mS in the
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worst case. In the best case with n=80, the FMC took 8.41 mS while the i486 took 7.41

mS.

As Figure 5.1 illustrates, our 4 MHz FMC does not perform quite as well as the i486.

We also see a greater difference between the worst and best case arrays on the FMC than

on the i486 which suggests that the assignment of variables minand ptr in Rule 3

consume a greater percentage of the execution time on the FMC than on the conventional

i486 microprocessor implementation. On the i486, the greatest percentage of execution

time is likely the d[iJJ array address calculation which must be performed in both best

and worst cases, which is why the two execution curves are nearly identical.

5.1.2 Deterministic Bubble Sort Times

Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 show the execution times for a bubble sort program written

in C and executed on the i486. We will see that the times are superior to the deterministic

FMC version and the worst case times are also superior to the nondeterministic FMC

version.

Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3 show the observed performance measurements for the

deterministic bubble sort program executing on the FMC. Array load and sort verification

times were constant regardless of values or n-size. For each data point, the program was

executed 1,000 times, three times in a row to obtain a "winning" value in seconds and

hundredths of seconds. The time to load and verify the array at n=1 (1.67 seconds for

1000 iterations) was subtracted from all data points above n=1 and reported in Table 5.3

and shown graphically in Figure 5.3.
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Table 5.2. Bubble Sort i486 Execution Times

(mS) n = 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Worst 0.00 0.05 0.16 0.33 0.54 0.82 1.15 1.53 2.03 2.52 3.13

Random 0.00 0.05 0.11 0.22 0.38 0.60 0.87 1.15 1.48 1.86 2.31

Best 0.00 0.05 0.06 0.16 0.27 0.38 0.55 0.71 0.93 1.15 1.43

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

5.00

4.50

4.00

3.50

3.00

mS 2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50 +~:;~~~~!~E~~:~=~~0.00 •

o

Array Size

•
•
'"

Figure 5.2. Bubble Sort i486 Execution Times

The difference between the three curves in Figure 5.3 reflect the difference in the

number of times Rule 3 executed versus Rule 4. In the worst case, Rule 3 executed

n(n-l)/2 times and Rule 4 never. In the best case, Rule 3 is never executed and Rule 4 is

executed n(n-l)/2 times. Since Rule 3 consumes 6 more cycles than Rule 4, this

computes to a 6n(n-l)/2 cycle difference, or 7,350 when n=50. Dividing by 4 MHz

gives 1.84 mS, which was the observed difference between the two curves for n=50.
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Table 5.3. Deterministic Bubble Sort FMC Execution Times

(mS) n = 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Worst 0.00 0.05 0.21 0.46 0.82 1.27 1.83 2.49 3.24 4.09 5.05

Random 0.00 0.05 0.18 0.41 0.70 1.06 1.53 2.06 2.67 3.33 4.15

Best 0.00 0.04 0.14 0.31 0.54 0.82 1.18 1.59 2.07 2.61 3.21

-------------~-~~

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

•
•

----Random

-_--worst

5.00

4.50

4.00
3.50

3.00

mS 2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50 +~:;;.~~~::=:.:.:~~=~~0.00 •

o
Array Size

Figure 5.3. Deterministic Bubble Sort FMC Execution Times

5.1.3 Nondeterministic Bubble Sort Times

Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4 show the actual measured execution times for the

nondeterministic bubble sort program. The difference between the three curves in Figure

5.4 reflect the difference in the number of times Rule 2 executes. In the best case, Rule 2

never executes because no out of order pairs exist, therefore the curve is flat at zero (to

the nearest .01 mS) regardless of n. In the worst case, Rule 2 must exchange n(n-l}/2

pairs, taking nearly 4 mS when n=50.
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Table 5.4. Nondeterministic Bubble Sort FMC Execution Times

(mS) n = 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Worst 0.00 0.04 0.15 0.34 0.62 0.97 1.42 1.93 2.54 3.22 3.98

Random 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.22 0.35 0.51 0.75 1.00 1.31 1.55 2.04

Best 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

•
•

----Random

5.00
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Figure 5.4. Nondeterministic Bubble Sort FMC Execution Times

5.2 CYCLE COUNT COMPARISONS

In this section, the cycle counts for each program running on the different machines is

calculated and compared. This provides a fairer comparison between the 25 MHz i486

and the 4 MHz FMC because it assumes both implementations will use relatively the same

silicon technology. Our FMC uses the slowest rated FPGA parts (-50s) because these

were all that were available in our laboratory. Using parts rated three times faster (e.g.,

-150s) would likely allow us to triple our oscillator frequency to 12 MHz. For the FMC

programs, the cycle counts are determined from equations derived by analyzing the
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decision table. Computed values are then compared with observed measurements by

multiplying the execution times by the megahertz of the respective processor.

5.2.1 Shortest Path Cycle Counts

Analyzing the shortest path decision table algorithm given in Figure 3.8, we see that

Rules 1 and 5 execute once, Rule 2 executes for i from n-l down to 1 and Rules 3 and 4

together execute a total of n(n-l)/2 times, depending on how close the distance array (d)

is to the best or worst case. In the worst case, d[iJ]+fU] is always less than min so Rule

3 executes every iteration:

n(n -1)
CWorsl = C Rulel + (n -1)CRul•2 + 2 CRule3 + CRuleS

In the best case, however, Rule 3 executes only whenj=1 and Rule 4 executes the

rest of the time, therefore:
(n -1)(n - 2)

C Oesl = CRulel + (n -1)CRule2 + (n -1)CRule3 + 2 CRule4 + CRldeS

For example, we can compute exactly how long a 4 MHz FMC will take to execute

the program when n=80 in the worst case. Plugging in the cycle counts for each rule

from Table 3.7 into CWorst> we see the program takes (20 + 79-22 + 80-79/2-14 + 2) =

46,000 cycles to complete. At 4,000,000 Hertz (cycles/second), this divides out to 11.5

mS to execute. For the best case, CBCSl= 33,676 for a time of 8.42 mS. This analysis

verifies the measured times in Table 5.1.

Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5 show the cycle count comparison (in millions) between the

two shortest path implementations. From the table we see that with the worst case array

of n=lO nodes, the FMC program took 800 cycles whereas it took 2,800 cycles for the

i486. The best case array of 10 nodes took only 700 to complete on the FMC and also

2,800 on the i486. For n=80, the FMC took 46,000 cycles while the i486 took 190,800
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in the worst case. In the best case with n=80, the FMC took 33,000 cycles while the

i486 took 185,000. These figures were computed by multiplying the execution times in

Table 5.1 by the megahertz of the respective processor.

Table 5.5. Shortest Path Cycle Counts

('OOOs) n= 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

FMC-Worst Case 0.8 3.1 6.7 11.8 18.2 26.1 35.3 46.0

FMC-Best Case 0.7 2.4 5.1 8.8 13.6 19.2 26.0 33.6

i486-Worst Case 2.8 11.0 26.0 46.8 74.0 107.0 145.5 190.8

i486-Best Case 2.8 11.0 26.0 45.3 71.3 103.0 141.3 185.3

20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Array Size (N)

200
~ 180
g, 160
o 140

'0 120
", 100
'g 80
:g 60
5 40

e 2g t;;:::fi;::;;:;~t~!~~=~=:
10

• FMC-Worst

• FMC-Best

-0-- i486-Worst

o i486-Best

Figure 5.5. Shortest Path Cycle Counts

As Figure 5.5 shows, the FMC takes between 3.5 and 5 times fewer cycles that the

i486. This improvement is due to the large decrease in cycles required to compute

expressions. The largest decrease was undoubtedly in the calculation of the address of

d[iJl. Programs with more complex expressions would likely see more dramatic

decreases in the number of cycles necessary to execute.
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We also note that as n increases, the percentage cyclecount improvement of the FMC

over the i486 also seems to increase. This may, in part, be due to interruptson the DOS

486 machine remaining active (e.g., for updating the systemclock, etc.) during data

collection. This may have a slight inflationary effecton the improvement with the larger

readings for n.

5.2.2 Deterministic Bubble Sort Cycle Counts

By examining the decision table for this problem in Figure 3.3, we can derive an

equation for the numberof cycles required to execute the program depending on the array

size n. Rule 1 always executes upon initiation and Rule 2 always executes upon

termination. The outer loop variablek begins at n and decrementsdown to 2, causing the

inner loop to executen-l times, therefore, Rule 3 executesonce each time the inner loop

executes, resettingj to 1 and decrementing k. The bodyof the inner loop executes n(n-

1)/2 times, alternating between Rules4 and 5. When aUJ and aU+ IJ are out of order,

then Rule 4 executes to exchangethem, after whichj is incremented. Rule 5 executes

when no exchange is necessary andjustj is incremented.

We can definej(n) as the numberof times that afJ1 and aU+1]must be exchanged.

The difference between Rules 4 and 5 (CRu[e4-CRu[eS) is exactly the number of cycles it

takes to exchange. With the numberof cycles in Rule 5 (CRu[eS) being the amount it

takes to incrementj, then the total numberof cycles CDEr to execute the program is:

n(n -1)
CDEf = CRuJe1+CRuJe2+ (n -1)CRule3 + !(n)CRule4 +( 2 - !(n))CRltle5

The following expressions for!(n) are for the worst and best cases of how well sorted the

array is beforeexecution begins:
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WorstCase

/(n) = n(n -1)
2

BestCase

/(n)=O

For example, with these equations, we can calculate exactly how long our 4 MHz

FMC will take to execute the program when n=50 in the worst case. From Table 3.2, we

see that Rule 1 takes 14 cycles, Rule 2 takes 2, Rule 3 takes 12, Rule 4 takes 16 and Rule

5 takes 10 cycles. Plugging in the cycle counts with n=50 and worst caseJtn) gives:

C
DET

= 14 + 2 + (50 -1)12 + 50(50 -1) 16 + (50(50 -1)
2 2

50(50-1»10 =20204
2 '

To compute the amount of time the program takes to execute at 4 MHz, we divide 20,204

cycles by 4,000,000 Hertz (cycles per second) yielding 5.051 mS. In the best case, we

get 12,854 cycles or 3.214 mS.

5.2.3 Nondeterministic Bubble Sort Cycle Counts

As with the deterministic bubble sort problem, by examining the decision table for the

nondeterministic bubble sort in Figure 4.3B, we can derive an equation for the number of

cycles required to execute the program depending on the array size n. Whenever there is

aj that is greater than its neighbor to the right (hence out of order), then aU] and afj+1]

are exchanged. From Table 4.2, we see that a Rule 0 is placed at the start which

determines if Rule 1 or Rule 2 should execute. Rule 1 will execute exactly once, when no

out oforder pairs remain. Otherwise, Rule 2 executes, as many times as there are out of

order pairs to exchange. Therefore, the equation which describes the number of cycles

which execute depending on how sorted the array is initially is as follows:

CNONDl:.T =CRuleO + C Rule1 + /(n) CRule3
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withf(n) defined the same as in the deterministic case. For example, from Table 4.2, we

see that Rules 0 and 2 each take 2 cycles and Rule 3 takes 13 cycles. The FMC clock

frequency is 4 MHz. To compute the worst case time it would take to sort an array of 50

elements, we have:

2 + 2+ (50(50-1)13

T = 2 =3.98mS.
NDwORST 4,000,000

In the best case, Rule 0 and Rule 1 execute once, taking two cycles each, therefore, only

1 IlS (four cycles) is required.

Table 5.6 and Figure 5.6 show the cycle count comparisons between the two FMC

and the i486 implementations for a random array. From the table we see that when n=10,

the i486 program took 2,800 cycles whereas the deterministic FMC program took 700

cycles and the nondeterministic version took only 300. When n=50, the i486 version

takes 57,800 cycles whereas the deterministic FMC version takes 16,600 and the

nondeterministic one takes only 8,200 cycles. These figures were computed by

multiplying the execution times for the random array in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 504 by the

megahertz of the respective processor.

As Figure 5.6 shows, the deterministic FMC version uses less than 30% of the

number of cycles the i486 requires, while the nondeterministic version uses less than

15%. In the two deterministic versions (deterministic FMC and i486), this improvement

is due to the large decrease in cycles required to compute expressions. The largest

decrease was associated with the calculation of alj]>aU+1]. In addition, the even larger

decrease in cycle counts for the nondeterministic FMC version had to do with the fact that

not all the adjacent array element pairs needed to be examined sequentially but could be

done all at once. The number of actual exchanges that were required was the same. We

note that deterministic programs with more complex expressions would likely see more
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dramatic decreases in the number of cycles necessary to execute. An additional

improvement is certainly achievable for nondeterministic algorithms when functions that

deterministically require O(n) steps can be done in one.

Table 5.6. Bubble Sort Cycles Comparison (Random Array)

('OOOs) n= 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

i486 0.0 1.3 2.8 5.5 9.5 15.0 21.8 28.8 37.0 46.5 57.8

FMC-Det 0.0 0.2 0.7 1.6 2.8 4.2 6.1 8.2 10.7 13.3 16.6

FMC-Nondet 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.2 6.2 8.2

60,000

50,000

40,000
In
.!!

30,000(,)
>.
(J
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Figure 5.6. Bubble Sort Cycles Comparison (Random Array)

5.3 LOAD-STORE COMPARISONS

Another common method for comparing processors is to perform load-store analysis.

A count of the number of times the processor needs to load and store operands across the

memory bus provides a measure of efficiency by the processor which also can translate to

lower program execution times. We find that functional memory systems save on loads

and stores when expression computation primarily involves scalar variables. When many
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array references are involved, however, bus transactions increase because temporary

scalar variables must be updated.

Counting only loads and stores is somewhat unfair when comparing functional

memory systems because execution steps are overlapped with the store operations, so in

our analysis, we will also count execution steps. Multiplies and adds will each count one

step. We find that large expressions, such as those for computing multidimensional array

reference addresses can often be computed in less Lime with functional memory.

5.3.1 Shortest Path Load-Store Analysis

The top half of Figure 5.7 shows the number of loads, computations and stores

which take place when the Pascal-von Neumann version of the shortest path program

executes (without FM), depending on the number of nodes (i.e., the array n size). For

this analysis, we assume that all variables are stored in memory, but that there are enough

registers so all intermediate computations can be stored in internal registers. Operands for

each statement are fetched just once, however, no optimization is assumed across more

than one statement in a block. A single dimensioned array address computation involves

only one addition operation while a two dimensional array address computation involves

one multiplication and one addition. Note that d[iJ]+j[j] is calculated just once and stored

in "d[iJl+JIj]." As indicated by the asterisk (*), the analysis assumes an average case

time, where the if predicate is true half the time. As we can see, processor load steps

consume the most operations and stores the least.

The bottom half of Figure 5.7 shows the load-store analysis for the decision table

executing on a functional memory system. First, since the next rule to execute must be

read each decision table iteration, n(n-I)/2+(n-I)+210ads are incurred for this alone.

Because operands need no longer be fetched for computation, however, we end up with

fewer load steps overall than the Pascal version.
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begin
f[n] := 0;
for i := n - 1 downto 1 do

begin
min : = maxint;
ptr := n + 1;
for j := i + 1 to n do

begin
temp := d[i,j]+f[j];
if temp < min then

begin
min := temp;
ptr := j

end; {if}
end; {for j}

f[i] := min;
t[i] := ptr;

end; {for i}
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Figure 5.7. Shortest Path Load-Store Analysis
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A more obvious improvement comes from the elimination of computational operations

that need to be performed by the processor. The Pascal version requires on the order of

3n2 computational steps which must be performed sequentially by the processor. We call

this the "von Neumann ALU bottleneck." With functional memory, these operations are

performed in parallel with the loads and stores.

In an ideal case, functional memory reduces loads and stores as well as eliminating

operations. For example, the statement dfijl:=k·(m+n) executing on a regular von

Neumann processor would require (a) five loads for k, m, n, i andj, (b) four

computations for m+n, -k, i·j and +d, and (c) one store for d[ijl. Functional memory

requires only (a) two loads for k·(m+n) and@d[iJ] and (b) one store for d/itil.

As we see from this example, we have a case where functional memory is at a

disadvantage, which is when some expression operands are array elements. For each

array element in an expression, an extra store is required to store the value back out into

memory. The statement min := d[ij]+JUl in Pascal requires four loads for i, i, dUJ] and

f1j], and one store for min. d+i·j,f+j and d[ilj]+jfj] are operations that must be

performed by the processor. In a functional memory system, five loads are needed to

retrieve d[iJl,JUl and d[iJ]+fljl and three stores for "d[ij]", 'JuT' and min, which is one

extra load and two extra stores. Functional memory still, however comes out ahead

overall because four sequential computational steps are eliminated. (This assumes each

step is the same period, which likely is not the case - multiplication can be 5 to 20 times

longer.).

As a result, Figure 5.7 shows that stores for the FM decision table were on the order

of 2n2, compared to 1.5n2 for the Pascal von Neumann version. Overall, if we count

loads and stores about equally, both versions require about 6n2 loads plus stores to

execute.
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Table 5.7 shows the step counts for n=lO to 80 derived from the load, computation

and store equations shown in Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8 shows these results graphically.

Our example was designed to handle an array of size up to n=80. The first five rows

show the step counts for the Pascal von Neumann version (Pascal vN). Row 4 gives the

sum of the loads plus the stores for each array size n, while Row 5 totals all the steps.

We see that when n=80, the Pascal version requires 39,030 loads and stores with an

additional 19,357 computation steps, bringing the total number of steps to 58,387. Rows

6, 7 and 8 give the counts for the decision table executing on the FMC (DT-FM). Row 9

sums the total number of steps for the DT-FM version, which at n=80 amounts to 36,358

steps, or 22,029 fewer than the Pascal vN version.

Below the double line is shown the percent difference in load plus store counts and

steps overall between the two versions. Loads plus stores for the DT-FM version was

slightly greater than the Pascal vN version at n=1O, however, the DT-FM loads plus

stores was slightly lower for n~20. When counting the computation steps, the DT-FM

program shows a 29.79% improvement in total steps over the Pascal von Neumann

version at n=10, and reaches 37.73% for n=80. As the graph illustrates, it is in the

elimination of separate computational steps required by the processor of a functional

memory system where the potential for savings lie.

5.4 CONCLUSION

Our execution analyses found that for actual execution times, our 4 MHz FMC is

slower than a 25 MHz Intel 486/SX, which is not surprising. However, when cycle

counts for the different program implementations are compared, the FMC executed the

same program in 3 to 5 times fewer cycles. The shortest path load-store analysis showed
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our functional memory computer comparable in loads plus stores, but the zero times for

computation result in a 35% improvement overall in execution steps.

Table 5.7. Shortest Path Load/Store Count Comparison

(#) n = 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

PascalvN Loads 479 1,864 4,149 7,334 11,419 16,404 22,289 29,074

Pascal vN Computations 317 1,237 2,757 4,877 7,597 10,917 14,837 19,357

Pascal vN Stores 191 686 1,481 2,576 3,971 5,666 7,661 9,956

Pascal vN Loads-Stores

Pascal vN Total steps

670

987

2,550

3,787

5,630

8,387

9,910 15,390 22,070 29,950 39,030

14,787 22,987 32,987 44,787 58,387

DT-FMLoads 433 1,568 3,403 5,938 9,173 13,108 17,743 23,078

DT-FM Computation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DT-FMStores 260 920 1,980 3,440 5,300 7,560 10,220 13,280

DT-FM Total steps 693 2,488 5,383 9,378 14,473 20,668 27,963 36,358

% Diff.Loads-Stores

% Diff. Total steps

-3.43% 2.43% 4.39% 5.37% 5.96% 6.35% 6.63% 6.85%

29.79% 34.30% 35.82% 36.58% 37.04% 37.35% 37.56% 37.73%

•---- Pascal L+S

--0-- PascalTotal

~ FM DT-Total

58,387

39,030
36,358

40,000

50,000

60,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

o~~~--f----f--+---+---I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Figure 5.8. Shortest Path Load/Store Count Comparison
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CHAPTER 6. THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A
COMPILER FOR A FUNCTIONAL MEMORY COMPUTER

A high level language compiler for a functional memory computer (FMC) offers

several unique challenges to the compiler writer. On conventional machines, statements

and expressions are parsed into a sequence of move, arithmetic and logic instructions if

the target is von Neumann, or they are parsed into a data flow graph of simple expression

assignments if the target is a data flow machine [Ackerman, 1982]. For a FMC, we must

do a little of both; statements must be parsed into a sequence of move instructions, and

expressions must be parsed into dataflow implementations of the combinational logic

functions for computing an expression.

This chapter describes the implementation of our FMC compiler which translates a

decision table into the microcode and FPGA source files. These output files are then

compiled further (or "assembled") into execution load modules using existing off-the

shelf tools. The FMC compiler is complete in that the user requires no com binational

logic design experience -- only an understanding of how to write decision table programs.

The compiler was written in Visual Basic and is fully functional as described herein. It

provides a useful graphical user interface with drop-down menus, allowing the

intermediate text and tables generated during the compiling process to be examined. The

output files can be examined and additional compiler tools can be executed from a drop

down menu. The first part this chapter describes hierarchically the design of the compiler

portion of the system. The second part describes the user interface.

6.1 THE COMPILING PROCESS

As Figure 6.1 illustrates, compiling a high-level source program (.SRC) for a FMC

involves (1) assembling a language source program (.ASM) for the minimal processor's
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(mP) assembler and (2) generating the FPGA source programs (.POS) for each FPGA in

FM. The minimal processor is a "bare-bones" 16-bit microprogrammable processor

implementing only the minimal instruction set necessary for program execution.

Programs can be up to 8K microinstructions. The compiler also generates FPGA code

for up to three XC 3090 and one XC 3064 FPGA, for up to 1,184 configurable logic

blocks (CLBs) connected to 16K of RAM.

Minimal
Processor
Microcode

Decision Inputfile
Table

"
DECISION TABLE

COMPILER

, Output files l'-
Microcode - I

Source
File (.ASM) PALASM

- Source File

- (.PDS)

Figure 6.1. The FMC Compiler Function

FPGAdefinitions
(Nanocode)

As Figure 6.2 suggests, we have designed our system to take as much advantage of

off-the-shelf software as possible. Our minimal processor is microprogrammable, with

an instruction format designed so any conventional assembler that supports label-equates

and define-word pseudo instructions can be used to translate microinstruction mnemonics

into a microcode load module. The MCS-51 assembler used in our system is the same

one used for the system processor. It can be executed from a compiler menu selection to
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produce the minimal processor load module (.HEX) directly. (See Section 6.2 for

details.)

produced flies I

'"
I

PALASM
FPGA definition

- Source File
files

ocode - (.PDS)
urce
(.ASM) .. -L ", ,,

PDS2XNF
Produce .XNF file- PALASM

ocode - Assembler
mblerl

• I 1 Prog132.XNFker
.~~I 1 -~ Circuit Shell

MERGE I--- Prog175.XNF I--- .XNF Files I~ Circuit Shell,Ir "-

code hCC' J. 1
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I .. I,
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'"'- File (.BIT) One per chip

" '"MAKEPROM Produce FPGA
FPGA Load Module Builder Load Module

,.
XILINX Load Functional Memory

Module (.MCS) FPGA load module
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Processor
Microcode file

Minimal
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Figure 6.2. Completion of the Compilation Process Using Off-The-Shelf Tools
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PALASM (Programmable Array Logic ASseMbler) is a flexible but skeletal text

based language for specifying VLSI circuits with a syntax well suited to machine

generation. For each chip, the PALASM source file (.PDS) must be further compiled

into an FPGA .BIT file, which contains the one-zero bit pattern specifying the

connections between and within the CLBs inside the chip. This process shown on the

right in Figure 6.2 is greatly simplified to show only the basic steps of which the FMC

programmer must be aware. A FMC compiler drop-down menu selects the PDS2XNF

assembler tool to execute directly so the user can check that the first stage of the chip

compilation process will successfully complete producing the .XNF file. A DOS batch

file is also created to complete the creation of the .BIT file because some of the tools used

during this stage will not run with Windows. Notice also that this stage of the process

can take up to 15 hours for each chip, because the placing of the CLBs within the chip

and the routing of the connections between the CLBs is a tedious time consuming process

that uses random statistical techniques in order to optimize its chances of finding a

routable placement. After a .BIT file has been created for each chip, the MAKEPROM

XllJNX tool is used to link them all together (along with the minimal processor

specification RMC7.BIT) into the FMC XILINX FPGA load module.

The main function of the FMC compiler is to generate the machine level source

programs, namely the .ASM and .PDS files, as shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.3 shows

a breakdown of the compiling stages for producing both the microcode and FPGA source

files. We begin by lexically scanning the decision table ASCII source text file and

producing several forms of intermediate text. This module (1.0) produces the symbol

table as well as intermediate forms for all four quadrants of the decision table. Next, the

Generate Memory Map (2.0) module produces a memory table which contains the

location, size and type for each variable and expression. With this information, module
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3.0 can generate the microcode source file which contains the move instructions

necessary for performing the assignment statements for each rule. With this, the starting

addresses for each rule are known and Module 4.0 can produce the PALASM source

code files.

Decision
Table

Generate Machine Level
SourceModules

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
Generate Generate Generate Generate

Intermediate Memory Microcode FPGA
Text Map File Compiler

Files

SymTable[1 ..s] MemTable[1 ..m] Ru/eTable[1 ..r] RuleTable[1 ..r]
SymProg[1 ..p] .Addr .StartAddr .Expression

.Symbol
ConStub[1 ..c] .Expression
ConEnt[1 ..c,1 ..r] .Size Microcode PALASM
ActStub[1 ..a] .Width ,ASM File ,PDSFiles
ActEnt[1 ..a,1 ..r] .Chip

Figure 6.3. Decision Table Compilation Stages

The following sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3, and 6.1.4 describe the implementation of

each of these four modules in more detail.
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6.1.1 Generate Intermediate Text (1.0)

The main function of module 1.0 is to produce the symbol table and record the stubs

and entries in respective arrays. After the symbol table has been initialized with all

reserved words and character strings, the decision table file is parsed and an array of

symbol IDs (SymProg) is created from ASCII text file. The ConStub array contains the

condition stub expression as a string. The ConEnt two dimensional array contains the

condition entries by condition stub (rows) and rule (columns). The ActEnt is a similarly

dimensioned array containing the action stub entries. The ActStub array contains several

fields. The .Statement field contains the full action stub as a string. The .SrcType field

contains the data type on the right side of the assignment (:=) symbol (e.g., constant,

scalar variable or expression, or an array element). The .SrcExpression field contains the

right side expression of the assignment statement. The .DestType field indicates whether

the left side variable is a scalar or an array element. The .DestVariable field contains the

destination variable symbol.

1.1
Initialize
Symbol
Table

SymTable[1 ..i]

1.0
Generate

Intermediate
Text

1.2.1
Strip Next

Symbol

1.2.2
Get

SymbollD

SymTable[1 ..s]

SymProg[1 ..p]

ConStub[1 ..c]
.Expression

ConEnt[1 ..c.t ..r]

ActStub[1 ..a]
.Statement
.SrcType
.SrcExpression
.DestType
.DestVariable

ActEnt[1 ..a,1..r]

Figure 6.4. 1.0 Generate Intermediate Text Hierarchy Chart
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Parsing the decision table (1.2) relies on a subroutine which strips the next symbol

off the decision table text-file (1.2.1) and one which inserts new symbols into the symbol

table and retrieves their table index (1.2.2). Figure 6.5 shows the syntax diagram for the

basic identifier in a decision table. It has been enhanced slightly from standard Pascal in

that arbitrary strings of characters can be identifiers as long as they are surrounded by

double quotes. As our compiler does not yet automatically allocate and update temporary

scalars for array references in expressions (as in the shortest path example in Chapter 3),

double quoting can be used for naming the temporary scalars the same as the reference it

replaces (e.g., "alJ],' replaces aIJ1). Identifiers can also include underscores C),

exclamation points (!), periods (.) and carets (1\).

IDENTIFIER
_-1~II--T""----""""---1~Il-- __

char
any character

letter ....--1

1---- digit

or! or . or 1\

Figure 6.5. Symbol Table Identifier Syntax Diagram

An additional language feature is the ability to assign action stubs to specific FPGA

chips. This is useful for large decision tables or decision tables with large operands when

the program no longer fits into one FPGA chip. Following the last action entry in a row,

a single digit of 1, 2, 3 or 4 will assign the action stub in that row to the FPGA chip

designated by the single digit. This feature will be used in Chapter 7.
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6.1.2 Generate Memory Map (2.0)

Figure 6.6 shows the hierarchy chart for the module that generates the functional

memory map (2.0). The memory map contains the same information that a memory map

would contain for a standard von Neumann computer and also the expression information

for the FPGA logic. In addition, since CLBs are at a premium, bit lengths are also kept

and maintained for each register and expression variable.

2.0
Generate
Memory

Map

MemTable[1 ..m]
.Addr
.Symbol
.Expression
.Size
.Width
.Chip

2.1 2.2 2.3 ActStub[1 ..a]Parse Parse Parse
Function Variable Action

.SrcValue

Declaration Declaration Stub
.DestAddr

Section Section Section

2.3.1
Insert
Array

Reference
Expressions

2.3.2
Insert

Assignment
Statement

Expressions

Figure 6.6. 2.0 Generate Memory Map Hierarchy Chart

The memory map is filled in three basic stages. First the function declaration section

of the decision table is parsed (2.1). The syntax of a function declaration is shown in

Figure 6.7. A function declaration allows the input and output addresses for a special

function to be allocated so the rest of the decision table can reference them normally.
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Also, the function is entered separately in the memory table, to be expanded into

PALASM code in later in Module 4.0. The decision table may contain more than one

function declaration.

FUNCTION DECLARATION

type ~.,r
VARIABLE DECLARATION

~ 'var" ll: ide.n~ : ... type ... ; r
TYPE

-[..array" --110-

SIMPLE TYPE

~ simple_type r
[ .... constant .... ] ~of".... simple_type

-----~-I~ "integer"

"register" _--I

"expression"

.... constant

Figure 6.7. Syntax Diagrams for Function and Vartable Declarations

Module 2.2 parses the variable declaration section of the decision table. Addresses

are allocated for each variable declared. Figure 6.7 shows the legal syntax for declaring

variables and arrays recognized by Module 2.2. Module 2.3 parses the action stubs

statements to allocate locations for array address and assignment statement expression
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calculations. Module 2.3 also produces the source and destination values (either

addresses or constants) for each action stub.

Figure 6.7 also shows that only singly dimensioned arrays are supported. Multiple

dimensioned arrays require multiplication to compute element addresses. Although

implemented by hand in the shortest path example in Chapter 3, our compiler, as of yet,

does not allow arrays of more than one dimension. Also note that an optional colon

followed by a constant can be used in simple type declarations to limit the size of the

register and hence operand widths for the operators during PALASM generation.

6.1.3 Generate Microcode Source Module (3.0)

Module 3.0 generates the microcode file containing the assembly language source

code for the set of move instructions for each rule. As Figure 6.8 illustrates, Module 3.0

relies on Modules 3.1 for initializing the microcode .ASM file, and Module 3.2 for

processing the action entries for each rule. Module 3.1 contains the set of equates

defining the microinstruction mnemonics used for implementing the minimal instruction

set as defined in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2.

As Figure 6.8 also shows, Module 3.2 expands each minimal processor instruction

type into the mnemonic microinstruction codes for implementing that action stub

assignment using eight small subroutines, one for each type. With each instruction

expanded, the rule starting addresses are recorded in the RuleTable array.

6.1.4 Generate FPGA Source Modules (4.0)

Module 1.0 generated the condition stub array (ConStub) and the condition entry table

(ConEnt) which contains the expressions and combination of expressions for determining

which rule to execute. Module 2.0 generated the memory address table (MemTable)

which contains the input and output address information for the FPGA I/O. It also
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contains the action stub array address references and expressions which must be

implemented in the FPGA. With the rule starting addresses now known from Module

3.0, Module 4.0 can then generate the FPGA PALASM files.

~3.0
Microcode

Generate .ASM File
Microcode

File -------
I \

3.1 3.2
Initialize Process

RuleTable[1 ..r]
Microcode Action
.ASM File Entries

.StartAddr

I I I I
l'

, , ,
3.2.1 3.2.3 3.2.5 3.2.7

Generate Generate Generate Generate
DC DO/DE 01 JI@rule

Instruction Instruction Instruction Instruction

"
1 ,Ir ,Ir

3.2.2 3.2.4 3.2.6 3.2.8
Generate Generate Generate Generate

IC 10/ IE II EX
Instruction Instruction Instruction Instruction

Figure 6.8. 3.0 Generate Microcode Hierarchy Chart

As Figure 6.9 illustrates, Module 4.0 uses the Memory Table as its primary input. It

relies on two main subroutines for generating up to four FPGA .PDS files and the batch

file for completing the compilation process for each chip. Module 4.1 executes once

initializing the batch file and Module 4.2 executes once for each chip, generating a

PALASM .PDS file for that chip.
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Module 4.2 relies on nine subroutines for generating the PALASM for one XILINX

chip. Module 4.2.1 executes first for each chip, opening a new .PDS file and storing the

necessary header information for interfacing to the circuit shell shown in Figure 2.3.

MemTable[1 ..m] 4.0
~ Batchfile

.Addr Generate for finishing

.Symbol ~ FPGA

.Expression Compiler~
XILINX chips

.Size Files

.Width

/ \.Chip
I

/
I

PALASM4.1 4.2 .PDSfileInitialize Generate for eachCompiler Chip .PDS ......
Batch File File r---_::: chip

I I I

"
,

"
, ,

4.2.1 4.2.3 4.2.5 4.2.7 4.2.9
Generate Generate Generate Generate Add Chip to
.PDS File Condition Stub ActionStub OutputMux Batch File
Header Logic Expressions Logic

"
, , ,

4.2.2 4.2.4 4.2.6 4.2.8
Expand Generate Generate Generate
Function Rule Address InputRegister Address
Macros Logic Logic Select Logic

Figure 6.9. 4.0 Generate FPGA PALASM Files Hierarchy Chart

Module 4.2.2 expands any function macros that are declared using a "func"

declaration. This feature is demonstrated in Chapter 7. Module 4.2.3 generates the

equations for evaluating the condition stubs. This logic is always implemented in the first

FPGA chip and feeds the condition stub results to the logic generated in Module 4.2.4,

which computes the rule address (@rule). Module 4.2.5 generates the expression logic

which computes the right sides of assignment statements and array reference addresses.
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As expression logic is being generated for each chip, variables are marked for Module

4.2.6 which generates the input register logic. Module 4.2.7 generates the output

multiplexer logic for all the expressions that were implemented in this chip. Finally,

Module 4.2.8 generates the address select logic for all the input registers and output

multiplexers allocated in this chip.

With the PALASM file for the chip completed and closed, Module 4.2.9 adds its

name to the batch file for producing the FPGA load module. In the next seven sections

we explain Modules 4.2.2 through 4.2.8 for generating the PALASM equations in further

detail.

6.1.4.1 Expand Function Macros (4.2.2)

As illustrated in Figure 6.10, Module 4.2.2 expands any special function declarations

the program may contain. Added functions can take advantage of low level parallelism

that cannot normally be expressed using standard infix operators, which can appear in

expressions (as defined in Section 6.1.4.3), and for which there are built-in operator

macros (e.g., as described in Section 3.1.4). Special functions must be declared in a

function declaration. The first identifier names a .DEF file containing a PALASM macro

to be expanded. The .Expression field of a function declaration in the memory table lists,

in order, the input and output variables which are used when the function is expanded.

Module 4.2.2.1 opens the .DEF file for the declared function. The .DEF file contains

capital letters (e.g., A, B, ...) that are replaced with the PALASM signal names

corresponding to the variables listed in the function declaration. The capital letter A is

replaced with the signal name for the first variable. B is replaced with the second one,

and so on. A special function can contain up to 26 input/output locations. Module

4.2.2.2 builds the Params array which contains the PALASM signal name to be used for

each capital letter in the .DEF file. Module 4.2.2.3 reads each character in the .DEF file
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and transfers it over to the PALASM file, except when a capital letter is encountered, in

which case it is replaced using the PALASM signal name contained in the Params array.

4.2.2.1
Open

Function
.DEF File

4.2.2.3
Transfer

Characters
to PALASM

4.2.2
Expand
Special

Function
Macro

4.2.2.2
Identify

Expansion
Parameters

Special
Function
Macro
Definition

MemTable[1 ..m] ~
.Addr ~
.Symbol
.Expression
.Size
.width
.Chip

Params[1..p] .-.
4.2.2.3.1
Replace
Capital
Letter

Figure 6.10. 4.2.2 FPGA Special Function Expansion Hierarchy Chart

Module 4.2.2 can expand more than one consecutively listed function, and continues

to do so until a "var" or a "dtbegin" identifier is encountered.

6.1.4.2 Generate Condition Stub Lo&ic (4.2.3)

Module 4.2.3 generates the combinational logic for evaluating the condition stubs.

Each condition stub consists of one expression which may contain one or more operands

or operators. As shown in Figure 6.11, generating the condition stub logic relies on
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Module 4.2.3.1, which is a recursivesubroutine that will generate the PALASM for

computing an expression as defined by the syntax shown in Figure 6.12.

CONDITION STUB

______~~ expression ~~

ConStub[1 ..c]

4.2.3
Generate
Condition
Stub Logic

4.2.3.1
Parse

Expression

Figure 6.11. 4.2.3 Generate FPGA Condition Stub Logic Hierarchy Chart

For each condition stub listed in the ConStub array, Parse Expression (4.2.3.1) is

called to generate the PALASMcode. A final equation for each stub provides the signal

name input to the rule address logic (Module 4.2.4).

6.1.4.3 Parsing Expressions (4.2.3.1)

Figure 6.12 shows the syntax diagrams for valid expressions in our FMC compiler.

Implementing the PALASM Not-Equal-To, Less-Than and Add modulesdescribed in

Chapter 2, the eight operators within the Expression and Simple Expression syntax

diagrams were implemented. Also, a bit-by-bit logical-OR operator was added. For

Terms, shift-left and shift-right by constants are implemented as "*21\" ("times 2 to the

power of') and "div21\" ("div 2 to the powerof'). In the future, shifting by variable

integer amounts will also be implemented, which will requireno more than a 16position

barrel shifter. A bit-by-bit logical-AND operatoris also implemented at the Term level.
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EXPRESSION

> <= >=<
__........_-.L._-.l"--_.L-_-L---tl~ simple expression

<> =

__..... simple expression

SIMPLE EXPRESSION

---------l..~ term

TERM

+ or

term~

____..,..~ factor L n,*2" div2" and

factor~

FACTOR

---r--__~ unsigned constant

t----.,~ variable

__.......~ (~ expression ~ ) --,

VARIABLE

----l~~ identifier ~

Figure 6.12. Expression Syntax Diagrams

Factors can be constants, variables or other expressions in parentheses. Variables

within an expression can only be scalar in our current implementation. For array

elements to be used in an expression, they first have to be copied into scalar variable

locations.
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Figure 6.13 shows the hierarchy chart for the Parse Expression (4.2.3.1) module.

The expression input string is parsed, and at each level, PALASM is generated as needed.

PALASM for the bit-by-bit logical-OR and logical-AND operators are both generated

using Module 4.2.3.1.1.3, which accepts as a parameter the logical operator sym bol to

use (i.e., '+' for logical-OR and '*' for logical-AND).

Expression String -1-1~
4.2.3.1
Parse

Expression
Expression String

Operand Identifier

MemTable[1 ..m]
.Addr
.Symbol
.Expression
.Size
.Width
.Chip

4.2.3.1.1
Parse
Simple

Expression

4.2.3.1.1.1
Parse
Term

4.2.3.1.1.1.1
Parse
Factor

4.2.3.1.2
Generate

<>
PALASM

4.2.3.1.1.1.2
Generate

Shift
PALASM

4.2.3.1.3
Generate

<
PALASM

4.2.3.1.1.3
Generate
BitOp "+"
PALASM

Bitwise OR

4.2.3.1.1.3
Generate
BitOp "0"

PALASM

Bitwise AND

Figure 6.13. 4.2.3.1 FPGA Expression Hierarchy Chart

At the lowest level (4.2.3.1.1.1.1), the Parse Factor subroutine either accesses the

memory table to identify the address location of a variable, or recursively calls Module
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4.2.3.1 again to parse an inner expression. Each variable is flagged as being used in the

current chip in the MemTable array so Module 4.2.6 knows to generate an input register

and Module 4.2.8 knows to generate select logic for its address.

We note that the input register operand sizes are always known before any operator

PALASM is generated. This is because Module 4.2.3.1.1.1.1 (Parse Factor) always

executes before Generate <>, Generate <, Generate +or Generate Shift ever executes to

generate PALASM code. These modules generate PALASM for bit widths only as wide

as necessary, depending on the widths of the input operands.

6.1.4.4 Generate Rule Address Lo~ic (4.2.4)

Module 4.2.4 generates the combinational logic which calculates the microprogram

address of the rule to execute. Figure 6.14 shows the hierarchy chart for the Generate

Rule Address Logic module.

RuleTable[1 ..r] G:~~'~te
.StartAddr -----I~ Rule Address

ConEnt[1..c,1..r] Logic

4.2.4.1
Generate

Rule Decode
Logic

4.2.4.2
Generate Rule

Address
Encode Logic

L RUleTable[1 ..r]
.Expression

Figure 6.14. 4.2.4 Generate FPGA Rule Address Logic Hierarchy Chart

Based on the condition entries table and the condition stub expression output signals,

Module 4.2.4.1 generates a separate select signal for each rule, recorded in the
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.Expression field of the RuleTable array. At present, only one CLB is used for each rule

select signal, which limits the number of condition stubs and the size of lamhda. Adding

one CLB level of logic will increase the sum of the number of condition stubs and lambda

bits to 25. For each address bit position, Module 4.2.4.2 generates a statement which

logically ORs each rule select signal that contains a 1 in that bit position. This also results

in a limitation of five rules because each address bit is generated using a single CLB.

This can easily be expanded to allow for up to 25 rules by adding one more CLB logic

level.

6.1.4.5 Generate Action Stub Lo&ic (4.2.5)

Module 4.2.5 generates the PALASM combinational logic which calculates the

expressions found on the right side of the action stub assignment statements, as well as

the logic for calculating all the array element addresses used in the program. As the

syntax diagram shows at the top in Figure 6.15, an action stub can contain either a scalar

variable or an array element on the left side of the assignment operator (:=), and an

expression or another array element on the right side.

Module 4.2.5 obtains the expression and array strings to parse from the MemTable

.Expression field. For the right side of an assignment statement, Module 4.2.3.1 is

called directly to parse the expression, and return the PALASM signal names which

contain the computation results. For an array element address, either on the left or right

sides of the action stub, Module 4.2.5.1 is called which itself calls 4.2.3.1 to parse the

expression for the element index. Whenever a reference to a variable is encountered, it is

flagged for inclusion in the current chip by Module 4.2.6, which is discussed next.
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ACTION STUB

~variable ~

L.. array-elem --.J'
:=~ expression~

L.. array-elem J

___..~ variable __..~ [ ..... expression -.. ] ---l~

MemTable[1 ..m]
.Addr
.Symbol
.Expression
.Size
.Width
.Chip

4.2.5
Generate

Action Stub
Expressions

4.2.5.1
Parse
Array

Element

4.2.3.1
Parse

Expression

Figure 6.15. 4.2.5 Generate FPGA Action Stub Expressions Hierarchy Chart

6.1.4.6 Generate Input Register Logic (4.2.6)

Once all the expression logic has been generated (by Modules 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and

4.2.5), all the necessary input registers are known and Module 4.2.6 (shown in Figure

6.16) can generate the input register logic. For those variables in the MemTable array

flagged as being used for this chip (.Chip), Module 4.2.6 uses the .Addr and .Width

fields to generate the signal name connections and the number of input registers. The

lambda register is generated separately by Module 4.2.6.1 because lambda is a reserved
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word that is treated specially by the rule address logic (generated by Module 4.2.4). In

the future, the register will be self modified based on the rule address.

Module 4.2.6.2 generates the input registers for all the remaining input registers.

Each register bit requires signal definitions for the write clock (WRLC for the lower order

odd address byte, and WRHC for the upper order even address byte), the clock enable

(generated later by Module 4.2.8) and the data input bit (defined in the PALASM header

generated by Module 4.2.1).

MemTable[1 ..m]
.Addr
.Symbol
.Expression
.Size
.Width
.Chip

4.2.6
Generate

Input Register
Logic

4.2.6.1
Generate
Lambda
Register

4.2.6.2
Generate

Other Input
Registers

Figure 6.16. 4.2.6 Generate FPGA Input Register Logic Hierarchy Chart

6.1.4.7 Generate Output Multiplexer Logic (4.2.7)

Module 4.2.7 illustrated in Figure 6.17 generates the output multiplexer logic which

is responsible for gating the expression and array address computations out of the chip

when the processor reads function memory. For each data bit, 000 through 0015

(defined in the PALASM Header generated by Module 4.2.1), each memory table entry is

examined if it contains a data bit to be gated onto the data bus to the processor when its

address is selected. Each data bit therefore must be logically ANDed with the address

select line that will be generated in Module 4.2.8. The signal must also be logically

ANDed with the /RDC read signal from the processor. Because of the XILINX 3000
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series CLB limitation of five inputs, three logic levels are used. First, each expression or

array address bit to be gated out is logically ANDed with its select line. Up to two output

bits are logically ORed together for a logic level one signal for this data bit. Up to five

logic level one signals are ORed together to make a logic level two signal. Up to four

logic level two signals are ORed together, and then ANDed with the /RDC signal for the

logic level three output signal for the particular address bit. Therefore up to 40 different

output addresses can be supported.

MemTable[1 ..m]
.Addr
.Symbol
.Expression
.Size
.Width
.Chip

4.2.7
Generate

Output
Multiplexer

Logic

4.2.7.1
Generate
Output

Multiplexer
Data Bit

Figure 6.17. 4.2.7 Generate FPGA Output Multiplexer Logic Hierarchy Chart

6.1.4.8 Generate Address Select LOf:ic (4.2.8)

Finally, with the input registers and output multiplexer generated, Module 4.2.8

(shown in Figure 6.18) can generate the address select logic for the input registers and

output multiplexer locations used in the chip. For each location in the memory table

marked as used in the current chip, an address select equation is generated by Module

4.2.8.1. These equations are precisely the "sel_O**" equations shown in Figure 2.4.

Each address nibble (hexadecimal digit) that is used is recorded in the MemAddrNib

array. Assuming a 64K byte address space, there are 16 possible hex digit values for each
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of the four hexadecimal positions for addressing 64K, therefore the most number of

address digits that would have to be decoded is 64. After all the memory select equations

have been generated, the equations for decoding only those address nibbles recorded in

MemAddrNib are generated by Module 4.2.8.2. These equations are the same as the

"AS**" signals also shown in Figure 2.4.

MemTable[1 ..m]
.Addr
.Symbol
.Expression
.Size
.Width
.Chip

4.2.8
Generate
Address

SelectLogic

4.2.8.1
Generate
Select

Address
Equation

4.2.8.1.1
Add

Address
Nibbleto

List

4.2.8.2
Generate
Address
Nibble

Equation

MemAddrNib[64]

Figure 6.18. 4.2.8 Generate FPGA Address Select Logic Hierarchy Chart

This concludes the description of the code generation of the compiler. Next we will

discuss the user interface.

6.2. THE USER INTERFACE

The compiler was written in Visual Basic to simplify the user interface. Figure 6.19

shows a picture of the opening screen of the FMC decision table compiler. On the left is
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a modifiable introduction screen which is used to explain any special instructions to the

user. This window can be used for debugging notes when developing decision table

programs or compiler extensions. Across the top are four drop-down menus. Each will

be discussed in further detail below.

FMC DECISION fABLE COMPlLEB a
file !liew ,Generate ~ompile

Introduction

STEP 1: LoadDecision Teble
• Typein II decision tllble onright

- or-
• Open anexistingdecision table

fromthe File menu

STEP 2: GenerllleStandard output
• From the Generlllemenu,

select"Standard Output"
• Toviewsource files,seleel

''Microcode ASMFile" or
"XlLINX .PDS File"underView

STEP 3: Produce Microcode .HEX
and XUNX .MCS Files

• From the Compile menu, select
Assemble Microcode

-and -
PDS2XNF

+
•

decision tllble source file

•

+..

rules
conditions
actions

bylesFM
FM Inputs
FM Outpul

6nes Me

CLBs
chips

Figure 6.19. FMC Compiler •• Opening Screen

The open window on the right is where a new decision table can be entered or loaded

from a ASCII source file. During successive stages of the compilation process,

compilation data is indicated when known along the right side of the decision table

window. Each of the four drop down menus will now be described.

6.2.1 File Menu

As Figure 6.20 shows, the File menu is similar to most other Windows File menus.

Users can enter a new table or open an existing one. Decision tables should be saved
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periodically during development using the File Save function. Save As allows users to

save decision tables under different names. Shown is the result after opening the

bubble.src source file that we will be using as an example through out this discussion.

Decls/on TBble
I-------liecls/ontableonright

• Openanexisting decision table
from the Filemenu

STEP 2: Generllle standard Output
• Fromthe Generllle menu,

select "stendBrdOutput"
• Toview sourcefiles,select

''Microcode ASM File"or
IOXILINX .PDS File"underView

STEP 3: ProduceMicrocode .HEX
and XUNX .MCS Files

• From the CompHe menu, seleel
Assemble Microcode

-end -
PDS2XNF

•
c:\disserl\compiler\bubble\bubble.src

var n : integer; " •
a : array[SO] o~ integer; ':
j, k : integar;
"a[j]", "a[j+l]" : integer; "

dtbegin 'bubble sort
llUllbda = I 0 1 1 1 1
k = 1 I - T P If F "
j - k I - - TIfF
"a[j]" > "a[j+lJ" I - - - T P "

-------------------+----------
k := n I X - - - -
j := 1 I X - X _ - ':

k :- k - 1 I - - X - _ "

a[jl := "a[j+ll" I - - - X - "
a[j+ll:= "a[jllO 1- - -X-
j := j + 1 I - - - X X
"a[jl":=a[jl IX-XXX "
"a[j+lJ" :- a[j+ll I X - X X X
exit I - X - - -
llUllbda := I 1 - - - -
dtend. 'bubble sort

•
+ •

Figure 6.20. File Menu

Notice that all five of the File menu items can be selected using Alt keystrokes. Alt-F

a selects File Open. Alt-F-S saves your work in progress. The compiler should always

be terminated using the File Exit command, or keystrokes AIt-F-X. The compiler notifies

users if they forget to save their file before exiting or loading a new one.

6.2.2 View Menu

The View menu shown in Figure 6.21 lets the user view a variety of different

intermediate tables and data in different ways. The first two selections control the width

of the left and right windows. The left window shows the various tables, and the right
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window the decision table source program. When the DT Full View selection is checked,

the decision table window takes up the entire width of the screen, as shown in Figure

6.22.

c:\dissert\compier\bubble\bubble.src•
~ewWindow Full View

Memory Map
~xecution Table

Symbol Table
Intermediate Text

Microcode .ASM Ale
XILINX .fOS File

Introduction
.Qutput to File Switch

~Ar n : ineeger.
A : ArrAY[SO) of ineeger.
j. k : ineeger;
"a[j)". "a[j+l)" : inel!9l!r;

debegin 'bubble sore
lambda = I 0 1 1 1 1
k=l I-TiFi

j - k I - - T F i
"A[j)" > "A[j+1)" I - - - T II

-------------------+----------
k := n I X - - - -
j := 1 I X - X - -
k :- k - 1 I - - X - -
a[j] := "a[j+1]" I - - - X -
a[j+l) := "a[j)" I - - - X -
j := j + 1 I - - - x X
"A[j)":=A[j) IX-XXX
"a[j+l]" :- a[j+l] I X - X X X
exie I - X - - -
lambda := I 1 - - - -
deend. 'hubble sore

" •'.
'.
"

'1

':

"
"

'1

"

•..
Figure 6.21. View Menu

Also from the View menu users can examine the intermediate tables and text that are

generated during the compilation process. The Memory Map and the Execution Table are

viewable. These two tables are used to generate the PALASM .PDS and .ASM

microcode, which is also viewable.

Being able to examine the Symbol Table and Intermediate Text can be very useful

when debugging. The Introduction selection reloads the View window with the

introduction file in the current directory. This window can be modified and resaved to
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keep track of notes during debugging. The Output-to-File switch allows everything

viewed in the left window to be stored into the .LIS file.

fMC DECISION TABLE COMPILER a
file ~iew Generate ~ompile

C:\dissell\compier\bubble\bubble.SIC

var n : integer;
a : arraylSO] of ineeger;
j, k : integer;
"alj] ", "a[jfl]" : integer;

debegin •bubble sort
laJ&bda = I 0 1 1 1 1
k=l I-rrll
j - k I - - r 1 r
"alj]" > "aljfl]" I - - - T 1

-------------------f----------
k := n I X - - - -
j := 1 I X - X - -
k :- k - 1 I - - X - -
a[j] := "a[jfl]" I - - - X 
a[j+l] := "alj]" I - - - X -
j := j + 1 I - - - X X
"alj]":=a[j] IX-XXX
"a[j+l]" ;- a[j+l] I X - X X X
exit I - X - - -
laJ&bda : = I 1
dtend. 'bubble sort

'array size
'array eo be sorted
'inner, outer loop variables
'temporary scalars

'outer loop k from n to 1
'inner loop j from 1 eo k
'test for out of order pair

'initialize k to top of array
'start j at bottom
'decrement outer loop
, exchange

'increment inner index
'updaee eemporary variables

'exit

•

•• •
Figure 6.22. Decision Table Full View

6.2.3 Generate Menu

The Standard Output selection under the Generate menu shown in Figure 6.23

compiles the decision table, producing a .LIS compiler listing file, the .ASM microcode

file and the PALASM .PDS file(s). These three files for the bubble sort program shown

in Figure 6.22 are contained in Appendixes 1,2 and 3 respectively. Generating the

Standard Output can also be accomplished by typing ALT-G-o. When the compilation is

complete, the resulting statistics appear along the right edge of the screen as shown.
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Compiler Modules 1.0, 2,0, 3,0 and 4,0 described earlier in this chapter can also be

executed separately in sequence from the Generate menu. This is useful when debugging

to observe the intermediate data structures as they are built.

'I 5 rules
4 condition

" 10 actions

"
124byles
6 inputs

't 5 outputs

55 lines M
':

" 168CLBs'. 1 chip

'1

"

+
•

c:\dissert\compier\bubble\bubble.src

. n : integar; 'I •

a : err.y[SO] of integer;
j. Ie : integer;
"a[j]". "&[j+1]" : integer;

,egin 'bubble sort
1aabda = I 0 1 1 1 1
Ie = 1 I - T r r r
j - k I - - T P r
"a[;)]" > "a[:)+1J" I - - - T P

-------------------+----------
Ie := n I X - - - -
j := 1 I X - X - -
Ie :- k - 1 I - - X - -
a[j] := "a[j+1]" I - - - X -
a[jtlJ := "a[j]" I - - - X -
;) := ;) + 1 I - - - X X
"a[;)I":=a[:)] IX-XXX
"a[j+l]" :- &[j+l] I X - X X X
exit I - X -
llUllbda : = I 1 - - - -
dtend. 'bubble sort

Intermediate Text
Memory Map
Microcode
Microcode + fAlASM

Aclr Sta

Ru1el=/L1
004: k:
ooc: j:=
014: "a[jJ ":=a[j]
OZO: "a[j+1J ":=a[j+1]
OZC: 1aabcia:-
034: goto Orule

llu1eZ-/L1-LO-CZ
03C: exit

Ru1a3=/L1-LO-/CZ-C3
044: j:-l
04C: k:=k-1
OS4: "alj] ":=alj]
060: "a Ij+1J ":=a[;)+1]
06C: goeo Oru1e

llule4-/L1-LO-/CZ-/C3-C4
074: a[jJ :="a[j+1]"
080: alj+1J :="aljJ"
oec: j:=j+l

+

Figure 6.23. Generate Menu

The standard output included in the .LIS file begins with the decision table text file

followed by the compilation statistics listed along the right side of the screen. Next is the

Memory Map is included followed by the Execution Table. Figure 6.24 shows both

these tables for our bubble sort example using the View Window Full View selection

from the View menu. The information provided by our compiler is the same as that listed

back in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for the deterministic bubble sort program described in Chapter

3 with two exceptions.
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fMC DECISION fABLE COMPILER a
file ~iew .Generate ~ompile

FunctioM Memory M~ c:\disselt\compier\bubble\bubble.src

Assigned Chip Address or Value •
N..e '"Type I I ,Bits Expression 5 rules

I I I I ---------- 4 conclilion
1aahda It 1 0000 Z 10 actions
t!llule •..•• _. P 1 OOOZ 7
n ••••••••••. It 0 0004 9 124bytes
a ........... C 0 0006 0

6inputsj ................... It 1 006C 8
Ie ••••••••• _ • It 1 0061 9 5 outputs
"aljl" ....... It 1 0070 9
"alj+11" ..... It 1 007Z 9 55lines M
Ie-I ............ I 1 0074 9 k - 1
t!alj I .............. A 1 0076 9 a [ j I 168CLBs
(!alj+ll ....... A 1 0078 9 a [ j + 1 I 1 chip
j+l ......... I 1 007A 9 j + 1

'"Types
A-Indirect Address
C-Array Base Address
D-Funetion Hacro Declaration
E-Ixpression OUtput

•
+ •

FMC DECISION TABLE COMPILER a
file ~iew .Generate ~ompile

Execution Table c:\dissert\compiler\bubble\bubble.src

Adr Statement aP Dest Src eye •--------- 5rules
Itu1el=/Ll*/LO 4 condition

004: k:-n DD 006E 0004 Z 10actions
ooc: j:=l DC 006C 0001 Z
014: "aljl ":=a[j) DI 0070 0076 3 124bytes
OZO: "a[j+l) ":=a[j+1) DI 0072 0079 3

6 inputsOZC: 1e11ll:Jda:- DC 0000 0001 Z
034: !Joto Brule JI OOOZ Z 50ulpuls

RuleZ-/Ll*LO·CZ
03C: exit IX Z 55lines M

Rula3=/Ll*LO*/CZ·C3
044: j:-1 DC 006C 0001 Z 16B CLBs
04C: k:=k-l DB 0061 0074 Z 1 chip
054: "aljl ":=alj) D:I: 0070 0076 3
060: "a[j+l) ":=alj+1) DI 0072 0079 3
06C: !Joto Brule JI OOOZ Z

Ru1e4-/Ll*LO*/CZ·/C3*C4
074: a[jl :="a[j+ll" ID 0076 0072 3
080: a[j+1) :="a[jl" ID 0078 0070 3
08C: j:=j+l DB 006C 007A Z

•
+ •

Figure 6.24. Memory Map and Execution Table
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First, the numberof bits width (#Bits) for a MemoryMap entry reflects the number of

bits to implement whengenerating the PALASM code. Our compiler does notyet handle

the implementation of arraysin functional memory, so the number of bits width for arrays

defaults to zero. The .Expression field is also included in the Memory Map, which is

used by Module4.0 to generate the PALASM.

6.2.4 Compile Menu

Figure 6.25 shows the microcode source file (selection Microcode .ASM File from

the View menu) for the bubblesortdecision table in full view. This file can be assembled

from the FMC Decision TableCompilerby selecting Assemble Microcode from the

Compile menu. We see the file begins with the microcode mnemonicdefinitions for

implementing the minimalprocessor instruction set.

ORG OOOOH
0fIl' IJOP, 0

Rulel: ; 04H
DD lc:-n

0fIl' LDA, 00004H
0fIl' WAD, 00061H

DC j:=l

; HICROINSTRUCTION 0
LDC IOU 0000 ant
LDA IOU OOOl,-:-~__-=-__~~ess)

LDH IOU OOllOlOOB ;DOR <-- (fIAR) used LDH,O
LHA IOU OOOllOOOB ;HAR <-- (address)
~D IOU 11100000B ;(HAR) <-- DOR
~AD IOU 11000000B ; (address) <-- DOR
~C IOU 10100000B ;(HAR) <-- constant
JPI IOU OOOlllOOB ;aicroPC <-- (address)
HALT IOU OOOOllOlB ;DONI used HALT,~

NOP IOU OOOOOOOOB ;DILAY ONI CYCLI

Microcode Source File

. TITLI BOBBLI 07-04 PDS2XNF Chip 1
lisserl\compiler\bubble\bubble.src

+
5 rules
4 condition
10 actions

124 bjtes
6 inpuls
50utpuls

551inesM

16B CLBs
1 chip

•
+ •

Figure 6.25. Assemble Microcode
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Compiling the decision table resulted in one FPGA chip so shown under the Compile

menu is a PDS2XNF Chip 1 selection for executing the first stage of the chip compile.

Figure 6.26 shows the PALASM source file scrolled down to the @rule address

generation logic. The equations generated are the same as the logic shown in Table 3.3.

Our compiler (and hardware) can handle decision table programs up to four chips in

which case selections PDS2XNF Chip 1, PDS2XNF Chip 2, PDS2XNF Chip 3 and

PDS2XNF Chip 4 would also appear in the second group of selections on the Compile

menu.

PALASM Source Fie isselt\compier\bubble\bubble.src

8_07<:4_Z_0 = (re1L07 070_3) +/ (reg_07Z_3» - +
8_07<:4_Z_1. (reg_07 070_31+/lreg_07Z_311-
8_07<:6_4_0 = (reg_07 070_S)+/(req_07Z_SII-
e_07<:6_4_1· (reg_07 070_SI+/(reg_07Z_SII-
e_07<:6 = e_07<:6_4_0+ 07c4_Z_1 re_07cZI

e_07<:8_6_0 = (reg_070_71-/(reg_07Z_71+«reg_O?0_71+/lreg_O?Z_71I r

e_07<:8_6_1 = (reg_070_71*/(reg_07Z_71+«req_0?0_7)+/(req_07Z_71I r
8_07_0 • (8_07c8_6_0+8_07<:8_6_1-8_07<:61
C4 = e_07_0
;B~ule bits fro~ LO, Ll, CZ, C3, C4
Rulel = /LI*/LO ;Starting at Hi<:roprogr~Address 004
RulaZ = /Ll*LO*CZ ;Starting at Hi<:roprogr~ Address 03C
Rule3 - /Ll*LO*/CZ*C3 ;Starting at Hicroprogram Address 044
Rule4 = /LI*LO*/CZ*/C3 rC4 ;Starting at Microprogram Address 074
RuleS = /Ll*LO*/CZ*/C3 r/C4 ;Starting at Hi<:roprogram Address OB4
rula_Z = Rulel + RuleZ + Rule3 + Rule4 + RuleS
rule_3 = RuleZ
rule_4 • RuleZ + Rule4 + RuleS
rule_S • RuleZ + Rule4 + RuleS
rule_6 = Rule3 + Rule4
rula_7 = RuleS

• •
Figure 6.26. Assemble PALASM .PDS to .XNF
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CHAPTER 7. ApPLICATION: EXAMPLES IN IMAGE PROCESSING

In this chapter we examine the efficacy of using functional memory in a practical

application. We have chosen image processing and implement two example programs

using our FMC compiler. The first example is a 2:1 image magnification program that

uses a special convolution operator for producing four output pixels at a time. The

second example illustrates how a special row-column summation operator can be used in

a character recognition program to calculate horizontal and vertical black pixel histograms

in one pass for a 16 by 16 character.

Each program was written, compiled and implemented using the FMC compiler

described in Chapter 6. In this scenario, the "configuration" of the compiler (for this

particular application) would first involve writing the special function operators. This

would likely be performed by the configuration engineer who would need to have logic

design and PALASM experience. Once the special function definition (.DEF) files have

been debugged, they would be available for the "users" for writing decision table

application programs. The decision table programmer therefore need not have any logic

design (or PALASM) experience.

There are several reasons why our functional memory approach may provide an

effective parallel processing architecture for an image processor. Image processing can

take advantage of as much parallelism as available with operands that are often quite

small. This makes very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit solutions attractive. In the

range of image processing functions, there are many operations that are similar but not the

same. This makes field programmable gate array (FPGA) solutions attractive, because

FPGAs are VLSI chips whose circuits could be reprogrammed to perform each slightly

differing function separately. When these functions are rarely used simultaneously, then
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the total FPGA hardware can be minimal because a smaller amount of logic is needed for

anyone particular function.

These characteristics favor the FPGA solution because alternative parallel processing

architectures are too expensive and inflexible to be able to deliver the same level of

processing power as efficiently. Since other custom computing approaches still use the

conventional processor-memory division of labor, we believe our FMC approach would

be simpler and equally as effective because of how naturally functional memory

implements expression level parallelism.

7.1 CONVOLUTION

Convolution is a matrix operation that is useful in many image processing contexts.

Pratt [1991] shows examples of convolution being used for image analysis functions

such as edge detection, as well as image improvement functions such as noise cleaning,

edge crispening and image magnification. Convolution involves multiplying termwise

each element of the convolution matrix with a same dimension matrix of pixels values.

For example, applying a convolution matrix (on the right) to a matrix of pixel values

(Pij, i =1,2,3,j =1,2,3) yields a scalar value that is equal to the sum of the element

by element multiplications for each position:

2 1]
4 2
2 1

= Pl,t + 2Pr.2+ PI,3 + 2PZ,t + 4PZ,2 + 2PZ,3 + P3,1 + 2P3,Z + P3,3

Different convolution matrixes are used for different purposes. For edge detection,

for example, Laplacian techniques employ convolution to detect spatial changes in the

second derivative. Pratt (1991) describes the theory behind deriving the matrix values.

The convolution operation is performed on all nine-pixel squares in the image, so each
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pixel (except the ones along the edge) are involved in nine convolution operations. Two

common Laplacian impulse response arrays are:

[
0-1 OJ [-1

H =.!. -1 4 -1 and H =.!. -1
1 4 2 8

o -1 0 -1

-1 -IJ
8 -1

-1 -1

For continuous noise, such as additive uniform or Gaussian distributed noise, a low-

pass filter with impulse response:

2 [1
H'=[b~2J ~

can be used. H3 defines several feasible versions, however,

[
1 2 IJ

H4 = 1~ 2 4 2
121

works best in our implementation because the scaling factor is a power of two.

Convolution can also be used for nonlinear noise cleaning, for example the noise cleaning

operator,

[

1 1 IJ
n,=i 1 0 1

1 1 1

can be used for outlier noise when the magnitude of the difference between a particular

pixel and its neighbors is greater than some threshold.

Linear edge crispening is useful for medical imaging and can also be performed using

discrete convolution with a high-pass impulse array. Three common 3 x 3 high-pass

masks are as follows:
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[
0-1 0]

H6 = -1 5-1

o -1 0
[

- 1 -1 -1]
H7 = -1 9-1

-1 -1 -1

Notice the masks have the property that the sum of their elements is unity in order to

avoid amplitude bias in the processed image. H7 has been found to be excellent for edge

crispening on chest X-rays [Pratt, 1991].

7.1.1 Image Magnification

When the magnification zoom factor of an image is integer, pixel estimation can also

be implemented by convolution [Pratt, 1991]. For example, Figure 7.1 illustrates that for

a magnification factor of two, we begin by conceptually interleaving each row and

column with zeros. This doubles the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the image.

The convolution pass fills in the zeros with interpolated values.

AO Al AO 0 Al 0 AOI •I A01•2 All.) A11,2

BO 81 0 0 0 0 A02.1 A02,2 Al2,1 A12,2

BO 0 81 0 8°1•1 8°1,2 B1 1,) B11•2

input image 0 ° ° ° 8°2.1 8°2.2 81 2.) 812.2
neighborhood

zero interleaved output neighborhood after
neighborhood convolution

Figure 7.1. Steps for 2 to 1 Image Magnification

Figure 7.2 lists four interpolation kernels for 2:1 magnification derived in Pratt

[1991]. Interpolation error (from using a smaller kernel) results in jaggy line artifacts in

the output image. Loss of high spatial frequency detail can also result from using a larger

kernel.

The Peg and Pyramid kernels require only additions. Implementing the Peg involves

simply summing the three forward neighboring pixels. Using the Pyramid may involve
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shifting pixel values left one or two bit positions before the summation. The Bell and

Cubic B-spline kernels require multiplication. Note, however, that no element in either of

the two kernels is a number whose binary representation is more than two bits (e.g.,

910=10012, 3610=1001002), therefore, multiplying by these values can be performed

using a two-input adder and shifting the inputs.

[~ ~] ~[~
2

~]
1 3 3 1 1 4 6 4 1

4 1 3 9 9 3 4 16 24 16 4
- 1

2 16 3 9 9 3 - 6 24 36 24 6
Peg 64

1 3 3 1 4 16 24 16 4
Pyramid

1 4 6 4 1
Bell

Cubic B-spline

Figure 7.2. Interpolation Kernels for 2 to 1 Magnification

7.1.2 Pyramid Special Function Implementation

In this section we will derive a Pyramid special function operator to be used in a

functional memory decision table program. Figure 7.3 shows the calculation of the four

AOijoutput pixels replacing the original AD input pixel using the Pyramid kernel.

We observe that since most of the pixel matrix elements are zero, the actual

computational effort for calculating the new pixel values is minimal. The upper left pixel

requires summing four values and shifting the result right two bits. The upper right and

lower left pixels require summing two values and shifting right one place.

The block diagram for a functional memory special function implementing this

example is shown in Figure 7.4. It accepts four neighboring pixels as input and provides

four output pixels. We assume eight bit gray-scaled pixels packed two per 16-bit word.
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rO ° AI] [1 2

~] [~
Al

~]+
2

~]o 0 0 e 2 4 0 4

AO = 80 0 81 1 2 Bl 2
1,1 4 AOt•2 =

4

AOI,I =AO+Al+BO+Bl
A01,2 =2Al +2Bl Al+Bl

=
4 4 2

[0 ° 0] r2 ~] [~
0

~]®[~
2

~]80 0 81 ® 2 4 Bl 4

AO = 0 0 0 1 2 0 2
2,1 4 A02•2 =

4

A02•1 =280+2Bl BO+Bl 481
= A02•2 =7= Bl

4 2

Figure 7.3. New Pixel Computation

Pairs of pixels are input horizontally (up in and dn in), two rows at a time. Each- -

pixel is used in two convolution operations, first as a right pixel then as a left one. The

function is designed with a shift input variable which when written, clocks either the

lower or upper input byte into the lower byte of the staging registers that feed the adders.

When shift is written with a zero, the upper staging register byte is written with the value

in the lower byte and the lower staging register byte is written with the lower input

register byte. When shift is written with a one, the upper staging register byte is also

written with the value in the lower byte and the lower staging register byte is written with

the upper input register byte.
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input registerA

staging register

inputregister 8

staging register

adders

inputs to
output
multiplexer t"""To.p.;;~ ...........,.."'C' ",,,

.......I""tl:-........................~-'

+-dnjn

Figure 7.4. Parallel Pyram id Convolution Function

The PALASM source listing of the Pyramid special function is contained in Appendix

4. When the Pyramid function is used in a program, the capital letters are replaced with

the hexadecimal addresses of the variables in the order they appear in the function

declaration. The function declaration begins with the "func" keyword followed by the

eight character filename of the PALASM .DEF source file which defines the special

function. In this example, "func pyramid" identifies "PYRAMID.DEF" as the special
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function definition file. In the next section we describe in more detail the use of the

Pyramid special function macro.

7.1.3 Magnification Program Example

A decision table for magnifying a 32 by 32 8-bit gray-scaled image into a 64 by 64

pixel image is shown Figure 7.5. The "func pyramid" declaration specifies the variable

identifiers for use in the program. When the PALASM for the chip is generated, the

contents of PYRAMID.DEF is included, except the capital letters in the file are replaced

alphabetically by the hexadecimal addresses of the variables in the order they are listed in

the declaration.

The input image is a 32 by 32 array of 8-bit pixels packed two per 16-bit word and

contained in the array in[O..5l1]. The magnified image is written as a 64 by 64 byte

image in array out[O..2047]. j serves as the input image and k is the output image index

variables. We know thatj will require at most nine bits and k will require no more than

eleven bits for storage, so we can use the "register" data type to specify exactly these

widths.

After initializingj and k at zero, the pixel pair contained at in[jl and the one just below

it at inU+16] are loaded into up_in and dn_in, which are the A and B registers

(respectively) of the Pyramid special function logic. Writing an even k value to shift

moves the upper (even addressed) bytes of up_in and dnIn into their lower staging

registers which feed the adders. The lower staging registers also get shifted into the

upper positions when shift is written. Each time following a write to shift, the results of

the four convolutions can be copied into the output image array elements outfk] and the

pair right below, out[k+32].
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'magnify a 32x32 image to 64x64
func pyramid 'four pyramid convolutions in parallel

up_in, dn_in register:16; 'input quad
up 2, dn 2 expression:16; 'shift registers
up-out, ctn out expression:16; 'output quad
shift - register:1; 'shift mechanism

'in, out array indexes
'16 across, 32 down
'32 across, 64 down

var j : register: 9; k register:11;
in : array(511] of integer;
out : array(2047] of integer;

.....................__ u uuu.uu•••u u &O u :

;
i
j
;
~,
;
~
;
j

~
~,
i
!
;

dtbegin l
l

lambda = 0 1 1 1 1 l:::.

k = 2048-32 - T F F F 'k = 2048?
k and 31 = 0 T F F 'k mod 32 O? l

~Jj-f~-~J.-++--::---------~-~-=-~-;-~ ;~~iid~~~~~~:~~; row I,::'

:= 1 X X 3 'inc input row index
up in := in(j] X - X X 3 'get upper byte pair ,- ;

~~~~J :7~t:;~:::J ~ - ~ ~ ~ 3 ::~!:~o~~:~;~~t;a::ir i,::,::l,::~
out (k+32] := dn_out X - X X X 'store lower pair
k := k + 1 X X X X 'next output quad
exit X
lambda .= 1

dtend__._. ._ __ .1
Figure 7.5. Decision Table for 2 to I Magnification

For each four input pixels that are loaded (into up_in and dn_in), eight output pixels

are generated as pixel rows are scanned horizontally. Shifting takes place every time a

quad of pixels are stored into the output array, however, loading from the input array

takes place every other time, only when k is even. The fourth condition stub ("k")

examines this, switching between the fourth rule for odd ks, which only shifts and

outputs, and the fifth rule for even ks, which loads up_in and dn_in before shifting and

outputting. The third condition stub ("k and 31 = 0") examines when an output row is

complete. k must be incremented to skip one row because two rows are generated each
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pass. The second condition stub ("k = 2048-32") tests when k has reached the end of

the second to the last row, when the program terminates.

7.1.4 Magnification Execution Comparison

We chose a 64 by 64 output image because our prototype has limited RAM space.

There is no practical reason why the same program couldn't be compiled for a 512 by 512

image output memory, except that the compiler would need to generate operators for 15

and 17-bit operands instead of the 9- and l l-bit ones as for this exam pIe. See Appendix

5 for the FMC compiler listing containing the memory map and the execution table for

this program.

Rules 1 and 2 of the decision table are executed once. Rules 3, 4 and 5 execute the

rest of the time, and each time, k is incremented exactly once and four output pixels are

produced. A total of 64 x 64 =4,096 output pixels are produced four at a time requiring

1,024 iterations, which is exactly the number of input pixels.

To compare the functional memory performance with a von Neumann processor, we

can examine the output pixel computations shown back in Figure 7.3. Pixel AOI,I would

take five steps to compute, AOI,2 and A02,I would take three steps, and A02,2 would take

just one step, therefore, functional memory saves twelve steps for each input pixel. The

disadvantage with functional memory is that twice as many bus transactions are needed to

move data into up_in and dn_in and out of up_out and dn out. Pixels are input two at a

time, however, each input pixel must be input twice. Output pixels are output two at a

time. The number of input memory transactions equals the number of input pixels and

the number of output memory transactions equals half of the number of output pixels,

which equals twice the number of input pixels. Therefore, with functional memory, we

realize a performance savings of 12j2 steps at a cost ofj2 additional read and 2.P
additional store steps.
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7.2 HISTOGRAMS

Computing histograms of black or white pixels is an important function in character

recognition systems. Most commercially available OCR systems assume that lines of text

can be separated by detecting horizontal lines of white space and characters can be

isolated within each line by detecting vertical lines of white space [Leedham, 1991].

Characters are isolated by first taking horizontal histograms to separate the lines of text

and then separating each line into characters by taking vertical histograms between two

horizontal white lines.

7.2.1 Character Classification

Once characters have been isolated, histograms can be used further for recognition.

Horizontal, vertical, left diagonal and right diagonal histograms of black pixels in a

character can be used for statistical classification. Lettera, et al. r1986] describes a

method whereby once the four histograms are obtained for an n-pixel width character,

they are transformed into four eight element vectors roughly corresponding to the

histogram of black pixels obtained using an interval width equal to n-eighths of the

pixels. The four vectors are then normalized to give a set of 32 stochastic variables

assumed as representative features of the character. These values can then be compared

using statistical or fuzzy techniques with tables containing previously learned feature sets

for possible characters.

When computing horizontal histograms, functional memory can be useful in

eliminating the shifting that must take place when summing the number of ones in an

image word. All bits of an image word can be summed in one step. When computing

vertical histograms, auto-incrementing functional memory locations can be designed

where each bit in the image word controls the incrementing of a separate counter,
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therefore, up to as many counters as there are bits in the image word may be incremented

simultaneously.

7.2.2 Row-Column Sum Special Function

Figure 7.6 illustrates how an adder circuit can be constructed to sum the number of

ones (or zeros) in a 16-bit image word, which would be useful for computing horizontal

histograms. The adder at the bottom is used to accumulate the sums for rows longer than

16-bits. The size of the register and the right input of the adder must be large enough to

sum all the pixels of a row.

~ 2 4·bit operands

- ........>~ RowSum

Figure 7.6. 16 Input f-Blt Adder for Computing Histograms

Figure 7.7 illustrates how a set of auto-incrementing registers can be constructed so

that loading one image word can increment as many counters as bits in the image word.

With a 16-bit image word, this function can be used to compute vertical histograms 16 at

a time. The size of the counters must large enough to sum all the pixels in a column.
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When computing histograms across a large area, vertical and horizontal histograms

can not be computed simultaneously, therefore, computing both requires two complete

screen passes. With functional memory, however, no additional shift or add steps are

needed to sum the "1" valued pixels. The disadvantage with functional memory is that

twice as many memory transactions are required than with a von Neumann processor.

< InWord

~ ColSums
[0..15]

Figure 7.7. Bit Counters for Computing Vertical Histograms

When horizontal and vertical histograms must be computed in a small area, as when

performing character recognition, both the vertical and horizontal histograms can be

computed simultaneously. This cuts in half the number of memory transaction required

by the functional memory approach, making it even with the von Neumann

implementation.

For our programming example, we combine both the l6-input one-bit adder and the

16 bit counters functions into one special function named RowCo/Sum. The first address

is where the image word is written. The next address contains the sum of the one-valued

bits contained in the first address. The following 16 addresses are for reading the bit

counters which are incremented when their respective bit locations equal a one when the
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image word is written into the first address. The example in the next section uses

RowCo/Sum to compute the row and column histograms for a 16 by 16 pixel character in

one pass.

7.2.3 Histogram Program Example

A decision table for computing the row and column histograms for a 16 by 16 pixel

character is shown Figure 7.8. The "func RowColSum" declaration specifies the variable

identifiers for use in the program. When the PALASM for the chip is generated, the

contents of ROWCOLSU.DEF are included, except the capital letters in the file are

replaced alphabetically by the hexadecimal addresses of the variables in the order they are

listed in the declaration.

func RowColSum 'Row sum/column accumulate function
InWord : register: 16; '16 pixel row input
RowSum : expression: 5; 'sum of row bits
ColSums : array[15] of expression:5; 'column histogram

var j : register: 4;
char: array[15] of integer;
row : array[15] of integer;

dtbegin
lambda = I 0 1 1
j = 16 I - F T
--------------------+------
ColSums := 0 I X
j := 0 I X - -
InWard : = char [j] I X X -
row[j] := RowSum I X X -
j := j + 1 I X X -
exit I - - X
lambda := I 1
dtend

'array indexes
'character input array
'Row-wise histogram

'16 image words

'Zero column sum array
'loop through 16 words
'load function input
'store sum for this row
'increment row counter

L..... ••_•••••_•••••••_ _ _••.:

Figure 7.8. Decision Table for Character Histogram Computation

When InWard is written, the sum of the" 1" bits appear in Rowsum, and Co/SumsfII

is incremented if bit I5-I of InWord was written with a "I." The function is also
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designed so that when CoISums[O] is written, all 16 CoISums[O..15] counters are

cleared.

The program begins by clearing the column sum array of counters and reading the

first character word. The row sum output for the first word (j=O) is stored into the first

row array element which contains the 16 row histogram values when the program

completes. When the program terminates, the CoISums[O..15] array will contain the 16

column histogram values.

7.2.4 Row Column Histogram Computation Comparison

See Appendix 6 for the FMC compiler listing containing the memory map and the

execution table for this program. From the decision table, we see that Rules I and 3

execute once and Rule 2 executes 15 times. To compare the functional memory

performance with a von Neumann processor, we first estimate how many computation

steps it would take to compute the sum of the "1" bits in a word. Shifting each bit into

the carry and adding a constant zero plus the carry with each shift would sum all 16 bits

in 32 steps. The RowColSum function accomplishes this task in one step. Summing

each bit to a separate accumulator also can be accomplished in three steps per bit by

testing each bit and incrementing a separate counter only if its corresponding bit is set. A

16-bit image word could therefore be processed in 48 steps. Each image word processed

on a von Neumann processor would therefore require 64 steps whereby the functional

memory approach would require only one. Although the row and column histograms

may be only a fraction of a character recognition analysis, the savings of 64

computational steps per image word by far out weighs the expense of additional loads and

stores with functional memory.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, we have described the design and implementation of the hardware

and software of a new class of parallel processing computer systems based on the idea of

functional memory. A functional memory computer makes use (1) of FPGAs, which

enable the evaluation of expressions in combinational logic rather than in traditional von

Neumann fashion, and (2) of a decision-table based programming language, which

permits the separation of program control logic from other computation (and facilitates the

specification of large functional/applicative transformations). It is the manner in which

we combined these two concepts that led to the central contribution of our dissertation

research, namely, the development of a functional memory computer system which is

innovative, cost-effective for certain important applications, realizable using existing

technology, and potentially of major future value using new technology.

We conclude by noting that the many of our design decisions were made so that we

could implement our FMC using off-the-shelf hardware and software and relatively

inexpensive (PC-class) technology. For example, our design reflects the capacity of the

XILINX chips we had available to us. While our research may have been easier if we

had assumed chips of indefinite capacity, or of supercomputers rather than PCs, our

results would not have had the same short-term practical value. (In the long run, of

course, chips of sufficiently greater size will become available.) In general, with newer,

perhaps specially designed technology, there would be fewer restrictions. In any event,

even generations from now, there will always be applications which test the limits of

available technology, and the ways in which we addressed current limitations may very

well be applicable to future ones.
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8.1 DECISION TABLE COMPUTERS

Our programming model for the decision table is more powerful than for conventional

programming languages because with decision tables, condition expressions are evaluated

nondeterministically and multiway branches are not serialized. Their logical nature

immediately suggests the use of a field programmable gate array, because logic equations

are a FPGA's simplest form of programming. The capacities of FPGAs today are large

enough for the condition stub processing and the rule selection all to be implemented in

one FPGA. This allowed us quite easily to achieve our goal of constant time condition

stub evaluation for realistic programs.

When a decision table executes on a FMC, rule selection consumes just one load

cycle. All the condition stubs evaluate in parallel and the rule column is selected by the

functional memory in one machine cycle. For the selected rule, the action stubs are

executed in order by the processor. When the functional memory is also used to compute

the right sides of the assignment statements, the processor activity reduces to a single

variable move operation for each assignment statement to be executed, Execution step

analyses for a FMC decision table programs involves little more than counting the action

stubs for each rule executed. Our goal of designing a "decision table computer" has been

realized.

8.2 CUSTOM COMPUTING MACHINES

The use of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) not only allowed us to achieve

parallel expression computation, but we found our machine competitive in an area of

computer architecture research called "custom computing machines" (CCMs). CCMs

involve the use ofFPGAs to provide customized hardware functions or dedicated

processors for flexibility or performance enhancement. Several CCM projects are

underway. Most are large scale custom coprocessors or processor emulators with
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multiple parallel FPGAs, that replace what would otherwise be a custom VLSI

coprocessor or specialized hardware. Most projects have the goal of programming in a C

type language.

One of our application goals was to replace microprocessor functions with improved

FPGA combinational logic attached to the memory. For a functional memory custom

computing machine to be competitive in performance with today's high speed

microprocessors with internal caches, the functional memory and the minimal processor

must be implemented in the same chip (or wafer).

Portable image processing was found to be an application that had just the right

characteristics that allowed it to take advantage of the beneficial features of a functional

memory custom computing machine. Functions involve small operands so multiple

operand additions and multiplications require minimal logic. Functions that would have

to bedone iteratively on a standard microprocessor can be done in parallel with a single

expression implemented in the functional memory. Finally, since the functions are varied

and use different special operands, and functions are rarely, if ever, performed

simultaneously, reprogrammability would offer a substantial hardware savings.

Our future research will be devoted to improving the cost-effectiveness and usability

of our hardware and software functional memory computer system, and to developing

new classes of applications which can take advantage of this class of systems.
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ApPENDIXES. PROGRAM LISTINGS

ApPENDIX 1. BUBBLE SORT COMPILER LISTING (BUBBLE.LIS)

Program: BUBBLE 07-05-1994 at 12:36:13

File: c:\dissert\compiler\bubble\bubble.src

Input File

var n : integer;
a : array[50] of integer;
j, k : integer;
"a[j]", "a[j+l]" integer;

dtbegin 'bubble sort
lambda I 0 1 1 1 1
k=l I-TFFF
j =kiT F F
"a[j]" > "a[j+l]" I - T F
-------------------+----------
k .= n I X -
j := 1 I X - X
k := k - 1 I - - X
a[j] := "a[j+l]" I - X -
a[j+l] := "a[j]" I - X -
j := j + 1 I - X X
"a[j]" := a[j] I X - X X X
"a[j+l]" := a[j+l] I X - X X X
exit I - X -
lambda := I 1
dtend. 'bubble sort

'array size
'array to be sorted
'inner, outer loop variables
'temporary scalars

'outer loop k from n to 1
'inner loop j from 1 to k
'test for out of order pair

'initialize k to top of array
'start j at bottom
'decrement outer loop
'exchange

'increment inner index
'update temporary variables

'exit

Compilation Statistics:
5 rules, 4 conditions, 10 actions

Functional Memory: 124 bytes
FPGA I/O: 6 inputs, 5 outputs
Microcode: 55 lines MC
FPGA PALASM: 168 CLBs (estimated)

1 chip

Functional Memory Map

lambda
@Rule .
n .
a .

Name
Assigned Chip

*Type I
I I
R 1
P 1
R 0
C 0

Address
I fBits
I I
0000 2
0002 7
0004 8
0006 0

or Value
Expression
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j R 1
k .•......... R 1
"a[j]" R 1
"a[j+l]" R 1
k-1 E 1
@a [j] A 1
@a[j+1] A 1
j+1 E 1

006C
006E
0070
0072
0074
0076
0078
007A

8
8
8
8
8
9
9
8

k - 1
a [ j ]
a[j+1]
j + 1

*Types
A-Indirect Address
C-Array Base Address
D-Function Macro Declaration
E-Expression Output
p-Microprogram Address
R-FPGA Input Register

Execution Table
===============

Adr Statement mP Dest Src Cyc

Rule1=/L1*/LO
004: k:=n DD
OOC: j:=l DC
014: "a[j]":=a[j] DI
020: "a[j+1]":=a[j+1] DI
02C: lambda:= DC
034: goto @rule JI

Rule2=/L1*LO*C2
03C: exit EX

Rule3=/L1*LO*/C2*C3
044: j:=l DC
04C: k:=k-1 DE
054: "a[j]":=a[j] DI
060: "a[j+l]":=a[j+1] DI
06C: goto @rule JI

Rule4=/L1*LO*/C2*/C3*C4
074: a[j] :="a[j+1]" ID
080: a[j+1]:="a[j]" ID
08C: j:=j+1 DE
094: "a[j]":=a[j] DI
CAO: "a[j+1]":=a[j+1] DI
OAC: goto @rule JI

Rule5=/L1*LO*/C2*/C3*/C4
OB4: j:=j+1 DE
OBC: "a[j]":=a[j] DI
OC8: "a[j+1]":=a[j+l] DI
OD4: goto @rule JI
ODC:

006E
006C
0070
0072
0000
0002

006C
006E
0070
0072
0002

0076
0078
006C
0070
0072
0002

006C
0070
0072
0002

0004
0001
0076
0078
0001

0001
0074
0076
0078

0072
0070
007A
0076
0078

007A
0076
0078
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3
3
2
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2
2
3
3
2

3
3
2
3
3
2

2
3
3
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ApPENDIX 2. BUBBLE SORT MINIMAL PROCESSOR CODE
(BUBBLE.ASM)

.TITLE BU88LE 07-05-1994 at 12:36:12

; MICROINSTRUCTION OPCODES
LDC EQU 000001008
LDA EQU 000101008
LDM EQU 001101008
LMA EQU 000110008
WMD EQU 111000008
WAD EQU 110000008
WMC EQU 101000008
JPI EQU 000111008
HALT EQU 000011018
NOP EQU 000000008

ORG OOOOH
DW NOP,O

Rule1: 04H
DD k:=n

DW LDA, 00004H
DW WAD, 0006EH

DC j :=1
DW LDC, 00001H
DW WAD, 0006CH

D I "a [j ) " : =a [ j 1
DW LMA, 00076H
DW LDM, 0
DW WAD, 00070H

DI "a[j+1)":=a[j+1)
DW LMA, 00078H
DW LDM, 0
DW WAD, 00072H

DC lambda:=1
DW LDC, 1
DW WAD, OOOOOH

Jump to next rule
DW JPI, 02H
DW NOP, 0

Rule2: 03CH
EX exit

DW HALT, $
DW HALT, $-4

Rule3: 044H
DC j :=1

DW LDC, 00001H
DW WAD, 0006CH

DE k:=k-1
DW LDA, 00074H
DW WAD, 0006EH

DI "a [ j) " : =a [j)

;DOR <-- constant
;DOR <-- (address)
;DOR <-- (MAR) used LDM,O
;MAR <-- (address)
; (MAR) <-- DOR
; (address) <-- DOR
; (MAR) <-- constant
;microPC <-- (address)
; DONE used HALT, $
;DELAY ONE CYCLE
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OW LMA, 00076H
OW LOM, 0
OW WAO, 00070H

OI "a[j+l]":=a[j+l]
ow LMA, 00078H
OW LOM, 0
OW WAD, 00072H

Jump to next rule
OW JPI, 02H
OW NOP, 0

Rule4: 074H
IO a[j] :="a[j+l]"

OW LMA, 00076H
OW LOA, 00072H
OW WMD, 0

IO a[j+l]:="a[j]"
OW LMA, 00078H
OW LOA, 00070H
OW WMD, 0

OE j:=j+1
OW LOA, 0007AH
OW WAD, 0006CH

OI "a[j]":=a[j]
OW LMA, 00076H
OW LOM, 0
OW WAD, 00070H

OI "a[j+l]":=a[j+l]
OW LMA, 00078H
OW LOM, 0
OW WAD, 00072H

Jump to next rule
OW JPI, 02H
OW NOP, 0

RuleS: OB4H
OE j :=j+1

OW LOA, 0007AH
OW WAD, 0006CH

OI "a[j]":=a[j]
OW LMA, 00076H
OW LOM, 0
OW WAD, 00070H

OI "a[j+l]":=a[j+l]
OW LMA, 00078H
OW LOM, 0
OW WAO, 00072H

Jump to next rule
OW JPI, 02H
OW NOP, 0

ENO
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ApPENDIX 3. BUBBLE SORT PALASM SOURCE CODE (l BUBBLE.PDS)

TITLE
AUTHOR
DATE

BUBBLE
Mr. D. T. Compiler
07-05-1994 at 12:36:12

CHIP 1BUBBLE LCA

;ADDRESS INPUT PINS (18)
Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 All A12 A13 A14 A1S
RDC WRLC WRHC ;READ, WRITE LOW BYTE, WRITE HIGH BYTE
;DATA INPUT PINS (18)
DIO DI1 DI2 DI3 DI4 DIS DI6 DI7 DI8 DI9 DI10 0111 0112 0113 0114 8:15
GCLK ZERO ;GLOBAL CLOCK, LOGICAL ZERO
;DATA OUTPUT PINS (17)
; Note that these data output pins are active low
000 001 002 D03 004 DOS 006 007 008 009 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 DOl~

;DAISY-CHAIN OUTPUT ENABLE
DOEIN ;DATA OUTPUT ENABLE (ACTIVE HIGH) FROM PREVIOUS CHIP
DOE ;DATA OUTPUT ENABLE (ACTIVE HIGH) TO NEXT CHIi'

EQUATIONS
;compute condition stub C2 = (k = 1 )
e 03 neO 1 =
((reg 06E O):+:(/(reg 06E O*/reg 06E O)))+«reg 06E l):+:(req 06E l~/reg G6E 1))

e 03 ne2 3" = - - - - - -- -_.- -_.

((reg 06E 2):+:(reg 06E 2*/reg 06E 2»)+«reg 06E 3):+:(r'1q 06E3~/reg_06'-:: 3))
e 03 ne4 5" = - - - - _. --- --

{(reg 06E 4) :+: (reg 06E 4*/reg 06E 4») + «reg 06E 5) :+: (reg 06i.-: 5~/reCJ_C6:::_.~»
e 03 ne6 i = - - - - -- -- .
{(reg 06E 6):+:{reg 06E 6*/reg 06E 6))+«reg 06E "l):+:(req G6i' '*/re'1_C;;:.·))
e 03 0 = -lee 03 neO-l+e-03 ne2-3+e-03 ne4 5,(; 03-ne6 7) -
C2 =-e 03 0 - - - - - - - .- -- - - .-

;compute condition stub C3 = (j = k )
e 05 neD 1 «reg 06C O):+:{reg 06E O»+«rug 06C I):~:(r'1g 06<-: 1))
e-OS-ne2-3 = ((reg-06C-2) :+: (reg-06E-2») + ((reg-·06C-3) :+: (reg·06i-:-3))
e-OS-ne4-S = «reg-06C-4): +: (reg-06E-4» + «reg-06C-S) : +: (r"'1-"06£--5))
e-OS-ne6-7 = «reg-06C-6) :+: (reg-06E-6)) + «reg-06C-7): ': (re'1"J6S"-7))
e-OS-O =- / (e 05 neO 1+0 05 ne2 3+e 05 ne4 5+e 05 ne6 I) ...
C3 =- e 05 0 - - - .. - - _.. .. . - -

;compute condit.ion stub C4 = ("a[j)" > "aij+IJ" )
e 07c2 =
(reg 070 l)*/(reg 072 l)+«reg 070 1)+/{reg072 l»)~«reCJ C70G)*/(req._C-i) 0))

e 07c4 2-0 = - - - - .. - ..

(reg 070-3)*/(reg 072 3)+«reg 070 3)+/(reg 072 3))~«reg C70 2)*/(re".';I) 2))
e 07c4 2-1 = - - - - .. - -
(reg 070-3)*/(reg 072 3)+«reg 070 3)+/(reg 07;> 3»)~«reg CIO 2)+/(reg iJ7? 2))
e 07c6 4-0 = - - - - - - .... -_.

(reg OiO-S)*/(reg 072 S)+«reg 070 5)+/(req en 5))*«r,,'1 070 (,)*/(re'} en. 1;))
e 07c6 4-1 = - - - - -' - _. --
(reg OiO-S)*/(reg 072 S)+«reg 070 S)+/(reg 0725») '«re'} ,)70 1,) '!(rc".C·i2 _1,)

e 07c6 =- e 07c6 4- O+e- 07c6 4 i* (e 07c4 2 O+-e 07',,4 2 : '" 07(2)
e-07c8 6 0 -= - - - - - -
(reg OiO-7)*/(reg 072 7)+«reg 070 7)+/{req 872 7))~«reg 010 61*/(r.e9 on. 6)1

e 07c8 6-1 = - - - - - - . - .. _..

(reg 070-7)*/(reg 072 7)+«reg 070 7)+/(reg 072 7))*«req ,,-/D b)'/(reg ct> 6))
e 07-0 =- (e 07c81; O+e 07c8 6 1*1' 07c6) - -- .-
C4 =-e 07 0- - - - -
;@Rule-bits from LO, LI, C2, C3, C4
Rule1 /L1*/LO ;Starting at Microprogram Address 004
Rule2 /L1*LO*C2 ;Starting at Microprogram Address 03C
Rule3 = /L1*LO*/C2*C3 ;Starting at Microprogram Address 04t,
Ru1e4 = /Ll*LO*/C2*/C3*C4 ;Starting at Microprogram Address C,4
RuleS = /L1*LO*/C2*/C3*/C4 ;Starting at Microprogram Address O~t,

rule 2 Rule1 + Rule2 + Rule3 + Rule4 + RuleS
rule-3 Rule2
rule-4 Rule2 + Rule4 + RuleS
rule-S Rule2 + Rule4 + RuleS
rule-6 Rule3 + Rule4
rule-7 RuleS
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;eompute action stub expression: k - 1
5 09 z :. reg 06E Ow/reg 06E 0 ;define zero
5-09-z.elkf ·-wrlc --
5-09-0 • /«reg 06E 0) :+:/(/5 09 z )
5-09-1 • - - -- --
(( reg 0 6E 1): + : / (5 09 z ) : + : ( (reg 0 6E 0) - / (/ s 09 z ) + ( (reg 06F. 0), / (/5 0') z i I )
5 0ge~ • - - - - - - - -, _.

((reg 06E 1)*/(509 z»+«reg 06E 1)+/(s 09 z»-«reg 06E 0)'/(/5 09 1.)+«re'1 06E 0)
+/(/5-09 i») - - - - - - - - - - --
5092" .- «reg 06E 2):+:/(509 z»:+:s 0ge2
5-09-3 • - - - - --
((reg 0 6E 3): + : / (5 09 z ) : +: ( (reg 06E 2) * / (5 09 z ) + ( (reg 06E 2) +/ (s 09 z»' s 0 ge2 )
5 0ge4 2 a • «reg-06E 3)*/(s 09z»+-«reg 06E 3)+/(5 09-z»*«reg 06E-2)-/(5 09 z»
5-0ge4-2-1 • «reg-06E-3) */ (s-09-z» + «reg-06E-3) +/ (s-09-z) - «reg-06E-2)·/ (s-09-z»)
5-09 4-·- «reg 06E-4) :+:/(5 09 zll :+: (s 09c4 2-0+s 09c4 2 l*s 0ge2f ---'
5-09sS 4 0 • (reg 06E 5) :+:7(5-09 z ) :+:«reg-06E 4)*/(5-09 z))
5-0955-4-1 • (reg-06E-S) :+: / (5-09-z) :+: «reg-06E-4) +/ (s-09-z»
s-09 S-·- - - - - - - --
5-0955 4 OW/Is 0ge4 2 0+5 0ge4 2 l*s 0ge2)+s 095S 4 1*(5 09c4 ? 0+5 0ge!; 2 1-5 09c2)
5-0ge6-4-0 • (reg 0-6E-S) *-/(5 0-9-z)+CCreg 06E-S)+r(s-09 z)*«(rcg 06E 4)'/(5 09-2»
5-0ge6-4-1 • (reg-06E-S) */ (5-09-z) + «reg-06E-5) +/ (5-09-z») * «reg"06:::"r;) '/ (s-09-·z) )
5-0ge6-·- s 0ge6 4 0+5-0ge6 4-1*(5 0ge4 2-0ts-0gel; 2-1*;; 0ge?) , - ,
s-09 6 • (reg 06E-6) :+:/ (5-09 z) :+:5 0ge6' -
5-09-7 • - - - - -,

(reg-06E 7):+:/(s 09 z):+:«reg 06E 6)'/(5 09 z)+«re'1 06F. 6),/(s 09 zl)'s 0ge61
;eompute-addres5 of array element: a I j J- - ,,--' .. ' --
a OB 0 reg 06e Ow/reg 06e a
a-OB-l reg-06e-0 -
a-OB-2 reg-06e-l
a-OB-3 reg-06e-2
a-OB-4 reg-06e-3
a-OB-S reg-06e-4
a-OB-6 reg-06e-S
a-OB-7 reg-06e-6
a-OB-S reg-0 6e-7
a-OO-z :. a DB O*/a OB a ;define zero
a-OO-z.elkf-· wrle - -
a-OO-O (a 00 z) :+: (a OB 0)
a-OO-l (cia 00 z):+:(a OB 1):+:«a 00 z)*(a OB 0)
a-00c2 «(/a-OO-z)*(a OB l)+«(/a OD-z)'+(a OB-l»)'«il OD z)'(a 0:1 0»
a-OO 2 «(/a-OO-z) :+:(a DB 2» :+:ii' ODe2 '
a-00-3 «a 00 z):+:(a OB3»:+:«ia 00 z)'(a 08 2)+«(/,1 O~) ZP(il DOl 2»)"il ODe2)
a-00c4 2 0 • «a OD z)*la OB 3»+«a OD z) f(a OB 3»*«(/il"OD"z)"(d-OB'2»
a-00e421· «a-OD-z)*(a-OB-3»+«a-00-z)+(a-OB-3»'«(/" OD-z)'(il-OH-2»
a-OO 4-·- «a 00 z):+:(a 08 411:+:(a ODe4 2 o+ii' ODet,? l*d'ODc» -, ..
a-OOsS 4 0 .-(a-OO z) :+~(a-OB S) :+:«il OD ~)'(i OB 4)r '
a-005S 41· (a-00-zl:+:(a-OB-5):<:«a-00-z)+(a-OB-4»
a -00 S-·- - - - - - - --
a-OOsS 4 O*/(a ODe4 2 O+a ODe4 2 I-a ODe2)+" 005S I; I*(a ODe4) O'a CDc.',? 1',1 C:Je2)
a-ODe6-4-0. la OOzl"*(aOB S)+na 0-0 z)+(a ·013 S»)--«a 015 z)--(,,-'OB -4) ,.,
a-00eG-4-1 • (a-OO-z)*(a-OB-S)+«a-OO-z)+(a-OB'''S)*«,,-OD-z)i(d'OB - 1;)
a-ODe6-·- a ODe6-4 O+a ODc6 /[ l*(a ODell 2 Ota ODc4 ? ]Oa ODe?) '. -
a-OO G • (a oo z) :+: (a OB 6) :+:a O'Dc6 -- -" -
a-00-7. (a-OD-z):+:(a-OB-7):+:na DO z)-(a OB 6)+«" OD zl"(a DB 6»)'" 0:;(6)
a OOcS 60;;: (a 00 z)*(a OB 7)+(a-00-z)+(a-OB 7)*«a 01) z)'(a ofi 6)1
a -00eS-6-1 • (a -OD-z) * (a-OB-7) + ( (a-OD- z ) + (a'''OB'·'7) ) " ( (a'OD' z ) i (" -C,;'- 01 )
a-OO S-·- (a 00 i):+:(a 013 Sf:+:(a ODeS 6 0+;; ODe8 6 I'A 0:),,6) .,
;compute address of array element.:- a r --j-.. ,-'!
5 OF z :. reg 06e Ow/reg 06e 0 ;define ze r o
5-0F-z.elkf .-wrlc --
5-0F-0 (reg OGe 0) :+: (/s OF z )
s-OF-l «reg 06e 1):+:(s-OF-z»):+:«reg 06e 0)*(/5 OF z r )
5-0Fc2 • «reg-06e-l) *(5 oF' z)+«reg 06e-1)+(s OF z-j)*(rec] 06C.D)'(/sG"z»)
5-0F 2 • «reg-06e-2) :+:(5 OF z ) :+:s-OFe,t ---
5 -OF-3 • - - - - -

((reg 06e 3):+:(5 OF z»:+:«reg 06e 2)*(s Or z)+«reg 06e 2)+(s OF £.»'5 OFe2)
5 OFe4 2 O· «re-g 06e 3)*(s OFz»+-«reg06e--3H(s OF-'z)-"«rcg-06C 2)'(s OF z )
5-0Fe4-2-1 • «reg-06e-3)*(s-OF-z»+«reg-06C-3)+(s-OF-z» '«reg-06e-2)~(s-OF-z»

5-0F 4-·- «reg 06e-4) :+: (5 of zll :+: (s OFc4 2-0+5 OFc4-2 l r s Ore2) --- -
5-0FsS 40· (reg06e 5):+:(5-0F z):+:(rcg-C6e 4)'*(5 O1'"z»'
5-0F5S-4-1 • (reg-06e-S) :+: (5-0F-z) :+: «reg-C6e-4) + (s-OF-z))
5 -OF S-.- - - - - - - -,-

5-0FsS 4 0*/ (s OFe4 2 0+5 OFe4 2 1*s Ore2) +s OrsS ~ 1· (5 DFe4 ;> O+s CFe/j ;> 1'5 Fe2)
5-0Fe6-4-0· (reg 0-6e-S) *-(5 OF-z)+«reg 06e !')+(5-0F' z»-;«reiJ '06e 1;)"(5-0", z»)'
5-0Fe6-4-1 • (reg-06e-5)*(5-0F-z)+«reg-06e-'~)+(5-0F-z»)"«(,-eq06c- t, ) · ( ,, · - O :: -" z ) )

5=:OFe6-.- s_OFe6_4::-0+s::-0Fe6_/[_1*(s_01'c4..2_0,s OFe/;--2 :'s OFc?) -- ,.
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s OF G = (reg OGC G) :+: (s OF z) :+:s OFcG
s -OF-7 = - - - - -
(reg-OGC 7) :+: (s OF z ) :+: «reg OGC G) W(s OF z ) + ( t r o q OGC 6)·1 (5 OF z)) '5 OF"G)
a a 11 a ;; s OF 0* / s- OF a - - - - - _. .-
a -011-1 s -OF-O --
a-01 C2 s -OF-1
a-011-3 s-OF-2
a-011-4 s-OF-3
a-011-s s-OF-4
a-011-G s-OF-s
a-01C7 s-OF-G
a-Ol1-S s -OF-7
a-013-z := a 011 O*/a all a ;define zero
a-013-z.clkf-= wrlc - -
a-0l3-0 (a 013 z) :+: (a 011 0)
a-013-1 (Oa 013 z):+:la all l»:+:((a OJ3 z)W(a 011 0))
a-013c2 «(/a-013-z)*(a all l)+«(/a 013 z):;(a 011 1))*(a 013 z)*(a CJI 0))
a-Ol3 2 ((/a-013-z) :+:Ta on 2)) :+:03 013c2
a -013-3
((a 013 z):+:(a 011 3»:+:«(/a 013 z)*(a 011 2)+«(/a 013 z)+(a 011 2»)*a 013e2)
a 0l3c4-2 0 = fea 0-13 z)*(a Oil 3»)+(a 013 z)+(a 011 3»)*((/a"-013·-z)*(a-011 2))
a-013c4-2-1 = «(a-013-z) * (a-01e3» + «(a-013-z) + (a-011-3) ) .. «/il-013-·z)'" (a-011-2»)
a-Ol3 4-=- «(a 013-z) :+: (a 011 4)) :+: (a o13cif 2 O+a 013c4 2 l*a"-O: ,<:2) .. -
a-013"5s 4 0 =-(a 013 z) :+:(a all 5) :+:T(a 013 z) *(a 011 4»)
a-013ss-4-1 = (a-013-z) :+: (a--Oll-S) :+: (,1-013-z) +(a-Oll-~»
a-013 5-=- - - - - - - _.
a-013"5S 4 O*/(a 013c4 2 O+a 013c4 2 l*il 013c2),a C13s~ 4 lW(a C:3c~ 2 C"" ~:3c' 2
a-013c2) - - -
a-013cG 40 = (a 013 z)W(a 011 5)+((a 013 Z)'(il all S»*((a 013 z)*(a oi : r,»)
a-013cG-4-1 = (a-013-z)*(a-011-S)+((a-013·z)t(a-Oll-S»'((a"OJ3 Z)I(il-"O~.:·"lj))

a-013c6- =- a 013c6 4 O+a 013cG if 1 * (a 013c4 2 O+a 013er, 2 1*,-i C: :icn -
a-Ol3 G = (a 013 z) :+: (a 011 6):+:a 0-13cG _. -
a-013-7 = - -
(a 013 z):+:(a all 7):+:«a 013 z)*(a 011 G)+((a 013 z)+(a OJ: 6))*a C13e6)
a 013c8 GO = -(a 0-13 z)*(a011-7)+(a-013-z)'(a all 7»*((i.l 01·3 z)*(.'i A" G))
a-013cS-G-l = (a-013-z)*(a-01C7)+((a-013-z)+(a-011-7»)*((,1"013-z)+(aC";-6))
a-013 S-=- (a 013-z):+:(a 011 S):+:(a 013cS G O+a 013c8 G ]w,) 01k6)
;compute action stub expression: j + -1 "_....
sOlS z := reg OGC Ow/reg OGC 0 ;define zero
s-Ols-z.clkf =-wrlc --
s-01S-0 (reg OGC 0) :+: (/5 015 z )
s-Ols-l «(reg OGe l):+:(s-OlS-z):+:((reg 06C 0)'(/5015 z))
s-01Sc2 = (reg-OGC-1)*(s 015 zTl+((req OGC-l)+(s 015 z)'-«(rcc; D6C :;)'(/""'.:15.z))
s-OlS 2 = (reg-OGC-2):+:Ts 015 z»:+:s·0IsE2 ... ."
s -015-3 = - - - - -
((reg-OGC 3):+:(s 015 z»):+:«(reg OGC 2)*(5015 z)+«(reg OGC 2)+(50:5 :<))'5 0;Sc2)
s 015<:4 2-0 = - - ... - - -. - - - -
((reg 06C-3)*(s 015 z»+(reg OGC 3)+(5 015 z»*«(re'l OGC ))*($ OiS z r )
s 01sc4 2-1 = - - - - - - - - --
((reg 06C-3)*(s 015 z»+«reg OGC 3)+(s 015 z»*«(reg OGC 2);(,; 015 z j )
s 015-4 =- «(reg- OGC- 4) :+: (s 015 z) :+: (s 015c4 2 O+s -015c-r, 2 1*;; OlSc2)
s-OIS"5s 4 0 = (reg OGC S):+:(s 015 z):+:((reg aGe 'I)'(s 015 z)) 
s-0ISsS-4-1 = (reg-OGC-S) :+: (s-OIS-z) :+: (reg-OGC-4) + (s-015" z))
s -015 5-=- - - - - - - -
s-Ols"5S 4 O*/(s 01Sc4 2 O+s 01Sc4 2 1*5 015c2)+s Ol~sS 4 1*(,; C1Se4 ? 0-5 OlSer, 2 1*
s-0ISc2) -
s-OlscG 4 a = (r.eg OGC S)*(s 015 z)+«r.eg 06C 5)+(5 015 z)W((,cg ::J6c 1;)'(5 015 z l )
s-0IScG-4-1 = (reg-OGC-5) * (s-OlS·z) + ((reg-OGC--S) + (5-015 z l ) * ((rcq·D('~""- (,) . (.,·0:5--2))
s-OIScG-:- s 01ScG 4" 0+5 01Sc6 4 I*(s 01Sc4 2 O+s OlS-c4 ;i 1'0. '~".'1c~l" ..-
s-Ols G = (reg oGe 6) :+:(s 01S z) :+:5 01Sc6· -
s-01S-7 = - - - - -
(reg OGC 7) :+: (s 015 z ) :+: ((reg OGC G)' (5 OJ:; z ) + ((req G6C 6)·· L' 0: 5 I.)) >". OlSc61
iInput Registers-and-Constants·_· . - "-_.
LO := OIO, lambda i npu t oit a
LO.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
La .CE = sel 00 ;C lock Enable
L1 := OIl-, lambda i npr. t bit
Ll.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
Ll.CE = sel 00 ;Clock Enable
reg OGC 0 -.- DID, i.nput bit G
reg-OGC-O.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg-OGC-O.CE = sel OGC ;Clock Enable
reg-OGC-1 := OIl-, input bit
reg-OGC-l.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg-OGC-1.CE sel aGe ;Clock Enable
reg:::OGC:::2 := OI2 - input o i t; 2
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reg_06C 2.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock-reg_06C 2.CE sel 06C ;Clock Enable
reg 06C-3 .- DIJ , input bit 3
reg-06C-3.CLKF WRLC ; Write Clock
reg:::06C:::3.CE sel 06C ;Clock Enable
reg_06C 4 .- 014 , input bit
reg_06C-4.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg 06C-4.CE sel- 06C ;Clock Enable
reg-06C-S .- DIS , input bit 5
reg-06C-S.CLKF WRLC ;Write Clock
reg:::06C:::S.CE sel 06C ;Clock Enable
reg_06C- 6 .- 016 , input bit 6

reg_06C 6.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg 06C-6.CE sel 06C ;Clock Enable
reg-06C-7 .- on , input bit
reg-06C-7.CLKF WRLC ;Write Clock
reg:::06C:::7.CE sel- 06c ;Clock Enable
reg_06E 0 .- DID , k input bit 0
reg_06E:::0.CLKF = WRLC ;Writa Clock
reg_06E- O.CE sel 06E ;Clock Enable
reg_06E 1 .- OIl , k input bit
reg_06E:::l.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_06E_l.CE sel- 06E ;Clock Enable
reg_06E 2 .- DI2 , k input bit ?
reg_06E:::2.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_06E- 2.CE sel- 06E ;Clock Enable
reg_06E 3 .- DIJ , k inpuL hi::.
reg_06E-3.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg 06E-3.CE sel 06E ;Clock Enable
reg:::06E:::4 .- DJ4 , input bit r,
reg 06E 4.CLKF = WRLC ; Wri t e clock
reg:::06E:::4.CE sel- 06E ;Clock Enable
reg_06E S .- DIS , input bit ~

reg_06E-S.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_06E:::S.CE sel 06E ;Clock Enable
reg_06E 6 .- 016 , k input bit: 6

reg_06E:::6.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_06E- 6.CE sel 06E ;Clock Enable
reg_06E 7 .- Dn , k input bit. ./

-reg_06E 7.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock-reg_06E- 7.CE sel 06E ;Clock Ena b l e
reg_070- 0 .- DID , llr1f~Jll i ~1pll~. :) i ~: C

reg_070 O.CLKF = ~1RLC ;Write Ciock-reg_070- O.CE sel 070 ;C lock En ab l o
reg_070 - 1 .- DIl , "r1 i ~I )11 i npu t. c i :.

reg_070 l.CLKF e, WRLC ;Write Clock-reg_070 l.CE ~ sel 070 ;Clock Enable-reg_070 2 := 012 , "a ] -j]" i npu t. 01 L ;;
reg_070:::2.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_070-2.CE sel 070 ;Clock Enable
reg_070 3 :;::. DI3 , "a [ jJ " input 0,1 t J
reg 070-3.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg:::070:::3.CE sel 070 ;Clock EnabJe
reg_070 4 :;::. DI4 , "a [-j J" input bi t. r:

reg_070:::4.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_070- 4.CE sel 070 ;Clock Enable
reg_070 S := DIS , "a [ j] " input bit 5
reg 070-S.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg::::070:::S.CE sel 070 ;Clock Enable
reg 070 6 := DI6 , "a [ -jJ" input. n-it. t

reg::::070::::6.CLKF -- WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_070- 6.CE sel 070 ;Clock Enable
reg_070 7 :;:;: on r " a r j ) " l npu; 011.

-reg_070 7.CLKF = WRLC ;Wr.ite Clock
reg_070:::7.CE sel 070 ;Clock Eria b l e
reg 072 0 := DID " a i oj +1) II : npu t. bi t 0, "
reg-072-0.CLKF = WRLC ;Writc Clock
reg:::072:::0.CE - sel 072 ;Clock Enable
reg_072 1 := DIl , Il a I j +1] II inpuL bit

reg_072:::l.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg_072 l.CE sel 072 ;Clock Enable
reg 072-2 .- DI2 , "a I j +1 J " input oit. ;;

reg-072-2.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock
reg:::072:::2.CE scI 072 ;Clock Enabl<!
reg_072 - 3 := 013 r " ri f "j -I 1111 input. bit.

reg_072 3.CLKF = WRLC ;Write Clock-
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;Select fo~ lambda input
;Select for @Rule output
;Select f o r j input
;Select for k input
;Select f o r "aljJ" input
;Sclect f o r "alj+1J" input.
;Select f o r k-1 output
;Se1ect f o r @a[j] ou qJ\J 1.
;Selcct f o r @a[j+1J o ur.pu t
;Sclect for +1 output
Highest &HO
High &HO
Middle &HO
Low &HO
Low &H2
Middle &H6
Low &HC
Low &HE
Middle &H7
Low &f!4

,
;Write Clock
;Clock Enable

,
;Write Clock
;Clock Enable

j+l

j+l

k-l, @alj]
@a[j+l],

k-l, @aljJ
@a[j+lJ,

@Rule, k-l
@a[j], @afj+l]

@Rule, k-l
@a[j], @a[j+l)

@Rule, k-l
@a r j], @a 1 -j;.} .1

@Rule, k-l
@a[j], @a[j+l]

@RuJe, k-l
@alj), @a!j·l;

@Rule, k-l
@a[j), @c1[:j~lJ

"a[~+l]" input bit

"a [j+l] It input bit 5

"a[~+l]" input bit 6

"a I ~ +1 J " input bit 7

,
;Write Clock
;Clock Enable

,
;Write Clock
;Clock Enable

reg 072 3.CE sel 072 ;Clock Enable
reg-072-4 := DI4
reg-072-4.CLKF = WRLC
reg-072-4.CE = sel 072
reg-072-S := DIS
reg-072-S.CLKF = WRLC
reg-072-S.CE sel 072
reg-072-6 := DI6
reg-072-6.CLKF = WRLC
reg-072-6.CE = sel 072
reg=072=7 := Dn
reg 072 7.CLKF = WRLC
reg-072-7.CE = sel 072
;Output- Mul t Lp Le xe r s
DOOtl = 5 09 O*sel 074 + a 00 O*sel 076 ,
DOOt3 = a-Olj O*seI 078 + 5_015 O*sel 07A
DOOal = DOOtl-+ DOOt3
000 = /(/RDC*(DOOal))
DOltl = 5 09 l*sel 074 + a 00 l*sel 076 ;
DOlt3 = a-013 l*seT 078 + 5 015 l*sel 07A
DOlal = DOltl-+ DOlt3
001 = / (/RDC* (DOla 1) )
D02tl rule 2*sel 02 + 5 09 2*sel 074 ;
D02t3 = a OD-2*seC076 + a 013 2*sel 078
D02t5 = s-Ol~ 2*seI 07A ; -j+l
D02al = D02tl-+ D02t3 + D02tS
002 = / (/RDC* (D02a 1) )
D03tl rule 3*sel 02 + 5 09 3*sel 074 ;
D03t3 = a OD-3*sel-076 + a 013 3*sel 078
D03tS = s-015 3*seT 07A; j+l
D03al = D03tl-+ D03t3 + D03tS
003 = / (/RDC* (D03a 1) )
D04tl rule 4*sel 02 + 5 09 4*sel 074 ;
D04t3 = a OD-4*sel-076 + a 013 4*sel 0"/8
D04tS = s-Ol~ 4*seI 07A ; -j+l
D04al = D04tl-+ D04t3 + D04t5
004 = /(/RDC*(D04al))
DOStl rule S*sel 02 + s 09 S*sel 074 ;
DOSt3 = a OD-S*sel-076 + a 013 S*sel 078
DOSt5 = s-Ol5" S*seI 07A; j+l
DOSal = DOStl-+ DOSt3 + DOStS
DOS = / (/RDC* (DOSal) )
D06tl rule 6*sel 02 + s 09 6*sel 074 ;
D06t3 = a OD-6*sel-076 + a 013 6*sel 078
D06tS = 5-015 6*seI 07A; j+l
D06al = D06t 1-+ D06e3 + D06tS
006 = /(/RDC*(D06al))
D07tl rule 7*sel 02 + s 09 7*sel 074 ;
D07t3 = a OD-7*sel-076 + a 013 7*sel 078
D07tS = 5-015 7*seI 07A; j+l
D07al = D07tl-+ D07t3 + D07tS
007 = / (/RDC* (D07al)
D08tl = a OD 8*sel 076 + a 013 8*sel 078
D08al = D08t I
008 = / (/RDC* (D08a 1) )
;Address Select Logic
sel 00 = ASXO*ASHO*ASMO*ASLO
sel-02 = ASXO*ASHO*ASMO*ASL2
sel-06C ASXO*ASHO*ASM6*ASLC
sel-06E ASXO*ASHO*ASM6*ASLE
sel-070 ASXO*ASHO*ASM7*ASLO
sel-072 ASXO*ASHO*ASM7*ASL2
sel-074 ASXO*ASHO*ASM7*ASL4
sel-076 ASXO*ASHO*ASM7*ASL6
sel-078 ASXO*ASHO*ASM7*ASL8
sel-07A ASXO*ASHO*ASM7*ASLA
ASXO /A12*/A13*/A14*/AlS
ASHO /A8*/A9*/AlO*/All
ASMO /A4*/AS*/A6*/A7
ASLO /Al*/A2*/A3
ASL2 Al*/A2*/A3
ASM6 /A4*AS*A6*/A7
ASLC /Al*A2*A3
ASLE Al *A2*A3
ASM7 A4*AS*A6*/A7
ASL4 /Al*A2*/A3
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ASL6
ASL8
ASLA

AI*A2*/A3
/AI*/A2*A3
Al */ A2 *A3

Low &f16
Low &H8
Low &HA
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when e xpa noo c )

a 2x2 ma i ri x of
ou t pu; p i xc t s

vv DO vv
, exp 0 15 :exp 0 a) d i vZ" ;
e xp 0-7:exp 0 O),odiv2' ]
+ exp-E 7:exp-E 0) d i v Z? 1

ApPENDIX 4. PYRAMID FUNCTION MACRO (PYRAMID.DEF)

92 estimated CLBs (note: upper case lctters arc replaced
;image magnification macro

a-bit pixels are packed two per 16-bit word. loading
; input pixels produces two horizontal 2x2 matrixes of
;function declaration

func pyramid 'magnify a 32x32 image to 64x64
up in, dn in : registcr:1E; 'reg p.., reg B
up-2, dn 2 : expression:16; 'exp-C, exp-O
up=out, dn_out : expression:16; 'exp E, exp F
shift: register:1; 'reg G

vv 01 vv
(FO)exp F 15:exp F a ~ (exp C 15:exp C a
(E1)exp-E-7:exp E IT = (exp C i:exp C-O-+
(EO)exp-E-15:exp E a = (exp F 15:exp-F a
(F1)exp=F=7:exp3_0 = exp_0=7:exp_OY -

,
;writing a 1 to reg G shifts registers as follows

exp C 15:exp C 8 := exp C 7:exp C 0 := reg A 15:reg A a
exp:::D:)5:exp:::D:::a := exp:::O:::7:exp:::O:::0 :~ reg:::B:)5:reg=,l::-a

,
;writing a 2 to reg G shifts registers as follows

exp C 15:exp C 8 := exp C 7:exp cO.· reg A 7:reg A Q
exp:::D:::15:exp:::D:::a :~ exp:::D:::7:exp_D_0 :~ rog:::B:::7:rcg=B. C

;=======
it_E_15:t E a ~ (exp_C_15:exp_C..8 , exp_D.I:>:exp.D.S) divr
,
t_E_8 = exp_C_9 :+: exp_D_9 :+: exp_C_S*exp._D.8
; ---
t Ee10 = exp C 9"exp D 9 + (exp C 9 + e xp D ~) •. (exp C S'exp i) B)
t:::E_9 = exp_C_10 :+:-exp_D_10 :+:-t_Ec10· - . . .
;---
t E 10 = exp C 11 :+: exp_0_11 :+: (cxp..C.IO"exp_.O.lO • (o xp •. '" -t

exp:::D_10)*t_Ec10)
;---
t Ee12 100 = exp C ll"exp D 11 + (exp C 11 . e xp 0 lU*(cxp.c IO*ex" D 10)
t-Ee12-10-1 = exp-C-11"exp-0-11 + (exp·C-ll • cxp 0 ll)*(exp C '0' cxp:; :01
t:::E_1C= exp_C_12-:+: expJ)_12 :+: (t.Ecl.2.10_0 +-t-::'Ecl? 10 I': SclO) .
; ---
t Ee13 12 0 = exp C 13 :+: exp 0 13 :+: (exp C 12*cxp 0 12)
t -Ee13-12-1 = exp-c-13 : +: exp-0 -13 : +: (exp "c ··12 • cxp"D :;;)
t-E 12-=-t Eel3 i20*/(t Ecl2 10-0· t EeI2·ia-1*t Ecla") : ,:c::i ,? :'(:. :",;;:r.:
+-t-::"EeI2 10 l*t:::EclO)
;---
t Ee14 12 0 = exp C 13"exp 0 13 + (exp_C_13 , exp D 13) * (o xp C l?*ex,) .' '?I
t-Ee14-12-1 = exp-C-13"exp-0-13 + (exp CD, exp-O-13)'(cxp·C"P· cxp·~, :21
t-Ee14- t Ee14 12 0 + t E-c14 12 1" (t Eo·12 10 a +-t-'Scl? 18 ·l't. Ec:OI
t:::E_13 = exp_C_14 :+: exp_0_14 :+: t.f'·e14
; ---
t E 14 = exp C 15 :+: exp_0_15 :+: (cxp.C_14·cxp_D_14 • (cxp C 14 -r

exp:::O_14) "t_Ecl4)
; ---
t E 15 = exp C 15"exp 0 15 + (exp C 15 I exp.D_15) * (exp_C 11,*l'xp_r;.ll)
exp:::0_15)"(exp~C_14 +-exp_0_14)"t=Scll,
; ---
;======
iexp_E_7:exp_E_0 = (exp_C_7:exp_C_O , exp_D_"l:exp_O.Ol <iiv?'

(exp C :J -

; ---
exp Ee2
eXP:::E_1

exp C l*cxp 0 1 + (exp C 1 • exp D 1) * (o xp C O'~,xp

exp~C=2 :+:-exp_0_2 :+.:. exp Ee? . . . .. .
8 )

;---
exp Ee4 2 0 = exp C 3*exp 0 3 t (cx p C :> ' e xp 0 3)' (exp C 2"cxp D 2)
exp-Ee4-2-1 = exp-C-3"exp-O-3 + (exp··C-3 .;. cxp-D·3)*(exp·C) • exp·-D 2)
exp:::E_3-=-exp_C_4-:+: exp-=,O-=,4 :+: (cxp.Ec4_?O-+-cxp"Ee4·~2 ]*expE::2)
;---
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exp EeS 4 0 = exp C 5 :+: exp D 5 :+: (exp C 4*exp j) ~)

exp:::EeS::::() = exp::::C::::S :+: exp::::D::::5 :+: (exp-C-4 + exp-D 4)
exp E 4 = exp EeS 4 0*/ (exp Ee4 2 0 + exp Ee4 2 l*exp Ee2>
exp:::EcS_4_1 * (exp_Ee4_2_0 + eXP_Ee4_2_1 *exp_Ee2) - -
i---
exp Ee6 4 0 = exp C S*exp D 5 + (exp C 5 + exp D 5) *(exp C 4*cxp D 4)
exp-Ee6-4-1 = exp-C-5*exp-D-S + (exp-C-5 + exp-D-5) * (exp-C-4 + cxp-D 4)
exp-Ee6- -exp Ee6-4-0 + e-xpEe6 4 1*lexp Ee4 2-0-+ exp E-e4-2 l*exp--Ec2)
exp::::E_S exp::::C_6-:+: exp_D:6 :+:-exp_Ee6 - - - - - -

;---
exp E 7 exp C 7*exp D 7 + (exp C 7 + exp_D_ 7) * (exp_C_6*cxp_D. 6) • (ex:) c: "I ,
exp::::D::::7)*(exp:C::::6 + exp~D_6)*cxp=Ec6
;---
;======
;exp_E_1S:exp_E_8

i---
exp EelO = t E 9*exp E 1 + (t, E 9 + exp E 1)*(t E S*cxp EO)
exp:::E_9 = tJ::_lO :+:-exp_E_2 :+: exp_EerO'· - - - ..
i---
exp_E_IO = t_E_ll :+: exp_E_3 :+: (t_E_IO*exp_E_2 , (t_E_I0 + cxp_E_2) *cxp_Eel0)
;---
exp Ee12 10 0 = t E ll*exp E 3 + (t E II + exp E 3)*(t E 10*exo E 2)
exp-Ee12-10-1 = t-E-ll*exp-E-3 + (t-E-ll , cxp-E-3)*(t-S-1C .\ cxp-S;/)
exp::::E_ll-= 1._E_12- :+: exp.J:_4 :+: fex-p_ 8c12_10:::0-. exp-_S-cl? IG.1·0xp_.,:,,·.0)
;---
exp Ee13 12 0= t E 13 :+: exp E 5 :,.: (t S 12*exp E 4)
exp-Ee13-12-1 = t-E-13 :+: exp-E-5 :+: (t E 12 + exp-E 4)
exp-E 12-= -exp Ec13-12 0*/(exp-EcI2 10 0 "+ exp Ee12 10··1*cxp !:.c1Cl
e xp::::Ec13_12_1 * fexp_Eel Z10_0 +- e xp _Eel:?_IDl*cxp_Ec"fO)
; ---
exp Ee14 12 0 = t E 13*exp E 5 + (t E 13 -t- exp_E_S) * (t E :;;*cxo E 4)
exp-Ee14-12-1 = t-E-13*exp-E-S + (t E 13 1 e xp E S)*(t E '-? ~,xp"S ,,)
exp-Ee14- -exp Ee14-12 0 +- exp Eel 4- i2 1* (exp Eel2 I od "" o xp !·:cl;; -; C 1 'cxp_Eel G)
exp::::E_13 t_E::::14 :+: exp_E_6 :+: eXP.. Ee1!; - --

;---
exp E 15 t E lS*exp E 7 + (t E 15 + exp_E_"1)*(t.El~*exp_E6) • (~ ": :~ •
exp:::E::::7) * (t_E_f4 + exp.J:_6) *expJ::cI4
;---
i=====;:

;exp_F_1S:exp_F_8 = (exp_D_7:exp_D.O ... exp_D_.l:':exp_D.8) div2'
;
exp_F_8 = exp_D_l :+: exp_D.9 :+: exp_D.. O*exp D S
;---
exp FelO = exp D 1*exp D 9 + (exp D ; ... e x p D 9)*(exp" C-cxt):" 1!)
exp::::F_9 = exp_D_2 :+: exp_D_10 :+: exp_Fel0
i---
exp" 10 = exp D 3 :+: exp D 11 :+: (exp_D_2*exp J) .i. (c xr.
exp::::D::::10)*exp_FelO) --
;---
exp Fe12 10 0 = exp D 3*exp D 11 + (exp D 3' e xp D 11) * (o xp ;) ?*cxp C; : G
exp-Fe12-10-1 = exp-D-3*exp-D-11 + (exp D 3 \ o xp -D-11) * (exp ·,)'2 ' exp':; 01
exp::::F_ll-= exp_D.4 :+: exp_D_-12 :+: (exp.}'c12_10_0" exp..Fe1? 10 ;*exp:'-c 0)
i---
exp Fc13 12 0 = exp D 5 :+: exp D 13 :+: (exp D 4*cxp D 12)
exp-Fe13-12-1 = exp-D-S :+: exp-D-13 :+: (exp'::-D::::4 + exp:'=D 12)
exp-F 12-= -exp Fc13-i2 O*/(exp FeT2 10 0 , e xp Fc12 10 l*exp FelO)
exp::::Fc13_12_1 * fexpj"e12_10_0 +- exp":i"ci2_10_1*expJclO) -
i---
exp Fc14 12 0 = exp D S*exp D 13 + (exp D S . e xp D 13) * (e xp D 4*exp D 12)
exp-Fe14-12-1 = exp-D-S*exp-D-13 1 (cxp-D-S t cxp-D'13) *(cxp-D !j ~ exp-;) 1?)
exp-Fc14 = -exp Fc14-12 0 + -exp Fe14 12 ·i*-(exp Fc12 io 0 ' exp -:'c12 10 '; 'eXD ?clO)
eXP::::F_13 = exp::::D_6 :+:-exp_D_14- :+: -exp.FcH - _ ..
i---
exp F 14 = exp D ., :+: exp_D_15 :+: (exp C 6"cxp_D.:f, . kxp., ;:
exp::::D::::14)*exp_FeT4)
i---
exp_F_1S = exp_D_7*exp_D_1S + (exp_D_'I I cxp DIS) *(ext> D 6'cxp D JIj)

exp_D_15)*(exp_D_6 + exp_D_14)*cxp_Fc11j
i---
;=====
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exp P 0
exp-P-l
exp-P-2
exp-P-3
exp-P-4
exp-P-5
exp-P-6
exp:::P:::7

exp 0 0
exp-O-l
exp-O-2
exp-O-3
exp-O-4
exp-O-5
exp-O-6
exp:::O:::7

;=====
;writing to reg_G shifts:

exp C 15 := exp C 7
exp-C-15.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::15.ce = sel_G

exp C 14 := exp C 6
exp-C-14.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::14.ce = sel_G

exp C 13 := exp C 5
exp-C-13.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::13.ce = sel_G

exp C 12 := exp C 4
exp-C-12.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::12.ce = sel_G

exp C 11 := exp C 3
exp-C-ll.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::ll.ce = sel_G

exp C 10 := exp C 2
exp-C-I0.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::I0.ce = sel_G

exp C 9 := exp C 1
exp-C-9.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::9.ce = sel_G

exp C a := exp C 0
exp-C-S.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::C:::S.ce sel G

;=::===

;upper byte bit 15 gets lower byte bit 1
;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit 14 gets lower byte bit 6
;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit 13 gets lower byte hit. 5
;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit 12 gets lower byte bit ~

;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit 11 gets lower byte bit 3
;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit 10 gets lower byte b~: 2
;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

upper byte bit 9 gets lower byte bit
write clock
whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit 8 qe t s lower byte 0; t C
;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

;writing to reg_G shifts:

exp 0 15 := exp D 7
exp-O-15.clkf = wrlc
exp:::O:::15.ce = sel_G

exp 0 14 := exp D 6
exp-O-14.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::O:::14.ce = sel_G

exp 0 13 := exp D 5
exp-O-13.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::O:::13.ce = sel_G

exp 0 12 := exp D 4
exp-O-12.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::O:::12.ce = sel_G

exp 0 11 := exp D 3
exp-O-ll.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::O:::ll.ce = sel_G

exp 0 10 := exp D 2
exp-D-I0.clkf =-wrlc
exp:::O:::l0.ce = sel_G

exp 0 9 := exp 0 1
exp:::O:::9.clkf =-wrlc

;upper byte biL 15 geLs lower byte cit.
;wr ite clock
;whenever address G c e t. s wr i t.t.o n

;upper byte bit I~ geLs lower byte cit
;write clock
;whenever address G gelS written

;upper byte bit 13 gets lower byte bit 5
; wr ite clock
;whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit 12 gets lower byte bit
; wr ite clock
;whenever address G gets written

;upper byte bit II gets lower byte bi:
; wr ite clock
;whenever address G qets written

;upper byte biL 10 gets lower byLe
;write clock
;whenever address G gets wriLtRn

;upper byte bit 9 gets lower byte bit
;write clock
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exp_O_9.ce : sel_G

exp 0 S :: exp 0 0
exp-O-S.clkf :-wrlc
exp:::O:::S.ce : sel G

;whenever address G 'lets wr i t t.e n

;upper byte bit 8 gets lower byte bit C
;write clock
;whenever address G gets written

;=====

;writing a 0 to reg_G shifts: exp C 7: exp C 0 := reg_A_15: reg. A .. 8
;writing a 1 to reg_G shifts: exp:::C:::7 :exp:::c=O :;::; reg_A_7 : reg.. 1\_0

;writing a 0 to reg_G shifts: exp 0 7:exp 0 0 := reg B 15: reg B 8
;writing a 1 to reg_G shifts: exp:::O:::7 :exp_D.O .- reg:::B:::7: reg.,B.O

exp C 7 :: /diO*reg A 15 + diO*reg A 7 ;rI5 if /diO:l + e7 if diO<
exp-C-7.clkf : wr Lc" - ;write clock-
exp:::C:::7.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets written

exp C 6 :: /diO*reg A 14 + diO*reg A 6 ;rH if /diO=l -t- c6 j f cii,J<
exp-C-6.clkf : wr Lc"' - ;write clock-
exp:::C:::6.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets written

exp C 5 :: /diO*reg A 13 + diO*reg A 5 ; r13 if IdiO:l + e5 if d; a
exp-C-S.clkf : wr Lc" - ;write clock-
exp:::C:::S.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets writter.

exp C 4 := /diO*reg A 12 + diO'*reg A 4 r r l Z if /diO~: f- ell : f diJ:..-;
exp-C-4.clkf : wr l c " - ;write clo-ck-
exp:::C:::4.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G 'lets written

expC3:: /diO*regAll +diO*regA3 r r l . if IdiGol' e3" dIG
exp-C-3.clkf : wr Ic" - ;write clo-ck-
exp:::C:::3.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G qo ts w r i t.t e n

exp C 2 := /diO*reg A 10 + diO*reg A 2 ; rIO if IdiD:;;} .. e2 .. c;; 8-'
exp-C-2.clkf : wr Ic" - ;write clo-ck-
exp:::C:::2.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G 'lets wr li r.e r:

exp C 1 :: /diO*reg A 9 + diO'reg A I ;r9 if /diO< " e l if ci iO
exp-C-l.clkf : wr Lc " - ;write cioc-k
exp:::C:::l.ce : sel_G ;whenever a dci r c s s G gets written

exp CO:: /diO*reg A B + d i Ov r eq A 0 ; r8 if IdiO=1 • eO i: diO<
exp-C-O.clkf : wrlc- - ;write clock
exp:::C:::O.ce sel_G ;whenever address G gets written

i:::====

;writing a 1 to reg G shifts:
;writing a 2 to reg:::G shifts:

exp D 7:exp DO:: reg B 15:ro" ,J B
exp:::O:::7 :exp·'O·'O :: reg:::S:::7: r"9_lJ.O

IdiO=1 . cl , d : 0::

written

leiiO:1 (~ 6 r ~)
,n

writ.Len

1d.10~ 1 . e:; : d~ 00.'

wr i t r.cn

IdiO~J (')~ f diO=

written

IdiO:1 , 83 ~ diO~

written

/diO:oc j c? .. a:' Ce:

exp 0 5 :: /diO*reg B 13 + diO'reg B 5 ;r13 if
exp-O-S.clkf : wrlc- - ;write clo-ck-
exp:::O:::S.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets

exp 0 7 :: /diO*reg B 15 + diO*reg B 7 ;rlS if
exp-0-7. clkf : wr l c - - ; write clock-
exp:::O:::7.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets

exp 0 6 :: IdiO*reg B 14 + diO*reg B 6 ;rH i:
exp-O-6.clkf : wr Ic" - ;write clo-ck-
exp:::O:::6.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets

exp 0 4 :: /diO*reg B 12 + diO*reg B 4 ; r12 if
exp-O-4.clkf = wrlc- - ;write clock-
exp:::O:::4.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets

exp 0 3 :: /diO*reg B 11 + diO'reg B 3 ;rl1 if
exp-O-3.clkf : wr Lc" - ;write clo-ck-
exp:::O:::3.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets

exp 0 2 :: IdiO'reg B 10 + diO'reg 13;; ; eio j f
exp-O-2.clkf : wrlc- - ;write clo-ck-'
exp:::O:::2.ce : sel_G ;whenever address G gets ;nit,-e"

exp D 1 :: /diO*reg B 9 + diO*reg B 1
exp:::O:::l.clkf : wrlc- - ;write clock

;r9 if IdiO=} • el " diG=]
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;whcnever address G gets writLer~

exp 0 0 := /diO*reg B 8 + diO*reg B ° ;r8"f /diO=: + cO if ,,:0
exp-O-O.clkf = wrlc- - ;write ciock
exp:O:O.ce = sel_G ;whenever address G gets written

end of magnify function definition
reg_A, reg_B, exp_C, exp_O, exp_E, exp_F, reg_G
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ApPENDIX 5. MAGNIFICATION EXAMPLE (MAGNIFY.LIS)

Program: MAGNIFY 07-05-1994 at 12:37:53

File: c:\dissert\compiler\convolve\magnify.src

Input File

O?
'k = 2048?
'k mod 32
'k odd?

'init input row
'init output row
'skip one output row
'inc input row index
'get upper byte pair
'get lower byte pair
'shift even/odd k
'store upper byte pair
'store lower pair
'next output quad

3
3
3

x
- - X - X
X - X - X
X - X - X
X - X X X
X - X X X
X - X X X
X - X X X

1
- X -

func pyramid 'magnify a 32x32 image to 64x64
up_in, dn_in register:16i 'input quad
up_2, dn_2 expression:16i 'shift registers
up out, dn out expression:16i 'output quad
shift - register:1i 'shift mechanism

var j : register:9i k register:11i 'in, out array indexes
in : array[511] of integeri '16 across, 32 down
out: array[2047] of integeri '32 across, 64 down

dtbegin
lambda = 0 1 1 1 1
k = 2048-32 - T F F F
k and 31 = 0 - - T F F
k I - - - T F

--------------------+----------
j .= 0 X
k .= 0 X -
k .= k + 32
j .= j + 1
up in := in[j]
dn-in := in[j+161
shift := k
out[k] := up_out
out [k+32] := dn_out
k := k + 1
exit
lambda .=
dtend

Compilation Statistics:
5 rules, 4 conditions, 12 actions

Functional Memory: 5156 bytes
FPGA I/O: 6 inputs, 12 outputs
Microcode: 81 lines MC
FPGA PALASM: 493 CLBs (estimated)

3 chips

Functional Memory Map

Assigned Chip
Name *Type I

I I
lambda R 1
@Rule P 1

Address
I #Bits
I I
0000 2
0002 8

or Value
Expression
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pyramid D 2
up in R 2
dn-in ......• R 2
up_2 E 2
dn 2 E 2
up_out .....• E 2
dn out E 2
shIft R 2
j R 3
k ..•...•...• R 1
in C 0
out C 0
k+32 E 1
j+1 ....•.... E 3
@in[j] A 3
@in[j+16] •.• A 3
@out [k] ..... A 1
@out[k+32] .. A 1
k+1 ......•.• E 1

0004 0
0004 16
0006 16
0008 16
OOOA 16
OOOC 16
OOOE 16
0010 1
0012 9
0014 11
0016 0
0416 0
1416 11
1418 9
141A 10
141C 10
141E 12
1420 12
1422 11

k + 32
j + 1
in [ j
in [ j + 16 ]
out [ k ]
out [ k + 32 ]
k + 1

*Types
A-Indirect Address
C-Array Base Address
D-Function Macro Declaration
E-Expression Output
P-Microprogram Address
R-FPGA Input Register

Execution Table
===============

Adr Statement mP Dest Src Cye
---------

Rulel=/L1*/LO
004: j :=0 DC 0012 0000 2
OOC: k:=O DC 0014 0000 2
014: up in:=in[j] Dr 0004 141A 3
020: dn::)n :=in [j+16] Dr 0006 141C 3
02C: shift :=k DD 0010 0014 ')

<-

034: out[k]:=up_out ID 141E OOOC 3
040: out[k+32]:=dn_out ID 1420 OOOE 3
04C: k:=k+l DE 0014 1422 2
054: lambda:= DC 0000 0001 2
OSC: goto @rule Jr 0002 2

Rule2=/L1*LO*C2
064: exit EX 2

Rule3=/L1*LO*/C2*C3
06C: k:=k+32 DE 0014 1416 2
074: j:=j+1 DE 0012 1418 2
07C: up in :=in [j] Dr 0004 141A 3
088: dn=:in:=in[j+16] Dr 0006 141C 3
094: shift:=k DD 0010 0014 2
09C: out [k] :=up_out ID 141E OOOC 3
OA8: out [k+32] : =dn_out ID 1420 OOOE 3
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OB4: k:=k+1 DE 0014 1422 2
OBC: goto @rule J1 0002 2

Rule4=/L1*LO*/C2*/C3*C4
OC4: shift :=k DD 0010 0014 2
OCC: out[k]:=up_out ID 141E OOOC 3
OD8: out[k+32]:=dn_out ID 1420 OOOE 3
OE4: k:=k+1 DE 0014 1422 2
OEC: goto @rule J1 0002 2

Rule5=/L1*LO*/C2*/C3*/C4
OF4: j :=j+1 DE 0012 1418 2
OFC: up_in:=in[j] D1 0004 141A 3
108: dn_in: =in [j+1G] D1 0006 141C 3
114: shift:=k DD 0010 0014 2
llC: out[k] :=up_out ID 141E OOOC 3
128: out[k+32]:=dn_out ID 1420 OOOE 3
134: k:=k+1 DE 0014 1422 2
13C: goto @ru1e J1 0002 2
144:
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ApPENDIX 6. ROW-COLUMN HISTOGRAM EXAMPLE (ROWCOL.LIS)

Program: ROWCOL 07-05-1994 at 12:37:29

'16 image words

'Zero column sum array
'loop through 16 words
'load function input
'store sum for this row
'increment row counter

File: c:\dissert\compi1er\charrec\rowco1.src

Input File

'compute Rowand Column Histograms
func RowColSum 'Row sum/column accumulate function

InWord : register:16; '16 pixel row input
RowSum : expression:5; 'sum of row bits
ColSums : array[15] of expression:5; 'column histogram

var j : register: 4; 'array indexes
char : array[15] of integer; 'character input array
row: array[15] of integer; 'Row-wise histogram

dtbegin
lambda = I 0 1 1
j = 16 I - F T
--------------------+------
ColSums := 0 I X - -
j := 0 I X - -
InWord : = char [ j ] I X X -
row[j] := RowSum I X X -
j := j + 1 I X X -
exit I - - X
lambda .= I 1
dtend

Compilation Statistics:
3 rules, 2 conditions, 7 actions

Functional Memory: 112 bytes
FPGA I/O: 3 inputs, 21 outputs
Microcode: 29 lines MC
FPGA PALASM: 259 CLBs (estimated)

2 chips

Functional Memory Map

Assigned Chip Address or Value
Name *Type I I #Bits Expression

I I I I ----------
lambda R 1 0000 2
@Rule P 1 0002 7
rowcolsum D 2 0004 0 inword rowsum colsums colsums.l colsums.2
colsums.3 colsums.4 colsums.5 colsums.6 colsums.7 colsums.8 colsums.9
colsums.10 colsums.l1 colsums.12 colsums.13 colsums.14 colsums.15
inword R 2 0004 16
rowsum E 2 0006 5
colsums E 2 0008 5
colsums.1 E 2 OOOA 5
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colsums.2 E 2 OOOC 5
colsums.3 E 2 OOOE 5
colsums.4 E 2 0010 5
colsums.5 E 2 0012 5
colsums.6 E 2 0014 5
colsums.7 E 2 0016 5
colsums.8 E 2 0018 5
colsums.9 E 2 001A 5
colsums.l0 E 2 001C 5
colsums.l1 E 2 001E 5
colsums.12 E 2 0020 5
colsums.13 E 2 0022 5
colsums.14 E 2 0024 5
colsums.15 E 2 0026 5
j ................... R 1 0028 4
char ................ C 0 002A 0
row .................. C 0 004A 0
@char[j] ........ A 1 006A 6 char [ j ]
@row[j] .......... A 1 006C 7 row [ j ]
j+l .................. E 1 006E 4 j + 1

*Types
A-Indirect Address
C-Array Base Address
D-Function Macro Declaration
E-Expression Output
P-Microprogram Address
R-FPGA Input Register

Execution Table
===============

Adr Statement mP Dest Src Cyc
---------

Rulel=/Ll*/LO
004: colsums:=O DC 0008 0000 2
OOC: j:=O DC 0028 0000 2
014: inword:=char[j] DI 0004 006A 3
020: row[j] :=rowsum ID 006C 0006 3
02C: j:=j+1 DE 0028 006E 2
034: lambda:= DC 0000 0001 2
03C: goto @rule JI 0002 2

Rule2=/Ll*LO*/C2
044: inword:=char[j] DI 0004 006A 3
050: row[j] :=rowsum ID 006C 0006 3
05C: j :=j+1 DE 0028 006E 2
064: goto @rule JI 0002 2

Rule3=/Ll*LO*C2
06C: exit EX 2
074:
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